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REGIONAL NEAR EAST 

IRAQI OPEC OFFICIAL DISCUSSES ORGANIZATION'S INEQUITIES, SUCCESSES 

London AL-DUSTUR in Arabic U May 87 pp 28-30 

[Interview with Dr Fadil al-Jalabi, OPEC deputy secretary general, by Ra'd 
Muhyi 'Arif: "OPEC's Production Decline has Not Been Distributed Equally 
among All"] 

[Text] Contrary to many expectations which Western circles voiced throughout 
the world last year, that the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries 
(OPEC) was headed for the brink and no longer had the ability to control the 
market in the wake of the deterioration in prices, the organization has 
started to regain its strength and status again, following the latest deci- 
sion to reduce production and support prices. It has been no secret to any- 
one that oil prices are affected not only by the volumes of supply and de- 
mand but that there also are numerous factors which play their part in this 
area, with respect to political developments in the producer and consumer 
countries and the international economic situation in general. 

When OPEC declared its agreement last December, the oil markets experienced 
a noticeable rise in oil prices, when they went beyond $18 after having got 
to $7 a barrel last summer. Thus the OPEC organization proved that it is 
able to regain its control of the markets and regain its ability to lead the 
market instead of being led. As oil experts point out, if the organization 
really has been able to continue the commitment to the policy of discipline 
in production and prices which it has demonstrated in the past 3 months, it 
will be able to preserve the price it determines, and the period of the 
nineties might bring the OPEC organization back to the position of sole de- 
terminant of world energy prices. 

Because of the importance of the period the world oil market is witnessing, 
we had this meeting with Dr Fadil al-Jalabi, who assumed many positions in 
oil before becoming deputy secretary general of OPEC and has been the acting 
secretary general since 1983» as the position has been vacant since that 
time. 

AL-DUSTUR: Now that OPEC has recently established that it is able to control 
the prices of oil and control the market, a number of oil producing coun- 
tries outside the organization have expressed their readiness to cooperate 
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spite of the opposition of some members of the market to any meeting with 
OPEC as an organization. Some market countries were not content with this 
meeting between the OPEC countries and market representatives. This dissat- 
isfaction may have been behind the absence of the representatives of some 
countries such as Britain. The British who participated in the meeting were 
employees of the agency of the market's secretariat in addition to some Bri- 
tishers who participated as experts by special invitation and not as repre- 
sentatives of the government or the companies. This was labelled more a 
technical meeting than a political one. The market countries wondered in 
advance: Is dialogue with OPEC acceptable or not? The industrial countries 
have views which are at variance with OPEC and the International Energy A- 
gency, which the United States and Britain head, stands in opposition to 
cooperation or dialogue with OPEC although some industrial countries prefer 
to build bridges with them. Nonetheless, the meeting was very positive and 
was a scientific, objective discussion far removed from political discuss- 
ions or emotional debates, and we produced agreement on essential points, 
among them: 

1. That the violent fluctuations in oil prices are not in the interests of 
the consumers or the producers either. This point was not the subject of 
agreement before. 

2. In order to preserve the stability of the oil market there must be inter- 
national cooperation in which the parties concerned with the stability of 
the market will share. The conference's concluding statement asserted this 
point, which is what OPEC has been calling for for years, that is, responsi- 
bility for the stability of the oil market is a joint international one, not 
a responsibility restricted to a specific group of producers, especially 
OPEC. 

3. Energy problems require constant meeting among the parties concerned so 
that the subject may be understood. Therefore the concluding statement 
stressed the need to hold such meetings in an ongoing manner. 

4.. The conference stressed that the realization of fruitful international 
cooperation in the energy field requires the exchange of information, that 
is, that oil information must be available to all and must not be restricted 
to companies or governments as if it were secret. It is also necessary, to 
eliminate the effect of speculation and guesswork in the market, to exchange 
and publish information so that world public opinion will know what is going 
on in the market. 

5. The important point is that theoreticians of energy affairs on the indus- 
trial side in reality were in agreement with the producers on many points 
regarding matters which in the past had been the object of dispute or ambi- 
guity, including their agreement that oil prices were not responsible for 
inflation and unemployment in the industrial countries, that the causes of 
the problems of the Western economy may be attributed to other factors and 
that there has been much exaggeration concerning the influence of oil prices 
in the past. The other points which were the subject of ambiguity and dis- 
pute included the issue of the notion of the free oil market, because the 
Britishers always asserted that oil prices must be determined by market 
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Dr Fadil al-Jalabi: One of the important results of the recent December a- 
greement is embodied in OPEC's expression of its readiness to sacrifice pro- 
duction for the sake of holding price. That in itself is a factor which will 
lead to the absorption of the stocks. The more OPEC production declines, the 
more withdrawal from stocks will increase, and the more the stocks decrease 
the more there will be a possibility of improving the price. 

There is a group of experts who believe that if the current state of OPEC 
production continues, the prices in the market will rise. That estimate is 
correct and logical. The more OPEC's production declines, the more prices 
will rise, because OPEC is the flexible supplementary producer and of course 
that requires adherence to the OPEC resolutions for periods which differ in 
nature. There is another point: it is true that OPEC's production has de- 
clined in its totality, but on looking at the shares of each of the coun- 
tries we find that some countries have resources which prompt them to market 
their share in the market in full while there are other countries which 
cannot. The decline in OPEC's production is not distributed in an equal man- 
ner among everyone, because the export patterns of OPEC oil are not equal in 
all countries. A country like Venezuela has a great percentage in the form 
of refined oil products and it sells these products at the price of the 
products market, because OPEC does not price refined products but just 
prices crude oil. Also, some types of oil are not subject to OPEC pricing 
because they are of a very heavy grade and therefore are sold at the market 
price and not at a fixed price. Conversely, a country like Qatar does not 
have exports in the form of oil products but exports only crude oil. 

Therefore Venezuela can sell all its share but when the market is shrinking 
Qatar finds difficulty with marketing. One should add many factors to that. 
Therefore we find that there are countries which bear a greater burden than 
others. 

AL-DUSTUR: What is the role of the organization's secretariat general, as a 
body specializing in presenting indices to consumers and producers, as far 
as transacting in oil as a futures commodity goes? 

Dr Fadil al-Jalabi: The essential point lies in the subject of the dialogue 
between producers and consumers and the extent to which consumer countries 
will abstain from their policies of intervening through tax and non-tax mea- 
sures which they impose on oil consumption or imports, because the consumer 
countries, since the establishment of the International Energy Agency, have 
set out political goals whose purpose is to reduce reliance on OPEC oil and 
specifically on the oil of the Arab Gulf. This policy has been declared. For 
the purpose of realizing this policy, the industrial countries are sparing 
no effort in pursuing every means to realize this goal. These means include 
tax techniques. The price of gasoline which the citizen in the Western coun- 
tries pays is high. Though the oil price has dropped by half, from $28 per 
barrel, in addition to the drop in the costs of importing from Europe and 
Japan because of the drop in the dollar, since the total decline ranges from 
60 to 70 percent per barrel, the gasoline price the consumer pays has not 
dropped, because of government intervention and tax policies in the consum- 
ing countries. 

AL-DUSTUR: The minister of petroleum and mineral resources in the United 
Arab Emirates, Mani' Sa'id al-'Utaybah, stated some time ago that the price 
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W°^d meet in March and the date was postponed to April, then cancelled. What is the reason for that? 

Dr Fadilal-Jalabi: The latest conference set the level of the OPEC price at 
$18 per barrel on a basket of seven crudes. It also resolved that the dif- 

ItlTT*onA?riCe JetWefn the higheSt and lowest of the cr^es would not 
S  «SA 5 P!r barrel and determined the stipulation of prices for all 
other OPEC crudes which were not included in the basket in the light of the 
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differentials from time to time and the notion of the meeting of the minis- 
terial committee under the chairmanship of His Excellency Dr Mani- al-'Utav- 
bah arose on that basis. However, it later was considered appropriate to 
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mee?ingiirSt f/11 b6CaUSe the issue is not ™  «»at requires it and then to give the market an opportunity to improve. 

AL-DUSTUR: To what issues will the coming conference to be held in Vienna on 

menST      ""^' *" addltl°n t0 the discussion of oil market deveLp- 

?L!adli al-falabi!Jhe things the conference will discuss alongside the 
issue of market stability include the issue of the choice of a secretary 
S»™  J°r    ^gf^ation. That position has been vacant for a number of 
years and some countries have sent their candidates. 
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EGYPT NEAR EAST 

GHALI DISCUSSES RELATIONS WITH PLO IN INTERVIEW 

PM280819 London AL-MAJALLAH in Arabic 20-26 May 87 p 11 

[Interview with Egyptian Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Dr Butrus 
Ghali by Nura Fakhuri "during his short visit to Britain last week"] 

[Excerpts]  [Fakhuri]  It appears that the crisis in Egyptian-palestinian 
relations has become the most important event following the recent PNC 
in Algiers. What has become of this crisis? 

[Ghali]  I would like to say that the crisis that broke out between the 
Egyptian Government and the PLO did not and will not affect Egypt's 
stand in relation to the Palestine problem.  Egypt still supports the 
Palestinian people and struggles for its sake so that it will enable it 
to exercise its right to self-determination.  Egypt still believes that there 
can be no solution for the Palestine problem without the PLO.  A crisis did 
occur but, as was stated in the [official Egyptian] statement and in 
President Mubarak's May Day speech, it will not affect Egypt's assistance 
to the Palestine problem. 

[Fakhuri]  But it has definitely affected your relations with the PLO, 
the sole legitimate representative of the Palestinian people. 

[Ghali]  It did affect our relations with the PLO, but we hope to be able 
to contain this crisis in the future. 

[Fakhuri] Dr Usamah al-Baz [director of presidential bureau for political 
affairs] said that an international conference could be held without Syria's 
presence.  Can such a conference be held when Syria is a principal party 
to the conflict? 

[Ghali]  In fact what matters to us is to break the stalemate in the 
Palestine problem.  The stalemate is not in the Palestinian people's interest 
nor is it in the interest of peace.  The international conference is one 
of the means by which we can produce movement on the Palestine problem and 
so we support this conference.  But as to whether this conference will 
include all the countries involved or only certain countries, is a problem 
that we will deal with later.  What is important is that we should move and 
win the support of the major powers, that is, the United States and the EC, 



the African countries, and the nonaligned countries so that we will find 
international common ground in support of convening an international 
conference.  The problems you referred to will be discussed later.  Many 
problems will develop as to whether Syria will attend or not and whether 
the PLO is represented or not and what form this representation should take. 

The most important thing is that the breakthrough and the move which we 
achieved should continue.  The resolutions adopted in Algiers have 
created new obstacles at a time when we should have carried on defending 
the idea of an international conference and marshalling world opinion in 
support of it by issuing resolutions supporting this conference.  We 
should have continued contacts with the United States, Russia, France, 
and Britain so as to find common ground.  If agreement on an international 
conference is reached, we will then go to the Arab countries that will 
participate.  I did not say that Syria's participation or otherwise is 
a secondary matter. 

[Fakhuri]  Do you imagine that an international conference will be 
convened before the expiry of President Reagan's term? 

iGhali] We must work on this basis.  The conference must be convened at 
the earliest date possible.  This is the objective.  I wish the conference 
would be held in the next few weeks, but I cannot say whether or not 
it will be convened during President Reagan's term. 

[Fakhuri]  The PLO as it stands now and under Yasir 'Arafat's chairmanship? 

[Ghali]  Of course, Yasir 'Arafat is the PLO chairman and he is 
responsible for it.  Details of participation is the concern of the PLO 
as well as of the parties concerned. 

[Fakhuri]  It is said that the PLO will be the "victim" of the international 
conference. 

[Ghali] We do not believe so.  Indeed we bleive that the PLO is the 
Palestinian people's representative and should take part in the 
international conference if we want this conference to succeed. 

[Fakhuri]  The PLO as it stands now and under Yasir TArafat's chairmanship? 

[Ghali]  Of course, Yasir 'Arafat is the PLO chairman and he is responsible 
for it.  Details of participation is the concern of the PLO as well as of 
the parties concerned. 

[Fakhuri]  Supposing the Arab obstacles have been removed how will the 
Israeli obstacles be removed? 



[Ghali]  The contacts that took place between the Israeli Labor Party 
and the Egyptian Government have led to results, including Peres' 
announcement accepting the idea of an international conference.  This 
in itself is a positive step and diplomatic contacts always aim at overcoming 
these obstacles. 

[Fakhuri] What reasons will compel Israel, it being in the stronger 
position, to negotiate with the PLO on the grounds that the conference will 
be incomplete without the PLO's participation? 

[Ghali]  Negotiations are not with the PLO alone; indeed they are with 
the Arab world.  There is a group in Israel which believes in peace and 
believes that Israel's interest lies in peace.  It also believes in 
negotiation.  Just as there is a group in the Arab world which believes 
in military confrontation there is also a group in Israel that also 
believes in such confrontation.  Our policy is to back the group in Israel 
and the group within the Palestinian people and in the Arab countries 
that believe in negotiation and dialogue. 

[Fakhuri]  Is it possible that Egypt and Jordan will accept the representation 
of Palestinians at the international conference with Palestinian personalities 
from the West Bank and abroad and will this be acceptable to the Americans 
and the Israelis? 

[Ghali]  If the PLO accepts. 

/12624 
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EGYPT NEAR EAST 

WEEKLY VIEWS IMF AGREEMENT, ISLAMIC ECONOMY 

PM271511 Cairo AL-SH'AB in Arabic 12 May 87 p 1, 2 

[Chief Editor 'Abdil Husayn article:  "The Islamicists and the Agreement 
with IMF"] 

[Excerpts]  The impotent government has finally succumbed to the conditions 
of the IMF and its backers.  It has been announced that the Egyptian 
Government next Friday will submit the so-called "letter of intent" to the 
IMF board of directors.  It is known that the board will authorize its 
chairman to act in the usual manner in this case.  It was the IMF's officials 
who drafted the "economic reform" program and participated in all the 
maneuverings involved as well as in the pressures that have lead to 
the head of our government signing the letter of intent which incorporated 
the "reform".  The IMF chairman [ra'is] will sign the so-called "support, 
agreement" organizing the disbursement of the 300-million-dollar loan '..'.'.. ; 

offered by the Fund so as to be compatible with the stages of implementing 
the reform program.  If what is required is implemented within a 
particular stage then the money alloted to that stage will be paid but if 
the government hesitates then the Fund will withhold the payment alloted to it. 

We have often pointed out to the danger involved in such a practice hut 
in view what the government and its press are publishing these days we 
find it our duty to repeat the warning because what is happening these days 
is not the brilliant victory they claim it to be, but rather, in fact, 
a certain disaster. 

Before going any further in this we would like to declare that all the talk 
about democracy will be meaningless and a mockery if the most critical 
decisions are made in the absence of our participation and if the most 
important information continues to be withheld from the Socialist Labor 
Party [SLP] and the other opposition parties. We now say this at the 
top of our voice on the occasion of the agreement with the IMF and the 
United States.  This agreement Will define our economic course for many 
years to come and will affect all our foreign, regional, and domestic 
policies. 
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We call upon the rulers to tell the people the truth about the nature of 
the predicament in which they have put our country and we tell them:  Do 
not cheat the people and claim that what happened with the IMF today is 
different from what happened with Khedive Isma'il when he borrowed from 
foreign governments and banks.  What is happening today is exactly 
the same as what happened during Al-sadat's era in 1977 before he went to 
Jerusalem.  It is also the same as what happened at the time of Khedive 
Isma'il and during the British occupation of Egypt. 

As for the direct effect of the agreement with the IMF and the creditors, 
these are well known.  They have been explained by four of the most 
prominent economists (on page 3 of this issue).  In the short term the 
market will experience a rising wave of price increases; people on low 
incomes will suffer and social injustices and differences in income will 
become even more acute.  There is absolutely no doubt about this however 
you [government sources] may talk about stability. 

However, we would like to concentrate on the more dangerous and long-term 
effects of the results.  These results concern the question of national 
economy and Islamic renaissance.  Economy, or the science of the utilization 
of resources, must be subjected to Islamic controls; it should be devoted 
to serving the homeland and all the sons of the nation and not just a handful 
of affluent and corrupt people.  Do the IMF or the Americans intend to help 
us achieve anything of this?  The following words of the Almighty God applies 
to them:  "If aught that is good befalls you, it grieves them; but if some 
misfortune overtakes you, they rejoice.  But if ye are patient and do right, 
not the least harm will their cunning do to you, for God knows all that 
they do."  [Koranic verse] 

Nowadays they are making many statements and proclamations about some of 
what the IMF has decided to do for them. We say "some" because some of 
the decisions will remain secret to the Egyptian people.  As for what they 
reveal, we observe that they concern piecemeal measures; one measure about 
reducing the pound's exchange rate through the banks adopting the blackmarket 
rates and another about the rate of interest.  There are other decisions 
about increasing the price of energy and public sector products, We are 
feeling these measures gradually and sometimes read about them.  I do 
not think it is possible to discuss these measures individually as there 
is not a single measure which, as it stands, is either right or wrong. 
Therefore we demand that all that has been decided should be declared 
so that discussion may be earnest and conducted in the light of the 
encompassing view of the entire economic situation. 

We also warn against the strange talk about the good conduct certificate or 
the international community's confidence in our government and its policy. 
Who issues such a certificate and what is this international community? 
The IMF and the World Bank are not democratic organizations like the UN 
General Assembly.  Their system puts them under the total control of the 
Western industrial states, a matter that gives the Zionists a special influence 
because of their special relations with these countries. When it is said that 
the IMF or the USAID have given Egypt a good conduct certificate then this is 
a catastrophe because it means that we have become completely subject to their 
line and to their control and so we will never be able to disobey them. 
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In this regard they wish to ensure that we toe the U.S. line in the Arab 
and African spheres and we strengthen ties with Israel.  Economically this 
will further deepen our subordination to them in matters of food and 
technology and promote economic exchange and integration with Israel.  There 
is no doubt that they also wish to reduce the budget deficit and the balance 
of payments deficit so that they will reduce their "aid" to us, but they 
want to achieve this reduction without jeopardizing their objectives. 
Therefore the national means for reducing the deficit are bound to be 
different.  We, for example, will not contemplate reducing the deficit 
by leasing military bases to the United States or selling shares in the 
Suez Canal or any other successful company to foreigners.  But the IMF and 
its supporters are not embarrassed to ask for this.  I was astonished 
that so far they have not paid attention to the idea of selling the 
pyramids although such project could realize far larger amounts than 
what we would obtain from selling Suez Canal shares! 

In the face of the Zionists and the international bodies and in view of 
the impotence of the government the Islamicist should propose integrated 
countersolutions.  We should not tackle the announced measures at the 
surface but should go down to their roots.  We should not deal with what 
is happening as if it concerns a number of scattered measures.  These 
measures, as we said, are being adopted in accordance with a general logic 
for the purpose of a general objective.  This general philosophy and this 
general objective is what we should concentrate on and should uncover 
in our discussions in the People's Assembly and elsewhere. 

What some of the Islamicists said when discussions turned to loan agreements 
concerned the question of usurious interests.  This question is indeed 
worth examining; rejection and reservations are in order.  [as published] 
But discussing this matter in depth should be done in the light of a 
thorough understanding of the general economic situation and of the most 
serious factors hindering the establishment of an Islamic system 
for the Egyptian economy.  I believe that this is what the SLP parliamentary 
body is, God willing, going to do when the new budget is debated. 

If we are to discuss the issue of usurious interests in the light of the 
general framework then the question of priorities will come to the fore. 
If it is impossible to resolve all the problems at once, does this mean 
that the question of usurious interests is the problem that should 
rather be concentrated upon at this juncture?  I believe that there is no 
room here for a long answer, but it would suffice to point out that 
liberating economic transactions (both internal and external) from usury 
means that we are in the process of establishing an economic system that 
is quite different from the existing international system of which we 
are a part.  We can do so completely (in our internal and international 
relations) only to the degree we can disengage ourselves from the prevailing 
international system.  We do not say that the Islamic economy should be 
isolated from other economies.  This is impossible.  But what we are asking 
for is to establish our relations with the others on the basis of independence 
and equality and not of weakness and subservience.  In which case we will be 
able to establish an independent economic system which in its administration, 
development, or distribution is not dependent on usurious methods. 
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In order to establish an economic system of our own we must endure the 
adversities of the struggle [jihad] against the enemies of Islamic 
renaissance who will threaten us with all kinds of military intervention 
and economic pressure in order to prevent us from achieving our objective. 
All this means that questions of national security come to the forefront. 
The Islamic society must protect its existence, its funds, and its sources 
of livelihood so that it can later achieve what it likes to achieve. 

/12624 
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EGYPT NEAR EAST 

WALI DISCUSSES IMF, PARIS CLUB NEGOTIATIONS 

JN261302 Cairo AL-JUMHURIYAH in Arabic 23 May 87 pp 1, 2 

{By Hasan 'Amir] 

[Text] Dr Yusuf Wali, deputy prime minister and agriculture and food 
security minister, has announced that the negotiations with the Paris Club 
on rescheduling debts are progressing successfully.  He added that the 
agreement with the IMF was a necessary step. 

The deputy prime minister said the Egyptian Government is holding contacts 
with Sweden to settle its objections to rescheduling.  He added that an 
agreement will be signed with the debtor nations through the Paris Club 
to settle differences over the grace period.  Egypt is seeking a 7-year 
grace period while the debtor nations agree on granting only a 5-year 
grace period. 

Dr Wali addressed the Joint Egyptian-U.S. Chamber of Commerce saying: 
We seek to give the private sector a large role in economic activities, 
thus allowing it to act as a partner in development.  We also seek to float 
the prices of agricultural products such as rice, sugarcane, and cotton. 
The IMF is of this opinion and we have been holding this opinion for a 
long time.  He said the latest decisions on the exchange rate for the 
Egyptian pound will not exterminate the black market once and for all. 
However, he added that the extermination of the black market will be gradual. 
He said: An agreement has been reached with investment employment 
companies to make them refrain from taking measures that would undermine 
the economic decisions.  He added that reclamation projects will be 
encouraged and areas of land will be sold in areas that do not have the 
basic infrastructure for 100 to 400 pounds per feddan.  He said that joint 
projects in various phases of agricultural production will be encouraged. 
He emphasized that the latest economic measures will not deal a mortal 
blow to the foreign currency black market. 

This came in a dialogue held between Dr Yusuf Wali and members of the 
U.S. Chamber of Commerce.  The dialogue began with a question on the 
harmony between the stands of both the NDP and the government toward the 
agreement with the IMF.  On the extent of the success achieved in the talks 
with the Paris Club, Dr Wali said:  There are no differences between 
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the NDP and the government..  Both institutions agreed that the agreement 
with the IMF was a necessary step toward settling and reschedulxng debts 
with the Paris Club.  He added that the first session revealed the good 
response of" all debtor nations with the exception of Sweden which raxsed some 
rServations in its capacity as a representative of the Scandxnavxan 
states group.  He noted that the Egyptian government xs holdxng urgent 
wiS thl Scandinavian governments through the Swedish Embassy xn Caxro 

to settle the issue. 

Dr Wall added-  the second disagreement which surfaced at the Paris Club 
concerns tne grace period to bellowed before rescheduling the Egyptxan 
debts  The debtor nations agree on giving us a 5-year grace perxod 
IS we are seeking a 7-year grace period, afte.which the upeomxng 5-year 
development plan will be completed.  And at that txme, the ^xster saxd, 
economic structures will be more capable of confrontxng the burdens 
imposed by the debts.  He said some forces are trying to depxct the sxtuatxon 
as one reflecting pressure from the IMF and acceptance of this pressure 
by the Egyptian government.  He added that the truth is far removed from 
that and noted that the truth concerning what you see reflects a convergent 
of views on policies and attitudes by the two sxdes. 

The deputy prime minister said:  Since I assumed the duties of agriculture 
minister! my policy in the agriculture sector has been based on Ixberatxng 
the prices of agricultural products from government pricing and from 
the mandatory exportation quotas, and on allowing market mechanxsms to 
olay their natural role as an incentive to producers. We have succeeded 
in this! The prices of most products are determined by the free «terplay 
Jf market factors and we are about to decisively and fxnally liberate 
the prices for rice, sugarcane, and cotton from all constraints.  The IMF 
believes this is a wise policy, and so have we for a long time. 

Dr Wali added:  The government stresses the importance of giving the 
privlte sector a greater role in economic activities and recognises thxs 
seclor as a partner in the development process.  The entire open-door 
policy is based on this concept.  The IMF also believes xn the need 
to encourage the private sector and individual initxatxves. What xs 
actually taking place is that the government has given a growxng role 
to tne private sector, including imports of strategic commodities auch as 
fertilizers and corn.  At the same time, the government believes it is 
po^to tudmCsome public sector projects over to ^oint sector xn whxch 
the private sector could participate.  However, we will not make a 
decision on this before studying the results of some important experiments 
in some governorates, where special companies have been establish«to 
carry ou* specific jobs such as internal transportation ^S the public 
services.  If these experiments succeed, they can be applied to the public 

sector in general. 

Further to the dialogue on the agreement with the IMF, a question was posed 
!n the effect of the IMF's demand for an increase in the interest rate on the 
productive sector and the creation of new work opportunities. 
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Dr Wali said:  I do not agree with those who believe that the reduction in 
bank finances has harmed the entire productive sector.  For example, the 
agricultural sector was not affected.  We are still granting it loans with 
6 percent interest.  We have a big financial allocation which amounts to 500 
million pounds.  Moreover, the industrial financing resources are still 
available through the development bank. 

Concerning the recent economic measures and whether they can finish off the 
black market, Dr Wali said:  I do not believe we can completely finish 
off the black market, especially a few days after the beginning of the 
experiment.  The black markets will be eradicated gradually.  The preliminary 
results of the experiment in the foreign currency market show a drop in 
the difference between the dollar price on the currency market and its price 
on the black market.  The difference is two piasters. 

In his statement, Dr Wali stressed that he chaired a meeting attended by 
the owners of the financial investment companies. Dr 'Atif 'Ubayd, minister 
of state for Council of Ministers' affairs, and Dr Yusri Mustafa, minister 
of economy, attended the meeting.  He said: We stressed to them the need 
to concentrate on investment in the productive sector.  We also agreed 
not to take any measures that would harm the recent economic measures. 

Dr Wali added:  Despite this, the government has the courage to confront 
any situation.  We have the will and the funds to protect our measures from 
any attempt to tamper with them. 

/12624 
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EGYpT NEAR EAST 

GHALI DELIVERS SPEECH MARKING AFRICATS DAY 

NC251525 Cairo Domestic Service in Arabic 1230 GMT 25 May 87 

[Text]  The Arab Republic of Egypt once again affirmed today its belief 
in and support for the OAU and stressed the need to maintain its efficacy, 
so that it might face up to Africa's problems.  Egypt also emphasized the 
importance of supporting the OAU's efforts to increase cooperation and 
cohesion among the various African states in all fields. 

This came in a speech by Dr Butrus Ghali, minister of state for foreign 
affairs, during a ceremony marking Africa's Day.  Heads of the African 
diplomatic corps and representatives of liberation movements stationed 
in Cairo attended the function Dr Ghali said the economic crisis imposed 
upon the Continent makes it incumbent upon all African states to rearrange 
their priorities in a practical way that is compatible with their people's 
interests.  Dr Ghali added that Egypt will not hesitate to cooperate with 
all its African sisters in all fields.  Egypt has established the Egyptian 
fund for technical cooperation in Africa, which has dispatched hundreds 
of Egyptian experts to more than 30 African states.  His excellency 
also noted the fact that Egypt has hosted several African meetings and 
conferences, stressing that the outcome of these meetings has added to 
the existing cooperation and constructive solidarity among the African 
countries.  He referred in this respect to the meetings the OAU's bureau 
has held in Cairo. 

Dr Ghali stressed that Egypt is firmly committed in its support for the 
Frontline African States in their heroic struggle against the racist colonial- 
ism in South Africa.  The South African Racist Regime's practices 
continuously threaten peace and security on the African Continent, he 
emphasized.  In this connection, Dr Ghali appealed to all major states 
maintaining economic relations with South Africa to impose comprehensive 
economic sanctions against that regime in a bid to tighten the siege on 
it and to compel it to respect the international community's will. 

Dr Ghali concluded by emphasizing the importance of preserving Chad's 
sovereignty and of solving the Western Sahara issue in accordance with 
the OAU's Charter and resolutions. 

/12624     "^ ' 
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EGYPT NEAR EAST 

MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD LEADER INTERVIEWED 

Kuwait AL-MUJTAMA' in Arabic 7 Apr 87 pp 27-29 

[Interview with Mustafa Mashhur, Muslim Brotherhood leader: "Mustafa Mashhur 
Says, «I Expect Us To Gain 40 Seats; Opposition Parties Expect Those in Power To 
Intervene on Behalf of the Ruling Party; Muslim Brothers Had Always Helped 
Extinguish the Fires of Sedition; They Never Stirred Them up;' date and place of 
interview not specified] 

[Text] AL-MUJTAMA» interviewed Mustafa Mashhur, one of the Muslim Brotherhood's 
most prominent leaders, on the occasion of elections for Egypt's People's 
Assembly. These elections started yesterday, Monday, 6 April 1987. 

[Question] The Muslim Brothers allied themselves with the Wafd Party in the 
previous election, but that alliance was broken in the current election. Why did 
that happen? 

[Answer] The term, alliance, does not apply to what really happened. What we 
had was nothing more than an agreement to work together in the election so that 
Muslim Brothers could overcome the obstacle that was placed in their path and 
that prevented them from participating in elections. I am referring to the law 
which decrees that people vote for party lists. That law restricts participation 
in an election to those parties that are officially recognized. Independent 
individuals who are not members of those parties have no way of participating in 
an election. It is known that this law was decreed specifically to prevent 
Muslim Brothers from running for office as assembly members. Thus, an agreement 
was reached between the late Mr 'Umar al-Talmasani and Fu'ad Siraj-al-Din. The 
two men agreed that a few Muslim Brothers would be nominated by the party and 
their names would appear on the Wafd Party's list of candidates. That was to be 
our way to get to the assembly. In return, the Wafd party would benefit from the 
ballots which voters will cast for it, and it would overcome the obstacle of 
having to have over eight percent of the total number of ballots cast throughout 
the republic in accordance with the law. It was agreed that after the election a 
member of the Wafd would still be a member of that party and a member of the 
Muslim Brotherhood would still be a member of the brotherhood, both inside and 
outside the assembly. Accordingly, what transpired between the Muslim Brother- 
hood and the Wafd was not a permanent alliance, but rather a temporary 
cooperation for a specific operation. 
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When the opportunity for another election presented itself, the Muslim Brothers 
had to look for something better. After studying the agreement that was reached 
with the Labor Party and the Liberal Party, they found what they had been 
looking for. So, this was not the result of a disagreement with the Wafd Party, 
as some people think. 

[Question] In the current election the Muslim Brothers allied themselves with 
the Labor and Liberal parties, and their names appeared on the parties' list of 
candidates. That is why some people interpreted that shift away from the Wafd 
Party to the Labor and Liberal parties as opportunisitic. What do you have to 
say about that? 

[Answer]  There is nothing opportunistic about what happened. The Muslim 
Brothers seek no worldly gain, nor do they use others to obtain such gain. But 
they do strive to obtain their right to be represented in the assembly legally. 
However, the regime still does not wish to recognize them, even though they have 
more grass roots support than any other party, even the government's party. Then 
we found that the Labor Party and the Liberal Party were more responsive to us 
with regard to applying the canonical laws of Islam. We also found that with 
them we could get a better percentage of representation on their lists of 
candidates than we did on the Wafd's list of candidates during the previous 
election. That is why we made this agreement with them. Thank God, the question 
of the canonical laws of Islam is more prominent this time than it was last 
time. 

[Question] What do you expect election results will be? How will the Muslim 
Brothers fare in those elections? 

[Answer]  Everybody sensed that mainstream Egyptians were responding to the 
Labor Party's list on which our names appeared. This is because the masses are 
responding to the demand for applying the canonical laws of Islam. They know 
that the only solution to the difficulties, problems and corruption that people 
are suffering from lies in Islam. Some people expect that list to win over 60 
percent of the seats in the assembly if the elections were 100 percent free. 
However, it is expected, as opposition parties are saying, that those who are in 
power will intervene in the elections on behalf of the ruling party. 

If the level of intervention this time is the same as it was last time, I expect 
this list to receive no less than 20 percent of the seats. That is approximately 
120 seats; Muslim Brothers would get between HO and 50 of those seats. But God 
knows best what the outcome will be. 

[Question] Our Cairo correspondent reported from that city that the government 
was harassing Muslim Brothers in various ways. He reports that some Muslim 
Brothers have been arrested. How are they being harassed? Have you experienced 
any such harassment? What are the circumstances under which such harassment 
occurred? 

[Answer] Actually it is the tripartite coalition between the Muslim Brothers, 
the Labor Party and the Liberal Party that was subjected to the most harassment. 
Election publicity for that coalition was restricted because mainstream 
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Egyptians responded to it. This is because the principal question raised by the 
coalition was that of applying the canonical law of Islam. People know that 
Islam has the solution to everything that people are complaining about. People 
responded to us instinctively and devoutly.  The fact that they are suffering 
from a few matters that they wish to be free of may have caused them to become 
even more responsive. That is why the belief prevailed that publicity for this 
coalition was quite extensive, and that created a desire in government to 
restrict the coalition's election and publicity activities. That manifested 
itself when a few candidates requested permission to convene an elections- 
related conference in their district. Government officials would delay their 
permits, and they would sometimes either not approve them or they would choose a 
small and far-away place for that convention. They would also limit the time for 
the convention or do a few things to undermine its image. 

The other matter is that Muslim Brothers used statements like, "Islam is the 
solution" and "The Muslim Brothers under the Labor Party's list" to publicize 
and promote the Labor Party's list where their names appeared. They wrote these 
and other statements for which they are well-known on some billboards. 

A few security men would remove these billboards and try to arrest those who put 
them up, claiming that the Muslim Brotherhood was not a legal entity and, 
consequently, the name, Muslim Brotherhood may not appear on billboards. As far 
as election-related conventions are concerned, the Grand Master, Muhammad Hamid 
Abu-al-Nasr, and I and a few other members of the Brotherhood were barred from 
speaking while these election-realted conventions were being held. Anyone who 
was not a candidate was barred from speaking. Officials stuck to their position 
on that matter even though we told them that a candidate could not cover his 
district and clarify his position and his principles to his constituents without 
assistance from others. I was barred from attending an election-related conven- 
tion in Ismailia: after I was already seated in the pavilion, I was asked to 
leave quietly. The Great Master was also barred from attending a convention in 
Alexandria, and he was escorted by guards back to Cairo. Dr Ahmad al-Malat, 
Muhammad 'Abd-al-Quddus, and others were also barred from conventions. We filed 
lawsuits, and in his reply the government's attorney stated there was no 
government decree barring us from attending. Then the judge threw the case out 
of court. Nevertheless, the fact remains that there is a real ban. On our part, 
we preferred not to take a confrontational attitude, so we had to let the con- 
ventions go on and not to speak when they were held, just as the government 
wanted. 

On the other hand a few agencies used threats and applied pressure to the 
proprietors of those businesses which lease those pavilions to keep them from 
leasing the pavilions to some candidates. And that was not the end of it. The 
government's writers launched an offensive against the coalition of three 
parties, and they tried to portray it as a group of people fomenting civil 
strife among the populace. It were as though they wanted to link publicity for 
the elections with the sectarian strife which had occurred in a few regions. 

Actually, it is the opposite that is true. Muslim Brothers have always taken 
part in extinguishing the fires of civil strife, not in fomenting them. The 
Grand Master made that clear in an article he wrote on the subject. We have 
nothing to do whatsoever with any sectarian civil strife that occurs in Egypt. 
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In fact, we are the people who are most concerned about national unity and 
tranquillity among mainstream Egyptians. 

[Question] A few Islamic oriented activists maintain that running for elective 
office and working in parliament contradicts the method of the prophet, may God 
bless him and grant him salvation, for effecting change. What is the legal view 
on that and what are the ideas about that subject? 

[Answer] When Muslim Brothers run for elective office and serve in parliament, 
they are doing absolutely nothing in violation of the prophet's method. The 
prophet, may God bless him and grant him salvation, used to call upon people to 
worship God, and he used to go where they went to assemble; he also went to 
their markets to tell them about God's words. He wanted people to become Muslims 
and to have a base from which they would set out into the world. Muslim Brothers 
call upon people to return to God's religion, to live by it, and to use God's 
law to settle matters between them. They use every opportunity that becomes 
available to them to do that. Bringing such awareness among the ranks of Muslims 
and from the rostrum of the People's Assembly is considered one of the most 
important avenues for enjoying immunity awhile making the voice of Islam heard 
officially even while the Muslim Brothersthemselves are being tightly 
controlled and not legally recognized. There are JLn the assembly parties which 
have been allowed to exist. These parties announce^their ground principles, 
which they are trying to impose on people. These parties^should not be allowed 
to have the floor all the time, and their voice must not be lduder^than that of 
Islam, which is the official state religion. They should not be the-only ones 
demanding the application of Islamic law as a system of government.   ^\^^ 

By the way, let me say that we do not approve of presenting the canonical laws 
of Islam in assemblies where representatives are asked for their opinions about 
their suitability. That is legally impermissible because these laws come from 
God Who is perfect. People are not to be asked what they think about God's law, 
but they may be asked to approve the entire code without any abridgement or 
change. If some things are to be discussed, these would be the application 
method, current circumstances, existing issues, or other such matters. God's 
tradition in making change is to change people's hearts. What we do in an 
election campaign is an effort to educate people so they would change their 
minds. And the role Muslim Brothers play in the assembly is the same educational 
role: they call upon people to unite under the banner of Islam: the religion, 
the law, and the total way of life. 

[Question] May God reward you well. We wish you success, and so long! 
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EGYPT NEAR EAST 

SOLUTIONS TO ELECTION FRAUD PROPOSED 

Cairo AL-AHRAM AL-DUWALI in Arabic 25 Apr 87 p 7 

[Article by Muhammad Sayyid Ahmad: "Voting by Computer"] 

[Text] Once and for all we want an end to all charges that there is fraud in 
the elections. 

We want elections in Egypt to be conducted the same way they are conducted in 
civilized countries where political parties succeed each other to power and 
where no party accuses another it is running against of practicing fraud in the 
elections. 

What we want is that no opposition force in Egypt would have the opportunity to 
say that fraud has been practiced in an election. 

The solution we propose to this intractable problem is this: elections in Egypt 
should utilize the facilities that have become available due to computer 
systems. 

The computer I am referring to is not the one which is located in the Ministry 
of Interior's situation room. 

At the very best this computer is a device that adds and subtracts; it is not a 
device that has all the capabilities of modern computers. It would not make the 
Ministry of Interior unnecessary. After all, it is the ministry not the computer 
that carries out all essential procedures which have to do with the election 
process. Nor would this computer eliminate the need for the Ministry of Justice 
or for any other supervisory agency whose participation in this process the 
opposition has demanded. 

What I am referring to is a large modern computer: a central computer with 
terminals at all polling stations throughout the republic. 

What I am talking about is having computer terminals replace ballot boxes so 
that no agency of any ministry would have anything to do with the voting 
process. Voters would not be handling paper, and the entire process would be 
automatic: from the time a voter casts his ballot for the person he thinks is 
suitable to serve as a member of the assembly until the moment election results 
are announced. 
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What I mean is that we should use modern technology to help us settle every 
political or non-political dispute about the integrity of the elections. 

This ought to be done so that as far as the voter and the state's agencies are 
concerned, the process would be extremely simple and tamper proof. The computer 
itself would take care of all complicated aspects of the process in accordance 
with a program which can be monitored. 

The process would be based on every citizen having an identity card that has an 
electronic magnetic strip like those which are on credit cards or those which 
bank customers have in order to do business with those banks. 

A citizen would place his card in a slot especially prepared for that purpose. A 
red light would come on indicating that the computer has identified that person. 
The person would then turn to the screen in the device where he would see the 
candidates« names, the signs for the parties' lists, and the names of individual 
candidates. Under each list and under the name of each candidate there would be 
a button. The voter would press the appropriate button to select the candidate 
of his choice. 

Thus, there would be no need for election committees to count the votes, and 
there would be no need for representatives to supervise the counting process. We 
would not need judges to verify the integrity of the procedures, and we would 
not need the agencies of the Ministry of Interior to add the votes and determine 
who the winners are. All that would be done automatically by computer according 
to a previously prepared program that cannot be falsified or tampered with. 

There are technical methods by means of which it would actually be possible to 
confirm that such programs are fully protected against fraud and are tamper 
proof. 

It may be said that the most advanced countries have not yet used computers in 
their elections, at least not in the sense that we are talking about. Why then 
should we be the first to do that? 

To those people I would say we should use computers before those advanced 
countries do because no one there charges election fraud, but a charge of 
election fraud always appears in all the headlines of all opposition newspapers 
when we have an election. 

At any rate, using computers in this sense is something that will be done in 
advanced societies in the near future, at least to simplify procedures and to 
obtain results quickly. 

It may be said that the process would be costly and that the state has enough 
expenditures already. 

To that I would say that setting up such a computer system would cost the state 
only a small fraction of what it spent to repair the telephone system or build 
the subway. 
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I would also say—and this is more important—that conducting a full survey of 
the civil register in Egypt and renewing personal and family identification 
cards has become essential and indispensable. We are all still using cards that 
have not been renewed for 20 years or more. Some people died; some emigrated: 
and some moved and changed their place of residence. None of that is recorded. 

It is ludicrous, for example, that I still have an election card which was 
issued to me early in the fifties when I was a student. Now I am about to 
retire. 

It makes no sense that when the number of Egyptians is more than 50 million 
persons, those who are entitled to vote in an election are still 14 million 
persons. In fact, only half that figure, according to the minister of interior 
did actually vote and cast ballots. It is certain that one of the reasons for 
this horrendous discrepancy is that the roster of voters no longer reflects the 
present status of voters. 

Is it right, moreover, that 7 million citizens elect a People's Assembly that 
represents more than 50 million persons? We are citing official figures here and 
not referring to the opposition's charges that election results were falsified. 

This is a question that should keep all of us without exception—supporters as 
well as members of the opposition—awake at night if we all really believe that 
democracy should be the foundation of government. 

There is an urgent need for a comprehensive review of the civil register, of 
identity cards, election cards and voters' rosters. Conducting this 
comprehensive process in this old, primitive manner at a time when computers 
have become available and can be used to conduct this process easily, precisely 
and with unimaginable efficiency makes no sense. 

My suggestion is being made not merely to deal with the fraud charge. My 
suggestion is governed, above all else, by considerations for society's security 
and stability. It is also governed by thoughts about our credibility as a state 
that wants to stay in step with the upcoming 21st century. 

8592 
CSO: 4504/214 
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EGYPT NEAR EAST 

MONETARY EXPERT DESCRIBES NEW FOREIGN EXCHANGE PROCEDURES 

Cairo UKTUBAR in Arabic 10 May 87 pp 11-13 

[Interview with monetary expert Muhammad 'Ali Hafiz by Muhsin Hasanayn: "The 
Banks' Entry into the Money Market Will Lead to Stability and the Drop in 
the Rate of the Dollar"] 

[Text] I believe that the gates of heaven were open when I held a series of 
lengthy discussions with the former ministers of economy on the chaos in the 
exchange market in Egypt, the reasons for the exaggerated rise in the dollar 
and the recommended solutions for regulating the market! 

All the former ministers, and the former governor of the Central Bank along 
with them, agreed that it was inevitable that the banks should come in as 
traders in the free exchange market so that it would be possible to regulate 
this market and reduce the severity of speculation in the value of the Egyp- 
tian pound! 

Dr Mustafa Sa'id, Dr Sultan Abu 'Ali, Dr Sulayman Nur-al-Din, Dr Hamid al- 
Sayih, Dr Fu'ad Hashim and Mr 'Ali Najm made this statement, successively. 

Only a few days passed until the government declared its intention to allow 
authorized banks to trade in foreign currency at free market prices. 

I learned that these steps on the part of the government were preceded by 
intensified meetings, some of which were held in the headquarters of the 
Council of Ministers and others in the Egyptian Central Bank, between the 
government and the heads of banks operating in Egypt, to determine the way 
in which they would enter the market and the anticipated effects of their 
doing so. 

I also learned that there are a number of studies and research works which 
have been prepared on the new system and that a large part of that research 
work was prepared by the "engineer" of the new system, Muhammad 'Ali Hafiz, 
director general of the Bank of Egypt and member of its board of directors, 
who has been enthusiastic over the idea of the banks' coming into the free 
money market for a long time. However, the idea, in its final form, became 
clear in his mind and that of his colleagues only at the beginning of last 
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year, and then serious study began on the possibilities of carrying it out 
in a practical manner. s    uu 

There is no doubt that the new system will face challenges, by far the most 
important of which are the attempts of some people benefitting from the for- 
mer situation to strike at the new system. The mechanics and flexibility of 
the new system, its ability to provide the greatest amount of the market's 
money requirements and the commitment of all the banks to it represent the 
most important of the challenges it is facing. 

Therefore we had to meet the «engineer« of the new system, the banking ex- 
pert Muhammad »Ali Hafiz, so that he could talk to us about his goals and 
ways of confronting the expected challenges. 

At the beginning we asked Muhammad 'Ali Hafiz, «Is the new system an ex- 
change rate system or a system for regulating the exchange market?» 

He answered by stating, »The official name of the new system is the free 
bank foreign currency market. It is aimed at having banks come in as traders 
in the exchange market, provided that they be the biggest and most important 
of those trading in it, and at setting out an agreement with the Interna- 
tional Monetary Fund on carrying out the consolidation of the exchange rate 
in stages." s 

[Question] Did the idea for this system come by initiative of the government 
or did it arise from within the banking system itself? 

Muhammad Hafiz replied by saying, «No, the notion arose from within the 
banking system itself, and it is this which prepared the studies and re- 
search bearing on the new system.« He added, while proudly patting a stack 

effort!« "TheSe Studles are the Product of a whole year of 

[Question] Therefore the notion of having the banks come in as traders in 
the exchange market was not, as some people believe, a spur of the moment 
thing or a result of the circumstances which happened in the market in the 
recent period! 

Muhammad 'Ali Hafiz replied quickly, stating «No, we have been studying this 
notion since early 1986. During this period we prepared a number of studies 
and research works on the nature of the exchange market in Egypt, the loop- 
holes that exist in it and ways for authorized banks to enter into transac- 
tions in this market again, or, in a more correct sense, the restoration of 
the market to its normal state and true balance, which is a basic demand of 
all the people working in the banks. The fact is that we have not come up 
with anything new. In every exchange market in the world, the banks are 
considered one of the important parties conducting transactions in it. Yes, 
there are intermediaries, but they are intermediaries in the professional 
sense of the word, not currency dealers as is the case in our Egyptian mar- 

[Question] But who is it who removed the banks from transactions in the 

JeÄ/ÄSr*11 the first "*""of the la"on —' "■■ ^y 
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[Answer] The reason, in brief, is that the exchange rate was set at a low 
level which did not represent reality, and consequently the supply of fo- 
reign currency dropped with that price and directed itself to the free mar- 
ket. As a result of that the banks were not able to respond to demand, this 
directed itself toward the free market in turn and therefore the banks re- 
mained outside the market. 

In the framework of the current condition of the exchange market, the banks 
are totally isolated from this market and their transactions are confined to 
the price declared by the Central Bank, which is 136 piasters. That is a 
price in which I do not believe any Egyptian working abroad will agree to 
conduct transactions, because the Egyptians consider their incomes in effect 
a livelihood for themselves and their children and they must obtain the 
greatest revenue from them. It is obvious that they will resort to the free 
market for the pursuit of transactions rather than to the banks. 

[Question] Who then conducts transactions at this price of 136 piasters? 

[Answer] The banks conduct transactions at this price in the case of some 
earnings which must be paid in foreign currency on the basis of laws and 
decrees adopted in accordance with government sovereignty, such as the sum 
of $150 which tourists hand over when they enter the country as well as 
earnings from our exports of five commodities, specifically rice, cotton, 
onions, potatoes and citrus fruit, since the exporters put 50 percent of the 
receipts to the side for themselves and transfer the remaining 50 percent at 
the price declared by the Central Bank. 

Muhammad 'Ali Hafiz pointed out that until recently the exchange rate was 
set in the Arab Gulf countries, where the greatest number of Egyptians work- 
ing abroad are to be found, and the money-changers in these countries remit- 
ted the savings of these Egyptians to the country in accordance with rates 
that had been agreed upon between the bank and these money-changers. 

When the banks left the market to the others conducting transactions, the 
features of the free market began to take form in a clearer manner, since 
the difference between the exchange rate declared by the Central Bank and 
the rate applied in the market was great and so enticing that it encouraged 
the Egyptians working abroad to remit their savings in the form of liquid 
foreign currency, enter the country with it and change it by means of hard 
currency dealers. 

Hafiz went on to say, "More than 80 percent of the remittances of Egyptians 
working abroad flowed into that market, where it was traded in circles be- 
ginning with the 'dealers' who accumulated small amounts of currency from 
small holders, then sold them to major traders in a bigger circle and so on 
until the money ultimately accumulated reached the biggest circle in the 
market, where it was sold to private sector importers who would deposit it 
once again in the banks! 

"The profit of the middlemen in these numerous circles is in any case no 
less than 10 percent in ordinary circumstances, and more than that in unusu- 
al circumstances. 
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■tl^Mn^*? J • S1Ze °f the free foreien curreW market at from $3 to U billion, which is the volume of imports where there is no transfer of 
accoi^r«enCy   the V°1Ume °f transactlons whlch have not been taken into 

[Question] Why do you insist on calling the black market for hard currency 
the free market? Isn't it actually black? y 

Muhammad 'Ali Hafiz smiled before stating, «I do not want to describe the 
market as black, and I do not want to say that there is a free market inside 

aL2J It  *?" ban5lng SyStem' H°Wever' J d0 8*y that the new system is 

^«l^ZL?**«™permlt hard currency traders to work in *» 
liSJTJhp^ f;0t/B ^&\if We aSSUme that the accredited banks will be among the big traders in the market and will be subjected to its traditions 
SirS^tW^Ch inC

1
lud\the P»™« of the prevailing price thereat 

will prompt the people who own dollars to take what they own out of the hall 

t0heaprit S t0hree:aL
0?deal ™ ""* ™y ^ wL ^ ^ ^ 

- JanvfrafC^.Say there is no place for hard currency traders in the hall of 
a bank which is offering the same rate with greater liquidity, leStimatelv 
and safely, along with the ability to move the money anywhere in £vpt in 7 

record time without any risk.  In the context of thlJ siSion I df not 
foresee any real role for the hard currency traders in the Jail of a bank! 

Features of the New System 

renting £? LSan^rket? *"* "" **— °f "» "" **« *» 

Muhammad 'Ali Hafiz replied by saying, "One of the most important features 
EL^

6
 ^Tt °f Pe^ission t0 a11 authorized commercial banks operating 

Egypt, which come to 40 in number, to operate in the framework 5 the free 
cSrenfLrf e^J°r f°f ^ currency» Prided that the rates o? the foreign 
1Z2T !?4n J S T^et be Set in accordance with the law of supply and 
Z\  SU xny interventi°* °n the part of any official authorityin 

Egypt, by which I mean specifically the Ministry of Economy and the Central 

«A room will set the foreign currency rates every day. This will include « 
group of experts representing eight of the authorized banls ^Sating in 
+??* ~Z  *5 *f0Ur PUbli° Sector banks <the Ban* of Egypt, the National Bank 
vate banks" TITIT^ "VX *"* °f °airo)' tw° Ä Ws and "o" pr£' vate banks. The location of the room will be in the Bank of Egypt. 

SoSXÄ.l^Zuf La?1"46 *- EOTt ^—««-1. Case 
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"The private sector and joint banks' representation in the room will be ef- 
fected by means of a change every 6 months so that the greatest number of 
banks operating in Egypt will be given a chance to participate in the room, 
provided that the representation of the four public sector banks remain 
constant. 

"The rates this room will announce will be binding on all authorized banks 
until they change the afternoon of the following working day." 

'Ali Hafiz continued, "In the framework of the new system, the authorized 
banks will open some of their branches in the evenings so that all areas of 
the republic geographically will be covered and the banks will at no time be 
isolated from the market." 

[Question] Are there branches which will be operating over a 24-hour period 
to respond to emergency requests? 

[Answer] The bank branches in the airports and hotels actually operate over 
a 24-hour period and they are adequate to respond to any emergency require- 
ments. 

Hafiz pointed out that the lists of the rates which would be declared daily 
would be sent to all the authorized banks and their branches by telex and 
facsimile (an apparatus for sending images over telephone lines) to guaran- 
tee that they are put into effect as soon as they are declared. 

[Question] However, this requires that the banks be connected to one another 
through a big communications and information transmission system. Are the 
banks operating in Egypt prepared for that? 

[Answer] I cannot say that the information transmission system which the 
banks are currently relying on represents the most modern that information 
transmission technology has come up with. Moreover, resources differ from 
one bank to another. 

Therefore we will try to compensate for that by setting up telex and facsi- 
mile systems in all the bank branches, which are more than 1,000 in number. 
They represent the most massive system for serving citizens in the area of 
banking in Egypt. 

To that one should add that I am now conducting negotiations with the Reuter 
company to transfer the lists of rates through the information transmission 
system belonging to the Bank of Egypt to the Reuter system, which will dis- 
seminate that over its equipment to all subscribers. This may be a prepara- 
tory step to its dissemination internationally. 

In this regard, I am anxious to state that the banks have no alternative but 
to develop their services in various ways so that they will be able to at- 
tract the savings of Egyptians working abroad, who deal with developed bank- 
ing systems abroad and consequently expect their banking system to be at the 
same level. 
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The banks must also develop their services so that they will not give other 
traders an opportunity to enter the market as a result of their laxitv in 
performing their role. ' 

[Question] Why, however, is the Central Bank abandoning its role of settine 
the exchange rate so easily, although that is stipulated by law? 

Muhammad 'Ali Hafiz replied by stating, «The law does not dictate that the 
Central Bank set the exchange rates. Rather, that was followed in the dis- 
tant past when countries followed the system of the gold standard and other 
££!■?■"? ? ProJlded a fixed ™te of exchange. However, once the exchange 
rates in international markets became variable, the setting of the rate 
moved out of everyone's hands and the situation then was contingent on the 
interaction of supply and demand in every market with respect to all commo- 

+Ü !^?^g0°^;. nSt!te,°therwlse WOuld be t0 offend the trui* and violate 
tTntill7!    +te  ^f^ Bank °r any 0ther body as far as imP°sing a spe- cific rate in the market is concerned. 

"Since the market in Egypt is not so developed that the determination of 
supply and demand could be abandoned, without any body coordinating this 
rate, the consensus then was that the ones who could best sense the trends 
SL™lma th circumstances °*  supply and demand and the psychological 
changes in this market were the banks, and therefore the notion of a room 

tiLBehSnfhUeiJaJie8-oai'«ab?uJ'z can assert that that is not an innova" tion, but that it is in effect in a number of countries in the advanced 
wor±d." 

[Question] A marginal question is pressing on my mind, which is, why have 
you taken the Bank of Egypt specifically as a site for the room for setting 
the rates? Is that partiality on your part toward your bank? 

[Answer] The fact is that the choice of the Bank of Egypt in actuality does 
not call for amazement or wonder, because there are technical reasons Which 
have called for that, including the presence of the requisite space for the 
room and the necessary equipment for it, especially since the decision to 
establish it took place in a very short period of time and it would not have 
been feasible for any supplier to provide for it in this short period. 
Therefore the aid of the bank's developed systems was sought in providing 
the necessary technology for this room. ° 

[Question] Don't you expect that giving the freedom for banks to trade at 

and services?  ge r&teS ^ ^ t0 &  ^ ±n  the priC6S °f Varlous Soods 

He replied by stating, with confidence, '»The new system will not affect the 
rates, because the present roster of people carrying out transactions in the 
currency market includes the private sector, which imports about 30 percent 
ll+  «+ market's requirements and obtains foreign currency from the free mar- 
ket at the prevailing rate. Consequently, the prices for these commodities 
will remain as they are. 

«Public sector imports account for A5  to 50 percent of the volume of the 
market, and it obtains its currency requirements at a rate which is close to 
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the free market rate and remote from that of the Central Bank. Consequently 
its transactions at the new rate will not lead to any perceptible increase 
in prices." 

[Question] It is expected that the market will witness some spontaneous spe- 
culation in the value of the Egyptian pound ön the part of some parties whom 
the new system will threaten. Are you prepared for this? 

[Answer] Inhere is no doubt that the advent of authorized banks operating in 
the free foreign exchange market will lead to the regulation of transactions 
in the market. The purpose of the advent of the banks is not dominance of 
the market and the prevention of other people conducting transactions from 
trading in it. Rather, it is aimed at the restoration of balance to the 
market and preparation of the atmosphere for its stability. 

We all know that comparing the role of the banks to the role of the other 
parties to the market in the context of the situation in which they were 
isolated from the market is unfair because the banks in their transactions 
were governed by a specific rate declared by the Central Bank. 

However, in the framework of the new system, the banks will be able to have 
prices vary in accordance with the forces of supply and demand. In addition 
to that, they have the ability to provide the greatest amount of liquidity 
and have a system of branches spread out everywhere in Egypt. All these 
factors make speculation against the banks an impossibility! 

Therefore the hard currency traders have no alternative but to go along with 
the new situation, in which no one has the goal of striking out at them. 
Frankly, we all know that there is no hard currency trader who does not rely 
on a bank, on the Checkbooks of a bank, and on flows of cash into accounts 
with a bank. It is inconceivable that the banks should be the hard currency 
traders' helpers and competitors at the same time, especially since learning 
about these merchants' transactions through their account lists is an easy 
matter as far as people with banking expertise go. 

'Ali Hafiz continued, "Therefore, we consider that the banks can compete if 
they want, indeed derive 'stamina' for competition through their excess li- 
quidity, in fact their ability to reduce their profits and absorb their 
losses if the situation requires. 

"Therefore, it would be better for the market and the people dealing in it 
if the hew situation, which is aimed first and last at the stability of the 
market and its effectiveness, were stabilized." 

[Question] Don't you agree with me that the basic criterion for the success 
of the new system is the provision of the gratest amount of foreign currency 
required for imports without the transfer of foreign currency and the banks' 
pursuit of sale and purchase operations jointly, not just purchases, as was 
the case previously? 

[Answer] I agree with you on this, of course. Therefore, I am anxious to 
point out that the bank will finance private sector imports, provided that 
the importers pay the price of the credit in Egyptian pounds. 
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[Question] In Egyptian pounds? 

[Answer] Tes, in Egyptian pounds. Thus, the importer will not turn to any 
other party to the transaction to finance his imports, as long as the bank- 
ing system provides him with his foreign currency needs at the market rate. 

To that one should add that all the other monetary rules now prevailing will 
remain as they are without change, especially those concerning the pilgrim- 
age, the off-season pilgrimage, travel for tourist purposes or the transfer 
of specific sums such as monthly subscriptions to foreign newspapers and 
other cases. 

As regards sales and purchases, I agree with you totally on this, but we 
cannot differentiate between the two sides of the market, which are supply 
and demand. However, in any case, the banking system is ready to cope with 
the demand for the dollar, even if the supply does not begin to be amply 
forthcoming. That clearly means that the banking system has suitable cash 
reserves which will suffice to keep up with the flows of supply and demand 
and bridge the time gap between them if the situation requires. 

However, I would like to state that importing to excess, especially at the 
beginning of the new experiment, is something that should be considered un- 
desirable, since that will lead to greater demand for the dollar and a rise 
m its rate, which will ultimately inflict harm on the importer. 

[Question] But how will you distinguish between serious importers and people 
who import to excess? Will the guidance committees return once again? 

[Answer] The guidance committees will not return, but we as banks can dis- 
tinguish between serious importers and people importing to excess through 
the cash cover they deposit in the bank, which ranges from 15 to 75 percent 
in accordance with the type of commodity, without interest, for a period of 
a month, after which they have the responsibility of arranging for the ne- 
cessary money in full. 

In the context of the new system, the importer deposits the equivalent of 50 
percent of the value of the credit in Egyptian pounds in accordance with the 
rate of the day in which the deposit takes place, so that the bank can start 
arranging the necessary hard currency. After the arrangement, which will be 
made in a very short period, the importer will deposit the remainder of the 
value at the rate of the day the letter of credit is opened. It is possible 
that the importer can benefit from credit from the banks to the extent of 
the remaining 50 percent, if the banks' credit rules allow that. 

The fact is that the mere payment by the importer of 50 percent of the value 
of the credit from his cash resources confirms his seriousness. 

[Question] Do you expect that this new system will lead to a drop in the 
rate of the dollar in the Egyptian market? 

Muhammad 'Ali Hafiz answered with his confident attitude, stating, «I expect 
that the rate of the dollar will tend to decline after the system become 
stable." , 
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[Question] But you said at the beginning that the new system has the goal of 
attracting the savings of Egyptians working abroad. There is no doubt that 
there is a contradiction between the two objectives, the drop in the rate of 
the dollar and attracting the savings of Egyptians. What does the system aim 
at, specifically? 

[Answer] My own opinion is that the Egyptian economy has reached a point one 
cannot be silent about, and that the time has come for the Egyptian banking 
system to be the master of the money and cash markets in its own country. 
The experiment the people and the government are embarking on to correct the 
conditions of the national economy in my opinion is totally analogous with 
the experiment of the crossing, if not more serious, since the fate of the 
national economy will depend on the current situation and the results of 
this experiment for many generations. 

As regards the answer to the question you raised, the scope of the libera- 
tion of the exchange market does not entail attracting savings as one of the 
main goals, since savings and their interaction with the exchange rates are 
a result, not a goal. More important than that, rather, is that these sav- 
ings go into the investment area. This is the true motivation. 

[Question] On that subject, what is the rate at which the new system will 
begin functioning? 

[Answer] The free market rate. 

[Question] Do you believe that this rate represents the real value of the 
dollar on the Egyptian market? 

[Answer] In order to give you an answer to this question we must acknowledge 
first of all that there is no single rate in the market; rather, there is a 
rate at which dealings among people occur. When you ask me about the rate of 
the dollar today, I will tell you that it is 217 piasters, but that does not 
mean that all transactions on the market have taken place at that rate. 
Rather, they could be less or more than that rate. 

In spite of that, all these differing rates represent the sales price of the 
dollar, not its purchase price. 

On looking at the circles of middlemen which we talked about at the begin- 
ning, which are more than three in number, we find that the rate of 217 
includes all the profits of the hard currency traders and represents all the 
psychological and material interactions of the market forces and the differ- 
ent aspects of shortcomings present in the market. In brief, it is the pro- 
duct of numerous interactions, and consequently I cannot say that it is the 
real exchange rate but can say that it is the real price of the exchange! 

[Question] There is fear of an outbreak of speculation in the value of the 
Egyptian pound among banks. What is your view? 

Muhammad 'Ali Hafiz replied by saying, "Total commitment to the rate which 
the room setting the rate will declare and carry out is something that is 
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Tn2lSt7 f1* inevi*able °* the part of all authorized banks. There is no 
doubt about the seriousness of this commitment. On the basis of ^ i„?™ 

bank which is proved to have speculated in the market!» 7 

Who Is He? 

SÄ ;^ä STÄsr^^Ä-sas ™ - 
He was born in 1936. 

ShamsfS ^ S Part~time Professor of higher studies in commerce at -Ayn 

^occupies the position of vice president of the International Bank of Eg- 

He is consultant to the federation of banks of Egypt. 
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EGYPT NEAR EAST 

TOP MANPOWER PLANNER REVIEWS SURPLUS LABOR EMPLOYMENT PLANS 

Cairo AKHIR SA'AH in Arabic 6 May 87 pp 12, 13 

[Interview with Manpower Minister 'Asim 'Abd-al-Haqq by Suhayr al-Husayni: 
"The Minister of Manpower Speaks Frankly to AKHIR SA'AH: Appointment of Gra- 
duates According to Job Requirements"] 

[Text] There was a general feeling of relaxation in Egyptian families over 
the decree appointing close to 200,000 graduates from the classes of 1981 
and 1982. At the same time, the question was, when will they get their jobs? 
Is there actual need for their areas of specialization in the new jobsites 
where they will work? Another question was that these classes were appointed 
in 1987 — when would the graduates from 1983 to now be appointed? Also, 
what job opportunities will the second 5-year plan that is to end in 1992 
provide? 

On these and other questions, AKHIR SA'AH had a meeting with 'Asim 'Abd-al- 
Haqq, the minister of manpower and training. He said, "The people who were 
appointed represent just the surplus of graduates for the previous years and 
just represent 40 percent of the graduates, in general and all in all. Alto- 
gether, we will find that the next 5-year plan will provide graduates with 
2.1 million job opportunities and unaffiliated foreign labor will leave E- 
gypt as soon as its work permits end. We will also seek to develop the labor 
representation boards. The new graduates will work in their areas of specia- 
lization and at the same time we will train Egyptian labor in technical and 
rare specializations." 

At the beginning of the meeting with him, on the subject of the results 
realized by the measures to appoint the 200,000 graduates whom President 
Mubarak recommended be appointed, the minister of manpower and training, 
'Asim 'Abd-al-Haqq Salih, stated, 

"First of all, these graduates who have been appointed represent the gradu- 
ates of 1981 with intermediate qualifications; 1982 with higher qualifica- 
tions; and 1985 and 1986 from the faculties of letters (the Arabic, English 
and French language department), the Teachers' Training College, 'Ayn Shams 
languages and the al-Azhar faculties (the Arabic language department, the 
faculty of education, languages, translation and Islamic studies for males). 
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Exceptional groups have also been appointed from the faculties of letters, 
home economics, veterinary science and social service. These graduates have 
been appointed to fill the deficit in teachers and also to meet the require- 
ments of the Ministry of Justice and Industry and all ministries to which 
they have been distributed." 

[Question] In your discussion you pointed out that these graduates have ac- 
tually been appointed, while these graduates have not yet received jobs. 

[Answer] A_decree was issued by the prime minister last 12 April computing 
the seniority of these graduates as of the beginning of May. The Ministry of 
Manpower has started sending them appointment letters and as soon as thev 
receive these letters they must go directly to get the jobs. 

[Question] If this is the situation with respect to seniority, will the sa- 
laries be computed for them as of the beginning of this month as well? 

[Answer] The salaries will be computed as soon as the jobs are received, and 
I can stress this to some people who are still being plagued by doubt about 
the seriousness of this decree and assert that what is being said is along 
the lines of propaganda during election time. 

No Room To Cast Doubts 

[Question] There are people who wonder if these 200,000 graduates were ap- 
pointed on the basis of actual job requirements for them. In other words was 
it expected that they would have been appointed without a recommendation on 
that from President Mubarak? 

•Asim 'Abd-al-Haqq, the minister of manpower, said: 

"We appoint no graduate except on the basis of the actual job requirements 
for him. We have letters from various ministries which stress that. For ex- 
ample, just yesterday I received a letter from the Railway Authority re- 
questing 1,000 graduates with a secondary industrial diploma to work in the 
!TW o^L UWayf workshoPs- Also, the minister of justice wrote to us asking 
for 3,000 graduates with higher and intermediate qualifications as a result 
of the ministry's actual need for them, following the improvement in real 
!  ,« declaration offices. Likewise, the minister of education has asked 
for j.0,000 teachers to meet the deficit in teachers the ministry is suffer- 
ing from. The same situation exists with respect to the Ministry of Indus- 
try, the armed forces, the police and other ministries." 

[Question] If we are appointing 1981-82 graduates in 1987, when will the 
other classes be appointed? Will the labor market in Egypt really not absorb 
these graduates, notwithstanding the observation that we are always suffer- 
ing from a production deficit and demanding that it be increased? What is 
your explanation on this? 

[Answer] In order that we may be clear, we must acknowledge that a disrup- 
tion exists in the structure of manpower, graduates and the labor market: 

[Question] How so? 
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[Answer] What we are constantly saying is, are we a society of government 
employees or a society of producers? This is the basic issue and in my opin- 
ion the prime task of the Ministry of Manpower is to direct the greatest 
amount of young people to vocational training centers, support the worth of 
manual labor and encourage it materially and morally so that the negative 
images we are observing now will disappear. For example, if a company de- 
clares its need for a technical worker, no one presents himself, but if it 
declares its need for someone from a university, in this case thousands of 
people come forward. This is the clearest example of the disruption of the 
labor structure in Egypt. 

Appointment of Surplus Graduates 

The minister of manpower went on to say, 

"You ask when the other classes will be appointed, and I say that the pic- 
ture is not as bleak as it seems. These graduates who were appointed from 
the 1981 and 1982 classes are surplus graduates and they account for no more 
than just 40 percent. This means that 60 percent of this class have received 
jobs through their own efforts, through competitions or announcements or in 
the private sector, and we encourage this. We must reduce young people's 
proclivity for government jobs as far as possible. Therefore, the govern- 
ment's commitment exists as far as the surplus of graduates is concerned, 
for the reason that there are young people who graduate then receive jobs 
for example in the private sector directly." 

[Question] Therefore you call the graduates who have been appointed by the 
Manpower [Ministry] surplus graduates? 

[Answer] les, people who expect the Manpower [Ministry] to appoint them af- 
ter a number of years are surplus graduates, without a doubt. 

[Question] What is the ratio of this surplus of graduates? 

[Answer] This surplus represents about 4-0 percent of the total class al- 
though there are areas of specialization where this surplus comes to 10 per- 
cent. There also areas of specialization where the surplus is very great and 
can reach 60 percent; for example, people with diplomas in commerce. This 
proves that the market is no longer absorbing this area of specialization 
and consequently we must reduce the numbers gravitating toward secondary 
education in commerce and at the same time concentrate on vocational train- 
ing so that students will become accustomed to industrial behavior right 
after completing the basic education level by wearing blue collars. Also 
vocational training must provide 80 percent of the course in the form of 
practical work and 20 percent in the form of theoretical work, which is what 
we need today. 

The real problem today is that 4 billion pounds are being paid in salaries 
to government employees, and this is a very large figure. At the same time, 
there are many factories which have stopped functioning because of the defi- 
cit in technical labor. 

[Question] What remedy has been set forth? 
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[Answer] What is required is to encourage technical labor and manual labor 
and also the family private sector. Therefore we now are MkLTf SiMUtv 
studies with the Ministry of Industry's industrial design ceSfr and the ^ 
International Labor Organization. To summarize this project! if there Js a 

bSes" r^-nUmb+
er °f Pf S°nS Wh° Want t0 °Pen UP a ™r^°P Jor automo- biles, refrigerators and washing machines, we will offer them a studvon t»P 

EM iTwi'ii b^V11? tyP,e of machinery and ™n* Ä" 'S^+4   i\will be possible for these projects to absorb the savings of 
Egyptians returning from abroad and others instead of having them inves? 

tiJn mTL°J thtira  ln b7lng land and aP-tments with Se^goal of I^cula- tion, or having these savings go out into the consumer market. 

[Question] Has execution of this project actually started? : 

iuTSiJhf fusible bodies have given agreement to the project and we 
will start actual execution soon, God willing. 

Coordination among Ministries 

meetings among these concerned agencies. The minister of higher SJeXL 
has appealed to all the ministers concerned with the manpower process Jhat 

the orobSf o? it  the drired balanCe in reducinS the A? SS solving the problem of the surplus of graduates through the 5-year plan and tS 
f°^a?d^SpeCific areas of specialization it requiresf^his means that T 
should tell the minister of education, "If you will permit ^,5! + 

ss um:Twante T" d^plomas« wStSfiSsSi.^^.r;* 
S™L! ?    L peater numbers of people who have obtained industrial di 
arear0f

nsoe:i:i^a?-Cal^elrirlC ahd ^^ sections' These^re Se 
SSglrSrfSäSi!:. the lab0r mrket needS ™ and in ^it is suf- 

The minister of manpower added: 

££££ Äs™ °f Plam,lng " 1S ne06SSaIy * •»«*•.*. - lato- 

[Question] What are labor-intensive projects? 

IfTw Pr0;,'rtS ^ reqUire liUle caP"al and absorb the greatest amount 



'Asim 'Abd-al-Haqq, the minister of manpower, said: 

"Yes, there now is full coordination among the Central Organization and Ad- 
ministration Agency, the Mobilization and Statistics Agency and the Minis- 
tries of Planning, Education and Manpower and the Ministry of State for Ad- 
ministrative Development, and there will be a meeting among all these agen- 
cies next week, bearing in mind that the execution of this policy will take 
some time. As you know, strong proclivities for education exist and in order 
for me to change the hierarchy of education in Egypt and reduce the numbers 
of students in general secondary and commerce we will need some time. The 
important thing is that we start. 

[Question] What volume of labor is it expected will be employed in the com- 
ing 5-year plan? 

[Answer] It is expected that the volume of overall employment at the end of 
June of this year of the current plan will come to about 17.6 million as 
compared with 10.1 million employees in the base year 1981-82. Thus we find 
that the current plan has realized about 1.9 million new job opportunities, 
aside from the labor decrees resulting from replacement operations. This 
means an increase in the volume of total employment at an annual rate of 
about 3.4 [percent] which, God be praised, is a rate that exceeds that of 
the population growth. 

Regarding the future view, that calls for optimism since the total new job 
opportunities targeted by the coming plan, which will start to go into ef- 
fect as of next 1 July, will come to about 2.1 million, or an annual average 
estimated at about 420,000 job opportunities, aside from job opportunities 
established as a result of replacement through retirement or death. It has 
been mentioned that the target in the coming plan is for the volume of new 
job opportunities in the commodity sectors, that is, agriculture, industry, 
electricity and building and construction, to come to about 56.4 percent of 
the total volume of employment, in addition to 17.3 for productive services, 
which all are indicators that portend hope in the future. 

Labor Offices Abroad 

[Question] There is no doubt that manpower in Egypt is considered one of the 
resources we rely on, if it is properly used, as Japan, China, India and 
others have done. In your opinion, how can this be achieved for Egypt? 

[Answer] Manpower is Egypt's prime resource and as I mentioned in Japan they 
do not have any raw materials but they do have immense manpower by means of 
which their products have managed to invade all countries of the world. They 
have known how to use this human resource through sound, organized planning, 
which is what Egypt has begun now. . 

[Question] We still have not yet seen the Ministry of Manpower possessing a 
prominent role in providing job opportunities for Egyptians abroad through 
labor representation offices and labor attaches abroad. 

[Answer] In order for us to open new horizons for the employment of Egyptian 
labor abroad we have opened a labor representation office in the Arab 
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Republic of Yemen for the first time and we now have a labor attache in the 
Sultanate of Oman, now that we have observed that there is much Egyptian 
labor which has started to go to Yemen and Oman. I have also asked our bro- 
ther labor attaches in the fraternal Arab countries that their role should 
not be confined just to solving the problems of Egyptian workers in these 
countries but that it should extend to the provision of job opportunities 
for Egyptian labor. This is a basic role, as happens with respect to the 
private employment offices whose delegates travel through their own contacts 
and bring new job opportunities to their offices. That is the role of the 
labor attache as well. As a result of the ministry's attention to this mat- 
ter, good initial signs have started to appear in this area and we have  - 
managed to reach agreement with ministries concerned with workers in Arab 
countries and have concluded a number of agreements with them on which the 
time has not yet come to make an announcement. 

[Question] With respect also to bilateral agreements between the labor min- 
istries in Egypt, Jordan and Qatar, it has been observed that some com- 
plaints exist on the part of Egyptians working in these countries, especial- 
ly Jordan. * 

The minister of manpower and training said: 

"Jordan is totally committed to the labor agreements between us and things 
are proceeding in the best manner. Nonetheless, I will travel tomorrow to 
Jordan as part of the higher joint commission and we will discuss any prob- 
lems the workers there have and God willing will reach rapid, sound solu- 
tions to them." 

[Question] There are complaints on the part of Egyptians travelling to work 
abroad concerning the proliferation of measures the ministry carries out, 
whic* include not just them but also the people accompanying them as well. 
What is your excellency's view on these complaints? 

[Answer] We ask the people who travel to read the labor or loan and renewal 
agreements for two reasons. First is to ascertain that there is a serious 
job opportunity so that a young person will not leave the country then be 
lost while looking for work. The second reason is that we should become 
informed of the average wage so that that will be at a reasonable level. 

As regards companions or trips for tourist purposes, the ministry has no 
connection with this and it has issued instructions on that. One should bear 
in mind that we all know that there are young people who travel with the 
objective of working but they say that they are leaving for tourist purpos- 
es, then go to the country they are headed for for a month or more in an 
attempt to seek work. I wonder what is expected of a person who is outside 
his country and has no work or money. It is clear that he is exposed to 
danger. On this basis, we try to organize young people's travel activities 
abroad. 

Transitional Training 

[Question] What has been done so far with respect to the transitional train- 
ing plan, especially since it is possible that that might absorb the surplus 
labor we are suffering from? 
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[Answer] Transitional training activities are now taking place in the voca- 
tional training centers in the case of many young people, including ones 
with higher qualifications. For example, in the Rawd al-Faraj Institute 
there now are 120 young people with intermediate and higher qualifications 
whom the ministry is training in technical occupations such as mechanics, 
electricity, carpentry, construction activities and so on. 

[Question] Is there receptivity on the part of young people toward transi- 
tional training and the instruction in manual and vocational occupations? 

[Answer] Tes, there is a large group of young people who are receptive to 
such training. For example, there are numerous young people with intermedi- 
ate qualifications working as bakery workers and getting 10 pounds a day. 
This tendency has actually begun to appear among young graduates and in or- 
der for it to be applied generally we need some time with the spread of 
awareness through the media to rectify young people's notion about customs 
and traditions and the old social values. 

[Question] What is the ratio of administrative labor to technical labor in 
Egypt? 

[Answer] The administrative system has 3.2 million employees. This is a very 
large number for a developing country which demands increased production, 
while the number of people working in the public sector comes to 1.7 mil- 
lion, including all industrial, agricultural and commercial activities. 

Foreign Labor 

[Question] It has also been observed that in spite of our constant com- 
plaints about the shortage of job opportunities for young Egyptians, foreign 
labor is coming in in a continuous fashion. What is your explanation of 
that? 

'Asim 'Abd-al-Haqq, the minister of manpower, said: 

"The presence of foreign labor in Egypt is based on law. There are some 
professions which do not exist in Egypt, for example oil exploration and 
drilling, and these are foreign companies. The law stipulates that their 
employment of foreign labor not exceed 10 percent of the volume of labor 
present in the company. In addition, in any joint investment project, the 
law allows the foreign partner a share of foreign labor to a maximum of 10 
percent, as well as foreign banks, liberalization investment banks and pri- 
vate sector hotels." 

[Question] There are small production units which attract foreign labor such 
as barber shops, restaurants, homes and so forth. What is the ministry's 
position on these? 

[Answer] It is now forbidden to give this foreign labor any new work per- 
mits. With respect to the labor that exists at present, as soon as the a- 
greement periods end, we will not renew them. 

[Question] What is your view on the composition of Egyptian labor abroad in 
the context of the new changes, especially the Arab region? 
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[Answer] There is nö doubt that there has been an obvious contraction as a 
result of the current economic policies in the Arab countries and the cir- 
cumstances they are going through, such as the drop in oil prices. In addi- 
tion, many Arab countries have started to meet their labor requirements 
through their own people, who are graduates of universities. In spite of 
that, I can say that the Arab region will remain in need of Egyptian labor 
and specialists specifically for a long period. 

[Question] What type of Egyptian labor has started coming back home again? 

[Answer] Usually it is administrative labor. As I pointed out, some Arab 
countries have managed to cover their needs through their own people who are 
graduates. However, as far as the tasks of doctors, engineers, mechanical 
and electric technicians and construction workers go, the demand for them is 
still pressing and has not changed. 

[Question] With respect to returning labor, will the ministry work to pro- 
vide job opportunities for them? * 

[Answer] With respect to administrators, most of them have a place in the 
government or the private sector and went abroad on loan or on leave without 
salary. These will return to their places and there is no problem as far as 
they go. As to the people who are working in the area of free labor, there 
is no doubt that the labor market in Egypt is in the most extreme need for 
them, especially if they are craftsmen, contractors and the like* 

11887 
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EGYPT NEAR EAST 

BRIEFS 

FOREIGN MINISTER RECEIVES FRG PARLIAMENTARIANS—Cairo, 25 May (MENA) — 
Dr 'Ismat 'Abd-al-Majid, deputy prime minister and foreign minister, 
has warned that the current escalation in the Gulf War is dangerous.  He 
stressed the need to persuade Iran to accept the peace initiatives, to cease 
military operations, and to commence serious negotiations to restore peace 
to the Gulf.  Dr 'Abd al-Majid made these remarks during his meeting today 
with members of the West German parliamentary delegation led by 
(Peter Kittleman).  He affirmed that the proposal to convene an international 
peace conference for the Middle East represents a suitable framework for 
reaching a peaceful settlement in the area through negotiations among the 
parties concerned.  Emphasizing the importance of the European role in this 
respect, Dr 'Abd-al-Majid noted last February's EEC statement that referred 
to the idea of an international conference.  During his meeting with the 
delegation, Dr 'Abd al-Majid reviewed the lines governing Egypt's foreign 
policy, which is based upon peace, stability, and development.  [Text] 
[Cairo MENA in Arabic 1530 GMT 25 May 87 NC]  /I2624 

CSO:  4500/110 
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ISRAEL 
NEAR EAST 

CITY COUNCIL REPORTS ACCOMPLISHMENTS, LISTS GOALS 

Haifa AL-ITTIHAD in Arabic 29 Apr 87 p 2 

Fron^l6T "R*por,LFrom General Conference of Yafa/al-Nasirah Democratic 
Sa al-SrahnLT^T^S \Chievements *°* ^irm National Unit? Sder iara/al Nasirah Leadership of the Local Council"] 

[Text] Council Chairman, As«ad Yusuf: "We established the front not for 

its P^olfL     'A?f Tther t0 Un±te the Pe°ple in the «** for 1 solution to Its problems.    All of us,  communists and the other nationalists    arP «ll?L 
partners, colleagues-now and in the future." na"onalists,  are allies, 

Yafa/al-Nasirah (from our correspondent)~"We have realized important 

^rsr^triss1 drlopnrvor the peopie °f °- ss se have 
is, in fact, our preoccupying concern. We have preserved the unitv of tL 

pedants" interiStth'iand ^ deVel°Ped * br0ad front -alition of Workers, 
Ml of »1  intellectuals, merchants, and youth, communists and noncommunists 

s ss^Tffsa arsTÄiÄ^^sssÄheld 
äSS^^ s: -~ of the —/—- ^f 2TX.- 
sayJng^ne fr^f °H "" fr0nt'! secretari^, opened the conference, 
m^?f\ v,    l        S cadres> more than 300 in number, are a tremendous 
SS<   hrn/°rCe Un±ted by a common 8°al a*<* a path of struggle and readiness to give in service to their people." struggle and 

Salilivaharth°f thS Yafa/al-Nasira* Democratic Front, Lawyer Walid 
«£2 If' then gave a report about the front's activity in the period lust 
"?ffd/ M *? °fU^ °f the pr08ram for the coming period. He said    j 

froft^T38lra5* IJ? fi8htin8 Village with noble traditions and in which the 
front s line of militant alliance has been victorious since the mid-sixties 

jawiaw°miTÜ r0le ln thS StrU88le of our Pe°Pl* and in the general     ' Jewish-Arab democratic struggle in the countrv " H* *AA1A    %genf ai . 
recognize th. leadership rog of a^SS^.Tih.*^ SSTL 
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atmosphere of trust, cooperation, and respect has always prevailed in the life 
of our single front, because we are all brothers and partners in a common 

cause. 

He said that the election of As'ad Yusuf as chairman of the local council 
session after session by the people of Yafa and the election of a front 
majority to run this council is a badge of honor for Yafa/al-Nasirah and proof 
that our front is worthy of high popular trust. He said, We are proud that 
the 'Neutral List' and 'List S' amalgamated with our front, the frame for all 
sincere and honorable people in our village." 

The secretary of the front called for more powerful and more diligent 
organizing, special attention to involving women, half of society, in the life 
and leadersip of the front, planning of activity among young people, and 
vigilance and watchfulness to protect the national unity of all people of the 

village. 

Salim Jubran, a member of the front's regional secretariat, presented a 
lecture about the international and regional political situation. He asserted 
that the unity session of the Palestinian National Council was a historical 
gain for the Palestinian struggle, a fatal blow to imperialistic solutions, 
and a defeat to the forces of division and running after the mirage of 
American solutions. Therefore, while we rejoice in this wonderful gain, all 
who breathed the air of division are stifling. 

Salim Jubran presented a review of the domestic situation and of the problems 
and battles being embarked upon by the Arab masses with the broadest unity of 
ranks. He said, "The experience of life proves the correctness of our path 
and method. Life itself confirms that there is no path but the path of 
nationalist and front unity of ranks." 

The president of the front, Local Council Chairman As'ad Yusuf, presented a 
rich report about the activity and achievements of the council, including 
building three elementary schools, establishment of a modern secondary school, 
paving of village streets, basic development of health and public sanitation 
services, contracting for establishment of a sewer network, preparation of a 
structural map, development of municipal sports and youth services, i^oying 
the internal operation of the local council apparatus, and agreeing officially 
on establishment of a Sick Fund clinic in the village. 

He said, "We have accomplished all this in the shadow of a policy of financial 
constriction by cooperation with the people and by making use of the power of 
voluntary labor." 

As'ad Yusuf stated, "The front's leadership of the council and of the town is 
a very deeply rooted and very natural reality, but it was achieved through 
long and hard struggle, from the days of the collision with the military 
government, to the comprehensive struggle for repeal of the 'head tax, to 
defense of the land, to leading the workers in their fight, and up to the 
present day." He said, "In 1964, we succeeded in constructing a broad 
alliance list. Since that time to the present, the council has been in   ; 
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trustworthy front hands." He said, "We are proud that the 'Neutral List' and 
'List S' have joined the front, which now has an absolute majority in the 
council. 

He said, "The noncommunist colleagues have praised the Communist Party's 
leadership role locally and regionally. We are proud of this confidence. At 
the same time, we state that the front is not a party and that our brothers 
are distinct from party members; they are brothers and partners with the 
communists in a framework of mutual respect and complete cooperation. The 
natural place of everyone interested in the welfare of his village and people, 
of everyone interested in the general welfare, without regard to his 
intellectual views and class origin, is the front. We are proud of the 
academics, secondary and primary school teachers, college students, merchants, 
and professionals who are partners with the workers and peasants in the front. 
This wealth of developed professional abilities is a source of strength for 
the front to carry out and deepen its role." He added, "The unjust government 
is lying in wait, and the Zionist parties are practicing cunning. There is a 
reactionary center in our society. We must focus all our struggle against the 
unjust government and work at the same time to thwart all attempts to separate 
and fragment. We must guarantee the real and effective participation of 
women, half of society, in our front and in the life of our people." 

As'ad Yusuf said, "When we see the political and social development of our 
village, we are very proud. But the trust we bear is to continue working, 
serving the people, and developing their consciousness, so as to make the 
residents rally more around our local and regional front." 

Afterwards, there was a discussion in which a large number of members 
participated, contributing important additions to the statement and personal 
suggestions for developing the activity of the front and for developing 
municipal, political, social, and cultural activity. 

As'ad Yusuf, chairman of the front, summarized the discussion. The conference 
then unanimously elected As'ad Yusuf chairman of the front, Riyad Khury deputy 
chairman, and also elected a new directing board, which will in turn elect the 
secretariat and a secretary 

Lawyer 'Issa Bisharat then moved resolutions on!the following subjects: 

—Calling on the people of Yafa/al-Nasirah to join the ranks of the front and 
rally around it. 

—Sending greetings to the Democratic Front for Peace and Equality, and 
expressing approval of the role of the front bloc in the Knesset and 
Histadrut. 

—Sending an expressoin of esteem to the Yafa/al-Nasirah council and 
continuing to support it in all areas. 
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—Sending a May Day greeting to workers, and calling on them to participate in 
the May Day festival in Yafa (30 April 1987) and in the May Day demonstration 
in al-Nasirah. 

—Sending greetings to the unity session of the Palestinian National Council. 

—Sending greetings to the Regional Committee to Defend the Land, as well as 
to the regional committee of chairman. 

—Solidarity with Jewish and Arab university students against raising 
educational fees, and sending a greeting to Arab students and their regional 
union who are valiantly resisting all racist measures. 

—Municipal and popular solidarity with Umm al-Fahm against plans for 
confiscation and shrinking the region of authority and against the criminal 
plan to demolish the majority of houses in the 'Ayn Ibrahim quarter, as well 
as council and popular solidarity with the village of Bayt Jann. 

—Disapproval of the unjust government's digging up of graves in the 
cemeteries of Yafa and 'Ayn Hawd; demanding the freeing of the mosque of 
Beersheba, so that it can again become a place of worship, not a museum, as at 
present; disapproval of the racist attack on the cathedral church of Acre, and 
demanding that the identity of the criminals be uncovered and that they be 
tried and subjected to deterrent punishment. 

The conference approved all these resolutions. 

12937/13104 
CSO: 4404/363 
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ISRAEL NEAR EAST 

DEMONSTRATION TO PROTEST CONFISCATION OF LAND 

Haifa AL-ITTIHAD in Arabic 27 Apr 87 p 6 

[Article by Suhayl Qablan: "Demonstration Today in Front of Prime Minister's 
Office by People of Bayt Jann and Those in Solidarity With Them, Crowded 
Meeting and General Strike in the Village in Preparation for the 
Demonstration"] 

[Text] At 9 a.m. this morning, Monday, 27 April 1984, the people of Bayt Jann 
and delegations of support and solidarity from our various villages will begin 
to flock to Jerusalem to participate in a popular demonstrations in front of 
the prime minister's office, protesting attempts to confiscate the land and 
rights of the village, which has been on strike continuously for 3 weeks, and 
to express the people's determination to continue the struggle and escalate it 
until they obtain just rights. 

Local Council Calls for Strike 

Furthermore, at the conclusion of an extraordinary session held by the local 
council of Bayt Jann yesterday, it was decided to call the inhabitants of Bayt 
Jann to a 1-day general strike in the town, to guarantee the success of the 
demonstration by the participation of the largest possible number of the 
people in it. 

In the framework of the strike, all facilities in the town will stop 
operating: schools, stores, institutions, and activities. Workers will 
refrain from going to their jobs. 

Broad Participation 

We have learned that a number of heads and members of local governing 
authorities will carry out the call of the regional committee for leaders to 
participate in the demonstration in solidarity with the council and people of 
Bayt Jann and their just struggle. 

Crowded Popular Meeting 

At the call of the local council and in preparation for the demonstration, a 
crowded popular meeting was held yesterday, Sunday, in the courtyard of 
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Elementary School B in the village. Hundreds of the people of Bayt Jann 
attended. 

The first of the speakers was local council member Jamil Qazamil, who 
mentioned that discrimination against Bayt Jann is taking place in various 
areas. He stated, "We will not yield one atom of soil." 

The principal of the intermediate school, Jamal Qablan, then spoke, saying, 
"Our response to the injustice done to us is to escalate the struggle, which 
will be embodied in tomorrow's (i.e., today's—editor) demonstration." 

Jamal Zaydan, the third speaker, stated that the Nature Protection Department 
is a government agency. Therefore, the government is responsible for this 
agency's harassments. The time has come to raise a loud outcry. 

Lawyer Sa'id Naffa', president of the committees of friends of affairs of 
students in the village schools spoke saying that the students of all the 
schools of Bayt Jann will boycott classes beginning on the 28th of this month. 
The strike will continue as long as the government persists in refusing to 
acknowledge the rights of Bayt Jann. 

While Council Member Sa'id Zaydan expressed the unanimous agreement of the 
people of the village that unity is the way to gaining rights, Shaykh Wahhab 
Harb gave his blessing to the steps taken by the council in the struggle and 
the stand of the people of the village. 

A member of the council from the front, Qasim Naffa', said, "Although 2 weeks 
have passed since the beginning of the strike, we have heard nothing but 
wretched summaries from the authorities, in order to break the unity of our 
ranks. Far from it! Neither summaries nor lying promises will be able to 
deceive us." 

The last speech was by the head of the local council, Shafiq As'as, who 
informed those present of the progress of matters and refuted the claims of 
Qal'aji, the governor of the Northern District. He stated that the council 
and citizens of Bayt Jann would never accept the distorted structural map the 
government is trying to impose, and that the council and people would 
untiringly defend their rights to life and development. 

As'ad attacked the yellow press that is blaming the Bayt Jann local council 
and the people of the village. He called for the widest mass participation in 
the protest demonstrations. 

Solidarity Delegations 

Yesterday, a delegation from the Abu Sinan Democratic Front—including members 
Nadim Musa, Salman Marzuq, 'Ali Hazimah, Salim Khuri, and Talal Musa—paid a 
solidarity visit to Bayt Jann. Also, the head of the local council received a 
number of telephone calls in support, in the course of which the speakers 
expressed their readiness to take part in the demonstration. 
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KUWAIT NEAR EAST 

FINANCE MINISTER DESCRIBES STRATEGIES, GOALS 

London AL-TADAMUN in Arabic 25 Apr-1 May 87 p 4.5 

[Interview with Finance Minister Jasim Muhammad al-Khirafi by Husayn Sala- 
mah: "We Are Diversifying Our Investments in Order To Distribute Their 
Risks"] 

[Text] When Jasim Muhammad al-Khirafi assumed the portfolio of the Kuwaiti 
Ministry of Finance, Kuwait was passing through the peak of its economic 
crisis. The al-Manakh market crisis had reached its zenith and the crisis of 
intractable debts was almost beyond solution. There were no early signs on 
the horizon indicating that there would be a solution to the state of slug- 
gishness and recession that had befallen the Kuwaiti economic condition un- 
less the government intervened by opening up its coffers. Therefore, the 
Kuwaiti government put the economic crisis at the forefront of its priori- 
ties. Minister al-Khirafi is one of the experienced economics figures in 
Kuwait. As well as being a first class economist in the private sector in 
the first place, he has held the position of chairman of the financial com- 
mittee in the Kuwaiti National Assembly (parliament) and has successful ex- 
perience in introducing improvements in sections of the government of Ku- 
wait's general budget. 

AL-TADAMUN-BUSINESS met al-Khirafi and held a discussion with him on Kuwai- 
ti, Gulf, Arab and international economic conditions. In the course of it 
the minister did not rule out Kuwait's transformation into an investment 
market toward which foreign capital would turn and stressed that the econo- 
mic cooperation it has realized in the context of the Gulf Cooperation Coun- 
cil still falls short of people's aspirations, that it is possible to estab- 
lish real Arab cooperation if political disputes are removed from this co- 
operation and that America must view the interests of the countries con- 
nected to it in its attempts to remedy the economic difficulties it is suf- 
fering from. Herewith is the text of the interview: 

[Question] To what extent have the measures you have taken to remedy the 
economic crisis succeeded? 

[Answer] These measures have been sufficient for serving the stage on whose 
behalf they were set out and the future stages will require other ones. 
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Therefore, we will continue to take suitable measures to deal with all eco- 
nomic issues in a comprehensive manner. 

[Question] Do you believe that the qualitative improvement which the securi- 
ties market is witnessing is sufficient to get the mechanism of the Kuwaiti 
economy moving insofar as the al-Manakh market crisis put a halt to the 
movement of this mechanism? 

[Answer] The most important basic ingredient in getting the economy in move- 
ment is that its movement be comprehensive and not restricted to the revival 
of the securities market. That is what the Kuwaiti government is striving 
for. The treatment of all sectors is connected to the economic cycle, and 
the program for remedying the crisis of intractable debts whose execution is 
now in its final stages will primarily help stability and confidence in the 
area of the proper prosecution of economic activity and the continuation of 
the economic cycle in a manner which will have the effect of reviving all 
sectors. It is not so much a matter of measures as it is the treatment of 
the various sectors related to the Kuwaiti economy through Chapter Four of 
the budget, which will have the effect of reviving industry, crafts and con- 
struction in addition to commerce in general. The constant, as far as we are 
concerned, is for expenditures from the budget to be programmed and based on 
the desire for the monetary cycle to remain in the local context and for 
there to be confidence in the continuity of programming so that the economic 
sector will be able to set out a plan for government projects. 

[Question] Is there a possibility of doing without oil as a basic source of 
income in the Kuwaiti strategy, if need requires? To what extent can Kuwait 
rely on an alternative to oil? 

[Answer] Oil as output alone, without reliance on oil products, will be un- 
feasible. One of the good points of the wise Kuwaiti policy is that it has 
followed an oil policy whose positive features have begun to appear and 
whose fruits we have now started to reap, at a time when the oil market is 
suffering from instability. The talk about an alternative to oil leads us 
directly to a discussion concerning the proper use of our investments, and 
one of these investments might also be the good alternative we have chosen, 
which is the area of oil products and expansion in it. 

[Question] What about extension of the investment base to China and the So- 
viet Union, and the relationship between that and investment dangers? 

[Answer] Our activity in the area of investment in China is actually under- 
way, and there are some results which we have realized. These investments 
are connected to oil activity. They include other investments which we man- 
aged to direct on my recent visit to China. Our tendency toward diversifying 
the locations of our investments in America, the West, China and the Soviet 
Union will have the effect of distributing the dangers which threaten fo- 
reign investment in general. The distribution of such risks is a technique 
for dealing with many features of them which might occur. Therefore we have 
turned to diversifying the various investment portfolios in many countries 
of the world. 
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l[?n,HS^n]/he
+
KUWaitl ?ankS are suffering from the crisis of accumulating 

tS^™^ ? rece«f on, which is limiting the possibility for investSg 
this liquidity in the local market. What is the solution?        ™«ing 

[Answer] I still believe that Kuwait is one of the most secure areas for 
SIf?+?  ?°WeVef' the/e  1S a Kuwaiti Proverb which says, «Whoever has 
been bitten by a viper fears the rope.« As a result of what happened due to 
the al-Manakh crisis which occurred in 1982, whose aftereffects we are still 
sorting out, investors are still acting with great wariness. In my opinion 

thenio°ni denr+
re^nS *° the investor*> ^ when they sense stability in' 

ment Z\    t,,they^11 Start m°Ving- Z flrml? hel^  that this move- ment has begun and we witnessed its manifestations in the recent past stage. 
It will increase the more confidence in the measures followed increases. 

Äting LSgn^p^ir the P0SSibUity °f Wng KUWait ^ a »^ 

l^lTfl J  *£ ?°J "*? " °Ut that Kuwait wil1 be transformed into an in- 
vestment market to which foreign capital will turn. What is being studied 
now as a long-term plan is related to Kuwait's economic course si S the 
executive authorities will have a clear conception of the Sture witfres! 
pect to the desired orientations of the economic course and t£ meaS for 
carrying it out and supporting productive and commercial activity! 

[Question] What is the scope of your evaluation of the steps the Gulf Coope- 
ration Council has taken in the area of economic cooperation? * 

[Answer] These steps are still inadequate and fall short of our aspirations 
S," lB ;je°?ssary to stress the determination the Cooperation Cou^cii 

nn^tl   L        Sh°Wlng t0 acMeve the °Ptim™ rapprochement among their eco- 
nomies. There are some negative features as a result of the various circm- 

e^r/f %*?**  t0v?aCh C0Untry' but the wisdom «* policy of their ma^I esties and their excellencies the presidents of the Cooperation Council 
countries will guarantee that these negative features are remedieHhrough 

the bereise o?S! °f ***  gathering' which *■•  Programmed progress without 
the exercise of coercion on anyone on its behalf, because what it is diffi 
üüft.M °T7 °nt  t0dSy twi11 have t0 "1« ^til reconciliation o^tnf suitable circumstances for realizing it in a collective manner. 

SrIodCo?Pits 2£ ^C^PTti0n °TCil hSS Carried 0ut ln this short period of its life with the European Common Market countries, since whose 

t^Se?hi«,abOUt 2? yeaf.S JaVe SlapSed' " Wil1 become apparenfto us 
trTÄ ^S-COmpa^SOn thSt the exPerience of the Cooperation Council coun- 
stm i,%?!^°U%and +T

CTfUl' SinCe the Eur°Pean market countries are 
Infill«  ? • A  

g fr°m thS circumstances we are suffering from, and if we are 
indeed to judge our accomplishments for this period as good ones, our aspi! 
rations are greater than what we have achieved. P 

[Question] Where are the regional interests from the standpoint of economic 
cooperation among the Cooperation Council countries?   nap01nt   economic 

InZtV J  Pf f°nal3y believe that any sacrifice on the part of any of the 
council countries will yield results much greater than the sacrifiL° 
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because the future favors a convergence of the peoples of this region on the 
basis of their common interests. In my opinion, the lofty goal of their 
majesties and excellencies for this group is concern over the future of the 
region through the unification, convergence and development of the interests 

of their peoples. 

[Question] Do you believe in the possibility of realizing real Arab economic 

cooperation? 

[Answer] In my opinion, yes. In order to realize this, it is necessary to 
remove personal political disputes from this area. 

[Question] What is the fate of Arab economic organizations which have turned 
into an economic burden? 

[Answer] These organizations must be one of the major instruments for real- 
izing true Arab economic cooperation, if they are to succeed in realizing 
the goal for whose sake they were established. 

However, the existing situation is the opposite. Most of these organizations 
are totally remote from the goals which they were established for and they 
have become a great burden. The greatest financial burden goes for salaries 
and wages, while appointments to leadership centers there assume a political 
character whereas the goal for whose sake they were established is lost as 
soon as their financing ends, then thinking begins on the establishment of 
new organizations. This has created many negative features, most important 
of which have been the similarity of economic goals, the expanded disburse- 
ment of salaries and wages and the lack of seriousness in decisions. 

In spite of all that, I consider that a final ray of hope might be lost if 
these organizations are not properly exploited. This initiative is what we 
are aiming at through a re-evaluation of these organizations: an eighth Arab 
ministerial committee which was formed at the meeting of the Unified Arab 
Economic and Social Council in Amman is in charge of carrying it out. This 
committee met in Washington on the sidelines of the World Bank and Interna- 
tional Monetary Fund meetings. A followup committee of experts and Arabs was 
formed under competent chairmanship on the part of the best of our competent 
Arabs, who is Dr Salim al-Huss, the Lebanese minister of education. 

[Question] What about investment in the Arab countries? 

[Answer] The most important obstacles to investment in the Arab world in- 
clude the proliferation of laws in these fraternal countries and the proli- 
feration of bodies responsible for their execution and interlinkage, and 
consequently the accumulation of negative features facing the investor. 
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LEBANON NEAR EAST 

QABALAN SUPPORTS KARAMI, NEGOTIATION WITH SYRIA 

Beirut AL-SAFIR in Arabic 9 May 87 p 3 

{^n16* "Thf ,ISl^i0 Mission Scouts' Dinner at the Bnd of the Fast: Qaba- lan: On Karami's Side against Falsehood"] 

11*01  Tef eT/ll t5S ?°°iety °f Islamic Mission Scouts held a dinner party 
at the end of the fast in its headquarters in the Garden of the Martyrs in 
the southern suburbs, attended by the minister of state for the affairs of 
the south, reconstruction and justice and the head of the AMAL movement Na- 

ll 7^1 Li vt  +?ine?J Ja'farlte mufti Shayk 'Abd-al-Amir Qabalan, the depu- 
SvSS ^1_^ailb' ^6 chalrman of the council of the south Dr Muhammad 
SX2?' * 7^    ESan 1*™*'She  Iranian °harge d'affa^s in Lebanon Mohammad 
!?S^'ASA?

thering of "outing and social figures and a number of members 
of the AMAL movement political bureau. 

iZT^iF oPr?ers+J
alked at the Party. H» Poet Khalil Shahrur read a 

poem. Mufti Qabalan then spoke on the occasion, and said, «I am happy to 
stand in the embrace of this honored club on one of the holy nights of bles- 
Sh?,wa E* S are.me!*inS with y™>  and the meeting itself, this meeting 
Si^ th« pothers in the noble, pioneering, self-sacrificing society w£ch 
has sought to bring together this night all the scouting organizations in 

rewarT ^ Pr6Pare?' ifv,beautlful and good and repletf with recompense and 
reward, as we are going through difficult circumstances.» 

He went on, «We wish our nation well and hope is with God and the concern of 
devout persons, guides and sincere persons. How often have I hoped that this 
meeting would be at the al-Sadr organization in al-Burj Il-ShamSi, where 
the scouting and the AMAL movement set forth, so that we could give ouT 
people perseverance and strengthen their determination.» 

Sd8ShltI«Pü?Ji,?aat8 t0/^mina*e the self-respect, concern, determination 
and ambition within us and through its repeated attacks against the Palesti 
nian camps in the south wants to tell the world that the people mounting the" 

holv ™rCthSV0t Lebai\T buVales^ians. » the Palestinianst 
soithT       V6ry Paltry relative t0 the activity of our people in the 

Qabalan stressed, »We must not stand with our hands tied in the face of the 
Israeli attacks on the -Ayn al-Hilwah camp and we must not live with empty 
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media and slogans. The resistance does not want oversight from anyone. Its 
oversight is from God and the learned men and it does not need the oversight 
of the Liberation Organization." 

He said, "We are the front of resistance and perseverance. You in the AMAL 
movement and the resistance are the front of resistance and perseverance 
against Israel. You must build societies on the love of God and enmity to 
Israel. We in Lebanon are passing through a sacred condition, the condition 
of holy war, which is one of the gates to paradise. If we fight, resist, 
struggle and stand in wait for all tyrants, that is a great honor which we 
have inherited from our fathers and grandfathers." 

Qabalan added, "We in Lebanon as Moslems have a firm relationship with Mos- 
lems in the world, especially in Iran, that republic which stands up to all 
attacks of tyranny, and we in Lebanon are standing up to the greatest tyrant 
in history." 

He addressed himself to the domestic political situation and said, "In Bei- 
rut there are concerned persons in the cabinet. Poor Premier Karami — the 
workers struck for 3 days and the result was a strike against Karami. Karami 
does not have a military organization and we want to be on Karami's side, 
because if there is falsehood against a person we are against falsehood. It 
is amazing how Karami is being attacked from the East, and here he is being 
attacked on his side from the West. Why is he being attacked? Is it only 
just because according to what they believe he requested the Syrian advent 
into Beirut? Who of us does not want the Syrian advent into Beirut? I am 
asking for the Syrian advent now, by force, into the southern suburbs." 

The Friday Sermon 

Mufti Qabalan gave the Friday sermon yesterday from the pulpit of the al- 
Imam Husayn Ibn 'Ali mosque. Its contents included: 

"We in this blessed month must measure up to responsibility, especially 
since during the month of Ramadan last year we suffered from killing, des- 
truction, sabotage and dispossession. This blessed month, however, we are 
being blessed by a degree of security and stability, which we aspire to 
spread about so that it will encompass all of Lebanon and the Lebanese peo- 
ple will be graced with reassurance and a dignified life. 

"We in the blessed month of Ramadan, the month of blessing, bounty and good 
fortune, must demand that the affluent help the poor who are being damaged 
by hunger because of the state of rampant inflation and the war of starva- 
tion which is being launched against the good Lebanese people of all fac- 
tions in the other Lebanese areas. Help from the rich to the poor is an 
obligation in religious law which God has ordered from his worshipers, espe- 
cially in the blessed month of Ramadan. 

"The tragic state of life of course is the result of the political situation 
under which the nation and the citizen are laboring, since the struggles, 
disputes and contradictions have reached their peak. It is as if the goal in 
all this was to bring Lebanon the nation and the people to the abyss, that 
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is, to annihilation. That is what we will not accept at all. Proceeding from 

Uli    ? ' r mUSt C^!ider the P°liticia^ in this country wretched toward 
themselves because of their complication of the crisis. 

«The attack directed against Premier Karami is being carefully studied and 
directed by suspect agencies. In spite of that, Premier Karami has resided. 

Sev* ar/:Si^ed *"* T* *" °f evadinS responsibility and at preset 
that £1?^ re-0UrS! t0 haVlng him C°me back t0 the caDinet- 1  «« say 
tSn. r ^f  ^ T* C°me back t0 the cabinet only when the final solu- 
tions to the political and economic conditions and conditions of living. 

llZr^l  0]>nTnS °f thc ^anSit P°ints t0 the closin* of the Ports and ihe 
promotion of Lebanese-Syrian negotiations, are laid out. We also are against 
assigning him to dispose of government activities. g 

III  ^^ft^t everyone go to Syria to hold the Council of Ministers there. 
Let Samir Ja'ja' also go if he declares his repentance, like Hi Hubayqah. 

I?iJ l^Sl  ^ Wh°f! thr^S We are livlng t0day must m°tivate the conscienc- 
ILlLl   t0/aTe th! nati°n trm Potion and fragmentation and save the 
£!«   7 fa*ine» because the war of starvation is almost eliminating 
wLg?0d/e°Ple.trough these policies and disputes among the variouf Le- 
S^i^r8' fÜ°e J?2 Lebanese citizen is paying the price for these 
arrfittin^r+gt-1S+i

ife' hl%llvJB« and ***  da^ hread and these leaders are sitting on their thrones and watching these people's tragedy. We tell 
SSB~5° ^anded the resiSnati°* of Premier Karami and promised that when 
the resignation was announced they would open the transit points, close the 
HIT    P°^S and °Pen the airport and the dollar would decline, that condi- 

i;!l \ \S are becoming more tragic. They even accused Premier Karami 
of evasion when he submitted the resignation. What do they want? Do they 
Tfh  SKiT mon°Poly control over these people, or do they want to deal 
* lellllL  ?w • + -° break the country up and annex it to the Zionists? 
SJS tS »  * ?+ *  *• v^ael Which has destroyed the nation and has in- 
flamed the spirit of fighting and mutual slaughter among Lebanese in the 

nT ^f an? elS!wh!fe: Jt  is the °ne ^ich is striving to swallow up Leba- 
?'M

P ?Parat°Zy t0 dlviding UP the Arab region and eliminating Christians 

Ztl°8l:T'^f0r:  WLte11 th6Se Pe°ple' you have *ambled o'n Israel e- 
S,"J ^1

wi11 ;°^sfd!.with you for long, because the Zionists are the 
enemies of Islam and Christianity. 

l'I^^°Uth H  Suffrin& t0day fr0m hostile Zionist aggressions against the 
into t°Z  and. f °PlLW51Ch,are aimed at turninS the ^h, the whole south, into a scorched earth devoid of life. At the same time, the citizens of the 
south are suffering from a severe living crisis and the aid which is provid- 
«T^MS? 

a?     f cn
ountries is not fairly distributed to the citizens, 

!!Jf°iaJly slnce no development or supply aid has yet reached the border 
strip. Here we must salute the great, laudable efforts of Mr Rafiq al-Hari- 
ri, the honorable doer of good deeds who has spared no oportunity to be 
alongside the poor and deprived of the Lebanese people, offering them aid 
devoari-tan+

Cr Iherefore we re^^t this honorablePdoer oigood deSslo 
devote his attention to the border strip, because the citizens there are 
llf^SL      Tl  Snd Persevering on their land, in spite of the techniques of 
seduction and terror pursued against them by the Zionist enemy. One should 
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bear in. mind that the people of the border strip stubbornly reject the aid 
the Israeli occupation forces offer them and they are as badly in need of 
the aid as can be. Therefore we request the humanitarian, international, 
Arab and international organizations to work to strengthen the resistance of 
the southern citizen on his land by providing the wherewithal for persever- 
ance . 

11887 
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LEMN0N NEAR EAST 

JUMBLATT VOWS TO FIGHT ON, CALLS FOR SYRIAN SUPPORT 

Beirut AL-SAFIR in Arabic 11 May 87 p 2 

[yrTof'tS XS*? Z^7al-^n: "Celebration of the Anniversary of the Mar- 
J^RU 1958 Revolution: Jumblatt: We Will Continue To Fight and will 
Not Retreat until We Crush the Necks of the Phalange»]     ^.«"i win 

[Text] The chairman of the Progressive Socialist Party, the minister of 
works and tourism Walid Jumblatt, went to Damascus demanding «a way out of 

the6 ££■"* labyrinth" and the °Penlng °f thS W^0nS 3torgesab:£nging°to 

This appeared in a statement Jumblatt gave yesterday noon at a celebration 

o casion o? Se^tf *? ^^ °* '^  *" the to™ °f Bi^tfof the " occasion of the 29th anniversary of the 1958 revolution. 

Ar+?Sng t5en
Cel^ration were Spain's ambassador to Lebanon, Emanuel De 

Yasin L  J-?el^J?tio;.froB- the ratine Liberation Front headed by Muhammad 

region Dr Zahir Abu Shaqra, the security police commander Khälid al-Batadi 
dents'  COminanderä of the se^ors <* the revolutionaries of 1958 Sd reS" 

subSssiofnfff Blq,atap
w"h the Spanish ambassador Jumblatt received the 

following:      COrPS °f the revolutlonaries of 1958, who reiterated the 

eSer°death orYlS^ ^ ^ ^ the bl« amonS us to the small /is i^ner death or a life of honor: we protect those who protect our homes.» 

co^Ser^ 
al-Hasaniyah. "" SeCt°r' N&jlb Rizq' and a second Po&m by Hasim 
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Jamil Sa'd al-Din made a statement for the revolutionaries of 1958 and said, 
"Revolutionaries of 1958 and old men of today, people who bore weapons yes- 
terday and bear them today and tomorrow, we are celebrating the anniversary 
of the unleashing of the revolution as joy floods our hearts, and a great 
feeling of pride and honor possesses us when we once again remember the days 
of the Arab people's revolution of 1958, the day the revolutionaries rose up 
in response to the call, crying out, «Hear us, teacher, we have declared the 
revolution against corruption, tyranny and isolation.'" 

Jumblatt's Statement 

Then Jumblatt made the statement whose text follows: 

"This is a great day in which we meet in these progressive nationalist Arab 
ranks, in which We meet with the grandchildren of Sultan Pasha al-Atrash, 
Jamal 'Abd-al-Nasir and Kamal Jumblatt. It is a great day in which we honor 
the martyrs who fell in confrontation with the foreign alliances and in con- 
frontation with exploitation, theft and the factional system in 1958. Here 
we are today meeting with these heroes and telling these heroes, You have 
done well* and here your sons are in the liberation army, in the security 
police and in the sectors performing the duty, the duty of fighting the 
foreign alliances and the duty of fighting feudalism and exploitation. 

"We tell al-Jumayyil, whether he goes to Damascus or not, and we tell al- 
Jumayyil, whether he sends suspect delegations of murderers to Damascus or 
does not, none of that concerns us. We are here, we are the grandchildren of 
Kamal Jumblatt and Sultan Pasha al-Atrash. 

"We are on this land, we will remain and we will fight* and we will not 
retreat until we crush the palaces of exploitation, theft, destruction and 
murder, until we crush the necks of the Phalange, headed by Amin al-Jumay- 
yil. I only tell you, my brothers and my comrades in Damascus, the time has 
come for us to emerge from the labyrinth of settlements. Give us the wea- 
pons, the weapons of war, the weapons of the sons of Ma'rüf, give us the 
weapons. This is your duty and this is our right. We have fought in the name 
of Arabhood, we have fought in the name of Palestine, we will remain on this 
land. They are the agents of colonialism, the West and Israel. The time has 
come for the_ stores to be opened, the party's stores, the party's weapons, 
the weapons of the sons of Ma'ruf, the weapons of Jamal 'Abd-al-Näsir, the 
weapons of Kamal Jumblatt. 

"That is what I wanted to say today, and we know that with arms or without 
them we were a small group of men at that time and we won in 1958; Once 
again, following the Israeli invasion and during the Israeli invasion, we 
were a small group and a few and we won thanks to our faith and our Arab- 
hood^ thanks to our adherence to this good pure land, thanks to this wisdom 
which manifested itself through the paramount sheykhs, thanks to our having 
not committed aggression against anyone: but on this land we will remain and 
we will remain always." 

The celebration concluded with a visit to the mausoleum of the martyrs and 
their families. 
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It should be pointed out that Jumblatt has had the Spanish ambassador as his 
guest at al-Mukhtarah since the day before yesterday evening. • 
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LEBANON NEAR EAST 

TRADE NEGOTIATIONS WITH SAUDI ARABIA DELAYED 

Beirut AL-SAFIR in Arabic 13 May 87 p 6 

[Article: "New Conditions for Lebanese Exports: Saudi Arabia Hesitates over 
a Date for Negotiations for a Trade Agreement To Replace the Former One"] 

[Text] It has been learned that the commercial negotiations between Lebanon 
and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, which were postponed last March, are still 
pending until a date is set by the Saudi government for initiation of the 
discussion of the new commercial agreement between the two countries. 

Industrial sources told AL-SAFIR "The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Expat- 
riates has received a telegram from the Lebanese embassy in Jiddah, the gist 
of which is that the government of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is still 
hesitating in determining a new date for the negotiations although about 3 
months have passed since the termination of the commercial agreement. The 
Lebanese party had hoped for negotiations before the end of the agreement, 
which either would renew it with some amendments which the Saudi party might 
request or carry out a new agreement which would begin to be in effect as 
soon as the old one terminated." 

Other sources connect the difficulties Lebanese exporters rre suffering from 
on the Saudi borders in bringing their goods in to the hesitation on the 
Saudi government's part in negotiating the new agreement. That is an agree- 
ment which will have political features related to the general situation in 
Lebanon and economic features pursuant to the development of some classes of 
Saudi industry for which equivalents existed in Lebanese exports to Saudi 
Arabia. 

After the Saudi authorities last week prohibited the entry at their borders 
of Lebanese goods on which export agreements had been signed — goods con- 
sisting of ceramic tiles, health equipment products and rugs — on the argu- 
ment that "radioactive materials were present in them," the Saudi government 
added a new condition to Lebanese exports to Saudi Arabia, demanding that 
they be shipped in closed iron trucks. 

The chairman of the Society of Lebanese Industrialists, Dr Fu'ad AM Salih, 
who declared the news of the new measure yesterday, said that this would 
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have the effect of reducing the volume of the load of the trucks and in 
creasing the cost and described the measure as being «not directed LaLt 
Lebanon but one of the difficulties to which the export process is S£S." 

In a statement he made yesterday, AM Salih wondered »When will we arrive at 
some sort of firm belief that the subject of exports to ArabeauSrXTw 
tnt^Sr1?1 P0litfcal attention on the part of Lebanese ofSEaS so that 
?     ,'      ^    S

+?
ay be reduced? For this reason it is necessary to foJS an 

official delegation under the chairmanship of a minister which win emu- 
late among the Arab countries, especially Saudi Arabia, to coorSnate with 
them regarding everything these countries and the fraternal coSy of^audi 
Arabia request with respect to specifications or export condiSs aSke 

fLu?randUsln^ia %laCk
+.°f an embaSSy in Lebano» ^kesSfpJocess dif- ficult and slow. Therefore this delegation ought to be formed in order to 

eliminate everything that might obstruct export operations!« 

The union of chemical plant owners for its part agreed to the soecification 

duStSIfnment
+°

f *? Kingd°m °f Saudl Arab*-a gelled ou? for SbanLe in! 
SS^T2üÄfSSi^ ~»*~ * «** a^- ^Z -u- 

S^S^äS SE-äSI r^et:srp of Jacques 

^tw?! *•    S®ptember- ?he ^1°» will soon hold a meeting for this puroose 
with the director general of Alfred Dibs Industry and the chairman n?T£! 
Lebanese specifications and standards organizatiLrifBaha'-al^in al Bas 

obtain°aSbS.: of"* ""^f betWeSn the °^niZation\nd the lion ?o oDtam a badge of correspondence certificate. 

lonS'V?6 Uni°n re(luests a11 «8 members who export to Saudi Arabia to contact it to prepare such contracts. *raDia to 

theTW^f requests the officials who are working in the field to reduce 
tSJ^Ef T C?nSUm?r.by facil"ating the passage of consumer gooS 
Ä      6    arrlerS that eXiSt am°ng regi0nS or eliminating all Seles 

i 

pie's food organization which [former] President Charles Helou heads.  ? 

4. The union has decided to sign a collective agreement between the union 
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SAUDI ARABIA NEAR EAST 

\ 

K 

NAYIF DISCUSSES ISLAMIC RULE, USSR, DRUGS, IMAGE ABROAD 

Riyadh AL-RIYAD in Arabic 30 Apr 87 P 7 

[Interview with Prince Nayif ibn 'Abd-al-'Aziz, minister of interior by Ahmad 
Abu Dahman: "In Interview with 'ARABIYAT Magazine Published Jointly with 
AL-RIYAD, Prince Nayif Says, 'Islamic Law Determines Relationship between Ruler 
and Subjects in the Kingdom; State Believes that Direct Contact between Ruler 
and Subjects Works Best; That Is Why Assemblies Are Open to Citizens; We See 
Open Assemblies as Normal and Ordinary; This Is What We Practice; the Kingdom 
Feels Its Major Mission Is To Prove to the World That Establishing an Islamic 
State Is Possible in this Day and Age and That Such a State Does Actually Exist; 
in Some Western Countries Arabs Are Facing a Vicious, Unjust Campaign Accusing 
Them of Terrorism1;" in Paris; date not specified]       / 

[Text] His Royal Highness Prince Nayif ibn 'Abd-al-'Aziz,'minister of interior, 
affirmed that it is Islamic law that determines the relationship between ruler 
and subject in the kingdom. Islamic law settles every matter which concerns a 
citizen of the kingdom or one of its residents. His excellency added that 
regulating the aspects of this relationship was necessary and that that was 
accomplished by laws which are decreed by legislative and executive authorities. 
His excellency said that it is from these premises that real and actual ties 
develop between a ruler and the subjects. It is also f)rom such premises that 
direct dialogue between them develops. His excellency kaid that the state and 
its leaders believe that direct contact between a ruler and the subjects works 
best and that it is the best method.  That is why assemblies are open to 
citizens every day so they can contact officials. 

In an interview with the French language 'ARABIYAT Magazine which is published 
in Paris—that interview is also being published in ÄL-RIYAD—his excellency 
said, "We view open assemblies as normal and ordinary! Although this practice 
may be unknown to others, it is what we practice." His excellency said that the 
kingdom feels that its major mission is to prove to the world that establishing 
an Islamic state is possible in this day and age. In fact, such an Islamic state 
does exist. The text of the interview with his excellency follows. 

.■■.'.• ■ " i 

[Question] Your excellency, you visited France as Saudi Arabia's minister of 
interior, and Mr Charles Pasqua, France's minister of interior, visited the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Prince Nayif, these mutual visits indicate that there 
is cooperation or coordination on security between the two countries. Can you 
define for us, Your Highness, the points of this cooperation? 
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[Answer] Cooperation between Saudi Arabia and France is a well-known and clear 
fact. It is taking place in numerous areas, and security is one of those 
important areas. As a friendly country France did actually prove its willingness 
and its desire to cooperate with the kingdom in all areas, and that is something 
that the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia appreciates. 

This cooperation is not new. It was when I visited France in 1978 that we 
started outlining this cooperation. Then France's interior minister visited the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in 1980, and it was then that we defined and agreed upon 
those areas of cooperation. This cooperation between France and the kingdom has 
been continuing since then, and we are finding out that our French friends are 
responsive and quite willing to work with us. 

The purpose of my visit to France late last year and the purpose of Mr Pasqua's 
visit to our country last month was to boost this cooperation. We want to 
benefit from our friends' experience and technical capabilities in developing 
security systems in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

[Question] Despite the close contacts between the West and the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia, European citizens and the European media still get confused about the 
government system in the kingdom as compared to well-known systems of government 
in the West. Can Your Highness offer the West a clear picture of the system of 
government in the kingdom and how it works? 

[Answer] The kingdom of Saudi Arabia has an Islamic government which is derived 
from Islamic law, which is the law of the land in Saudi Arabia. 

It is the canonical law of Islam that governs the regime and sets it in motion; 
it determines the relationship between a ruler and the subjects; and it settles 
every matter which concerns a citizen of this country or one of its residents. 

Naturally, regulating aspects of these relations is necessary, and that is done 
by laws which are decreed by legislative and executive agencies. These laws, 
which are then issued by royal decrees, are based on the magnanimous spirit of 
Islam, on Islamic values and on the Arab heritage which the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia has preserved. 

It is from these premises that true and actual ties develop between a ruler and 
his subjects and direct and continuous dialogue between them is fostered. The 
state and its leaders believe that direct contact works best and is the best 
method of communications between a ruler and the subjects. That is why 
assemblies are open to citizens every day so they can communicate with 
officials, especially the king, his crown prince and all officials. Thus 
officials can get to know first hand what citizens are interested in and what 
they are aspiring for. 

We view this practice as something normal and ordinary. Although it may be un- 
known to others, to us it is what we do. If we were to compare the Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia with advanced countries and with other countries in the region, we 
would find that the Saudi system is one of the most stable in the world, and we 
thank God for that. It is an indication of this government's stability, and it 
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is an indication of the growth which has taken place in Saudi Arabia since the 
kingdom was founded by King 'Abd-al-'Aziz. And the kingdom is always making 
progress. 

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia feels that it is carrying the burden of a major 
mission and that it has to prove to the whole world that it is possible for an 
Islamic state to exist in this day and age. Such an Islamic state does in fact 
exist. Unfortunately, however, we find rejection for this notion in the whole 
world, and even among some Muslims, and that hurts. 

We strongly feel and believe that sincere Muslims and sincere Arabs are our 
partners in the effort to make this state succeed. We could thus prove to the 
world that Islam is capable of solving the problems of the age and that it can 
forge and create an ideal state. 

If we succeed, and we hope we will, then we will have achieved what we have been 
hoping for. If we do not, God forbid, then we would like to say that the fault 
lies with us, humans. We would say that the failure is not attributable to the 
failure of Islamic law or to any imperfection in it. 

[Question]  Regarding the canonical laws of Islam, it has been noticed that 
Amnesty International occasionally talks about the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. That 
organization objects to procedures and penalties that are derived from the 
kingdom's religious laws. Can Your Highness explain to us the points about which 
there is disagreement between you and the organization? 

[Answer] Before I answer this question, I would like to thank you for bringing 
it up because this is a sensitive and important issue, and we want to give the 
answer that we believe in. 

First, it is assumed that an international organization such as Amnesty Inter- 
national would be knowledgeable about all laws, systems and constitutions, and 
that it would be familiar with such laws, especially Islamic laws. 

If this organization's objection to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is based on its 
view that the kingdom violates Islamic laws, then we would be willing to talk 
about the matter and to discuss it with the organization until it can be 
determined whether we are right or wrong. 

Muslim scholars as well as non-Muslims who are knowledgeable about the canonical 
laws of Islam and who studied them would make that determination. 

But if our government is a proper Islamic government, then carrying out an 
Islamic judgment would be to our credit and our honor. We are determined to 
execute the laws of Islam whether a group of people like them or not. 

But if the organization's objection is based on its rejection of Islamic laws, 
then we will not be willing to discuss the matter with the organization or join 
it in an investigation of the issue because we are determined to pursue our 
steady and constant course in executing the canonical laws of Islam. 
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[Question] Based on Amnesty International's position, it has been noticed that 
western countries are always accusing Arabs and holding them responsible for 
terrorist operations that take place occasionally in some European capitals. 
Arabs are held responsible for terrorist operations even though they are the 
ones who are hurt most by the terrorism which is sweeping their countries. Have 
Arab countries studied together the subject of terrorism and its effects at the 
conference for Arab ministers of foreign affairs? 

[Answer] The Arabs have been facing a vicious, unjust campaign in some western 
countries where terrorism has become associated exclusively with Arabs, and that 
is not true. 

I did address this matter before, and I identified existing terrorist organiza- 
tions in the western world and in Europe in particular. These organizations, 
which have nothing to do with the Arabs, are well-known organizations like the 
Badermeinhof organization, the Red Brigades and others. What happened recently 
in France when a group of Europeans from several countries were arrested 
confirms that. This is one of the subjects that I discussed with Mr Pasqua 
during his recent visit to the kingdom. 

That is why it is unfair to attribute all these activities to the Arabs alone. I 
do not deny, of course, that Arabs were engaged in some terrorist activities. 
But those who were are divided into two groups: 

One group is labeled a terrorist group, but those who are in that group are not 
terrorists. They are people who are defending themselves and their rights, just 
like our fellow Palestinians. 

And there is a misguided group of people who are being used even by non-Arab 
organizations. Those individuals cannot be used for comparison purposes, and 
they cannot be used to disgrace the Arabs. 

There has to be an objective judgment in this matter. Facts have to be revealed, 
and things are to be called by their proper names. Zionist hatred and the 
Zionist effort in western countries should not be translated into matters that 
are not consistent with the facts. 

I believe that Arabs are not the only ones who are hurt by such action. The 
western world is hurt by it, and so is the western world's relationship with the 
Arab world. And western interests are not served when people in the Arab world 
hate the West. 

This is something that western leaders must pay attention to in every area. 

[Question] An observer who might be visiting the kingdom now would see a new 
phenomenon that he would not have seen previously. News about the Soviet Union 
and the eastern bloc can now be seen on Saudi television and read in the Saudi 
press. Three Saudi officials also visited the Soviet Union. The first such visit 
was made by His Highness Prince Sa'ud al-Faysal, minister of foreign affairs, 
who visited the Soviet Union with the Arab Peace Committee. This was followed by 
a visit from His Highness Prince Faysal ibn Fahd, the general chairman of the 
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Youth Patronage Program. Finally, his excellency Mr Hisham Nazir, minister of 
oil, visited the Soviet Union. Does this phenomenon indicate the possibility 
that relations between the kingdom and the Soviet Union could be restored, 
especially since three GCC countries have recently established diplomatic 
relations with Moscow? 

[Answer] The fact that Saudi media are broadcasting news about the Soviet Union 
and the eastern bloc is something ordinary and normal. Such news must be 
broadcast because the Soviet Union is a superpower and eastern bloc countries 
are part of the world. 

I believe that the visit Saudi officials made to the Soviet Union is clear. The 
minister of foreign affairs visited the Soviet Union as a member of an Arab 
delegation. I do not believe that the absence of diplomatic relations between 
the Soviet Union and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia should prevent his highness the 
foreign minister from taking part in such a visit. His highness the chairman of 
the Youth Patronage Program visited the Soviet Union in connection with games 
that were being played in that country. His excellency had to attend those games 
because a Saudi team had participated in them. 

The minister of oil visited the Soviet Union, as is well-known, because of a 
matter that has to do with oil and OPEC. It was an ordinary and a normal visit. 

The public relationship between the Soviet Union and the kingdom is normal, and 
there is mutual respect between the two countries. 

The matter of diplomatic relations which were established between some GCC 
countries and the Soviet Union is something that concerns these countries. 
Diplomatic relations are always subject to the interests of the two countries 
between which such relations exist. And this is something that concerns the 
leaders in both countries as determined by their mutual, common interests. 

[Question] Much is being said about strategic security among GCC countries, but 
nothing is being said about the security agreement that Kuwait opposes. 

A. What is the truth about the current situation? 

B. What are the prospects and implications for strategic security in the GCC 
countries? 

[Answer] The security agreement is one of the basic methods for implementing 
strategic security. In fact, it is the principal method of doing that. 

This is what I said some time ago to a few Gulf and Arab newspapers. This 
indicates that we are not forgetting the security agreement. 

Strategic security is actually a comprehensive approach in that it covers 
everything of interest to the region from a security standpoint. Security, of 
course, is related to everything: it has to do with economic, social, cultural, 
or defense matters, all of which are related to security. Strategy covers all 
those areas and takes into consideration both the present and future circum- 
stances of the region and those of the GCC countries as well. All objectives are 
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defined in the strategy, and so are all methods for achieving and serving them. 
In addition to other means that were available, the security agreement was one 
of the foremost means for implementing this strategy. This indicates that the 
security agreement is still holding its normal place, and we are hoping that an 
agreement on this security agreement will be reached in a short period of time. 

[Question] Of all the countries in the world the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is 
considered one of the most secure countries in the world, given its vast area, 
its population and the growing number of foreign workers in it. Saudi Arabia has 
the lowest number of organized crime or narcotics smuggling incidents. How does 
his highness, the prince, explain this phenomenon? 

[Answer] What you mentioned is true and factual. If we were to compare security 
in the kingdom with security in many countries in this age of ours, we would 
find that there is a big difference. 

We are proud of this security that prevails in the kingdom, and we are deter- 
mined to do everything to make it last. However, I do not wish to hide the fact 
that new crimes are being committed in our country because of existing changes 
in the world and because the kingdom has open communications with all corners of 
the globe. We now have incidents that used to be unknown in our society. But we 
can, God willing, confront them in an effective manner. 

The use of narcotics is one of the most important problems that used to be 
unknown in Saudi Arabia. Narcotics, which are brought into the country from 
abroad, have started sweeping our society in various ways. We are determined to 
confront this problem. I believe that the recently issued decree which requires 
the execution of smugglers, their assistants and drug dealers shows that the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is determined to stand firm on this matter. Saudi Arabia 
will take deterrent measures to put an end to this destructive situation. It is 
destructive not only to the people of Saudi Arabia, but also to all the peoples 
of the world. 

We hope these methods will actually deter, and we hope that Arabs and others in 
the international community will cooperate with us to ward off this danger that 
is threatening us all. 

[Question] Now that the runaway construction boom has slowed down and matters 
have returned to normal, one notices that a number of foreign firms along with a 
number of workers have left the country. That has led to residential vacancies 
which are noticeable, and this is clearly reflected on the condition of the 
market and on housing and commercial real estate. The Saudi administration must 
have taken precautions against such a situation. What is the kingdom inclined to 
do in the future in this regard? 

[Answer]  It is true that there are foreign firms which terminated their 
business here and left the kingdom. At the same time Saudi companies and firms 
have been established, and these can do the work that foreign companies used to 
do. There are also many foreign firms in Saudi Arabia that are still 
implementing projects. The number of workers who are now in the kingdom is the 
same as it was in past years, given the fact that the number of workers coming 
from abroad must decline as time goes by as a result of self-sufficiency and 
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public projects being completed. The number of foreign workers in Saudi Arabia 
has to decline also because there are now Saudi workers who can do what those 
foreign workers used to do. 

The matter of [foreign] workers is something that is not permanent; it is a 
question that is determined by need and by the country's interests. New 
conditions developed during this stage as vigorous industrial activity was 
established with Saudi capital, and technical workers were needed for this 
industrial activity. Much progress was also made in agriculture. In addition, 
public service organizations and companies have been established. Therefore, 
there is no slump in this area, and we still have large numbers of Arab, Muslim 
or foreign workers. 

[Question] Your Highness, speaking of the outstanding industrial activity in 
the kingdom, there are expatriate Arab workers in the West who are suffering 
because of growing racism which is due to the unemployment that is sweeping 
European countries. These workers cannot find employment in their mother 
countries because these countries are poor. The Arab League, in conjunction with 
French authorities, had devised a plan to attract those skilled, competent Arab 
workers to Arab countries that are entering into a stage of vigorous industrial 
activity. 

How receptive is the kingdom to such a plan, particularly since it is about to 
embark upon a stage of vigorous, industrial activity? 

[Answer] Whether or not the Arab League has such a project, we in the Kingdom 
of Saudi Arabia would welcome Arab workers at any time. Most certainly competent 
and skillful Arab workers would be accepted first. Naturally, we would not 
hesitate to accept them. At the same time we would encourage businessmen and 
industrialists to bring such workers into the country. 

[Question] This is a question for your highness in your capacity as president 
of the Supreme Media Council. 

It has been noticed that there is an orchestrated campaign in the foreign media 
against the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and its leaders. 

Any scandal affecting a Saudi businessman abroad does not affect him alone. The 
entire kingdom is blamed for it. 

And whenever any foreign company has a financial upset because of a difference 
between it and an agency it dealt with in the kingdom, the dispute is not 
confined to the difference between those two entities.  Instead, charges are 
made against the kingdom. 

Examples of such incidents abound.  Does the Supreme Media Council have a new 
strategy for the media abroad? 

[Answer] unfortunately, what you mentioned is true. There is a vicious campaign 
in the western press against the kingdom, and there is no justification for it. 
It is a hostile attack that makes no distinction between the wretched and well- 
heeled. The media are hurting their readers and their own countries more than 
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they are hurting us. Newspapers are supposed to investigate the facts, and they 
are supposed to state the truth whether it pleases us or not. 

One is surprised when statements are made that have nothing to do with the truth 
and when some negative matters are blown out of proportion. What you mentioned 
about the conduct of any Saudi citizen abroad and the link that is made between 
that and the state is an example. An individual is responsible for himself. And 
although there are drawbacks to associating the actions of an individual with 
that individual's country, there is a positive aspect to it: it proves that 
Saudi citizens are attached to their country. Although such an attachment 
between the individual and his country does exist, this does not mean that he 
does what he does with the knowledge of the state, under its direction or with 
its consent. Right or wrong, an individual is responsible for his actions. It 
makes no sense to attribute the conduct of individuals to the state. 

All that, however, is part of the vicious campaign against the kingdom. We know 
of no justification for it unless it is those entities that do not want the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to have good relations with western countries. But we 
want to have good relations with all the countries of the world, and our actions 
confirm that. We want to preserve our interests, and we also respect the 
interests of others. 

The same thing applies to what you mentioned about foreign companies and the 
business they do with Saudi companies, organizations or even the state. Such 
business dealings, of course, are matters that are governed by contracts which 
have to be fulfilled. If a company were to violate the terms of its contract, we 
cannot waive the state's rights, the citizens' rights, or the rights of Saudi 
companies. There is nothing more to it than that. Were we to count the number of 
companies that did business in the kingdom, we would find that hundreds or even 
thousands of companies did do business with the kingdom without any problems. 
How can a small number be taken to make the statement that there are unresolved 
problems? If the western media were to search for the truth, and if they were to 
ask the agencies in question, they would discover that there were reasons for 
these problems. This is something that happens everywhere in the world. No one 
should expect us to waive the kingdom's rights, whether these rights are 
actually the state's rights, an organization's rights, Saudi companies' rights 
or the rights of individuals. It is the contract that decides between the 
iparties to a contract. We are concerned about our own rights, but at the same 
time we do respect the rights of others, and we try to see to it that jthey 
receive all their rights. Responsible agencies in the kingdom can never waive 
the rights of any party. 

[Question]  But your highness, are there any plans for a media strategy? 

[Answer] Actually, this is something that is of interest to the Supreme Media 
Council. Based on the recommendation of the Supreme Media Council, the Council 
of Ministers did issue a decree to set up a strategy to provide the media abroad 
with a true picture of what the kingdom is like and to set up a dialogue with 
the media and with media agencies abroad. This would be a rational dialogue that 
is based on the facts, on putting things in perspective and on giving the facts 
to those who seek the truth. 
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This is an effort to inform, and we hope it will be successful. We hope that 
this will yield results. It is a service to the truth. 
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BANGLADESH SOUTH ASIA 

INDIAN OFFICIAL DENIES GIVING SANCTUARY TO SHANTI BAHINI 

Dhaka THE NEW NATION in English 26 Apr 87 pp 1, 8 

[Text] 
Indian  Foreign   Secretary' 

K.P.S. Menon has denied that;«-; 
his country provides any  sane-', 
tuaries to Shantibahini for their ... 
terrorist activities against Bang»."' 
ladesh.      .   '    •,     ■■•.•;■;•'• 

' '    He was talking to newsmen 
at the; Dhaka 'Airport on his■-. 
arrival from  Delhi   yesterday; 

afternoon on a three-day official 
visit to Bangladesh. 

Asked about providing sanc- 
tuaries to the tribal insurgents 
by India, Mr. Menon said as 
you know, "we have denied it". 

.The Indian Foreign Secretary • 
said it was important that as 
neighbouring countries we to 
talk to each other and know 
each other's points of view 
better. 

Mr. Menon, who served in - 
Dhaka as 'his country's   High 
•Commissioner for   tbreejyears 
in the late seventies, described 

.his visit as "sentimental" and 
recalled his good relations with 
many in Bangladesh/       ;* 

: "As neighbours, it is noth- 
ing uncommon that we have 
problems but it. is important- 
that we talk tc each other," he 
said. ... A, 

Asked about his talks with 
Bangladesn Foreign Secretary 
Mr. Fakhruddin    Ahmed,  he 

.said he had_jioJixed  agenda 
and all issues that the two sides 

: considered    important   would 
, comeupfor discussions; 

Replying to another ques- 
tion on the repatriation of 
Chakma refugees from the 
Indian state of Tripura when. 
Bangladesh expressed its willing- 
ness, Mr. Menon said they would 
disouss the matter. ■ 

Asked whether he was hope- 
ful that the repatriation would 

./- 

start soon, he said it depends 
on the two sides. 

When his attention was 
drawn to the fact that there was 
understanding at the highest 
level for curbing trans-border 
insurgency between Bangladesh 
and India, the Indian' Foreign 
secretary said that such underst« 
anding existed and he had come ■ 
to talk with his Bangladesh 
counterpart.     : .  •■" ■•„«.:. 

Replying to another question 
on Chakma refugees, Mr. Menon 
said the refugees were still going ' 
over to India and claimed that 
their number stood' at   50,000/ 
Mr. Fakhruddin    Ahmad who - 
was sitting beside him told new-': 
amen that tde refugees numbered ' 
27.000, as identified by Baogla- •» 
desh. 

He told another questioner 
that the main thrust of his talks 
in Dhaka would definitely be on" 
"friendship and understanding'?/, 
between the two   neighbouring 
countries." 

The Indian Foreign Secre- 
tary-disagreed with a questioner 
that the tribal issue had become 
an "irritant" and said that it 
could be described as a new 
problem but not as an irritant 
that affected the entire relation- 
ship. "There' is no reason to 
construe that any bilateral issue 
has taken the shape of irritant 
between the two countries," 
he remarked. 

The Indian Foreign Secre- 
tary was received at the airport 
by Mr. Fakhruddin Ahmad: 
Indian High' Commissioner to 
Bangladesh Mr. I.S. Chadda 
was also present.; V 
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BANGLADESH SOUTH ASIA 

PAPERS REPORT INDIAN FOREIGN MINISTER'S VISIT, TALKS 

Remarks on Departure 

Dhaka THE BANGLADESH OBSERVER in English 28 Apr 87 pp 1, 10 

[Text] Bangladesh and India could not 
yet agree on the number of Chukma 
refugees and the modality for their. 
repatriation. 

This was stated on Monday by the 
Indian Foreign Secretary, Mr. 
K.P.S. Mcnon, at the Zia Interna- 
tional Airport, before leaving for 
New Delhi after a three-day visit to'j 
Bangladesh. . .   '.      j 

He told newsmen that New Delhi'; 
would approve any step that Bang-; 
ladesh might like. to take for the 
repatriaton of the refugees.  • 

Indian Foreign Secretary K.P.S. 
Mcnon: +ioy#vtr; imitated the re- 
ports in Bangladesh Press about the 
disagreement between New, Delhi 
and Dhaka'on the number of Chak- 
ma refugees, lie asserted that there 
was no contradiction bei ween the 
two sides' on the number of the 
tribal refugees to be-repatriated to 
Chittagong Hill Tracts from the' 
Indian Slate of Tripura. 

Mr. Mcnon said that Dhaka had 
neither denied nor confirmed the- 
number of 'Chukma refugees given 
by. India. He reiterated the Indian 
estimate of Chakma refugees at, 
49000 and added that Bangladesh 
claimed this to be at 27000 and the, 
rest were now .'under verification by 
Bangladesh side. 

Bangladesh Foreign Secretary 
Fakhruddin Ahmed who was sitting 
beside Mr. Menon did. not contra- 
dict the statement of his Indian 
counterpart. 

It may be recalled that the Bang- 
ladesh Foreign Secretary oh Satur-, 
day had promptly contradicted the; 
Indian figure of Chakma refugees: 
given by Mr.Mcnon and mentioned 
the number as 27,000. 

■ Mr. Mcnon claimed that there", 
-was jio difference of opinion be- ■ 

tween the neighbours on. the. need « 
for early repatriation of Chakma 
refugees. "We want to sec that the . 

-.tribalj refugees .are repatriated i 
soon",' he said. ':.•?'• 

The Indian side 
reiterated its pro- 
posal that Bangladesh 
district officials 
and tribal leaders 
should visit the 
refugee camps in 
Tripura to persuade 
the tribals to return 
home.  Bangladesh 
also reiterated that 
an early meeting of 
the concerned dis- 
trict officials of 
Khagrachhari and 
South Tripura would 
help expedite the 
process of the return 
of the refugees. 
Bangladesh side also 
suggested that Chakma 
refugee leaders with 
their families should 
visit their homeland. 

Asked whether India will try to 
convince the Chakma refugees to 
return home, Mr. Mcnon said "it is 
the  duty  of Bangladesh  side  to 
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convince "the refugees". lie categor- 
ically denied the allegation that In- 
dia was not allowing the refugees to' j 
come tp their homeland and he 
termed such allegation as "absolute- 
ly unttuc like many other allegation 
against India." 

. It .was  learnt, from  a  reliable , 
source that India insisted unless a 
.congenial atmosphere was created 
by Bangladesh the tribal refugees 
would not be allowed to come to * 
their homeland.- 

The Indian Foreign Secretary also 
refuted aii allegation that Delhi 
intentionally delayed the meeting of 
the Joint Committee of Experts. 
(JC'E) of Indo-Bangladcsh Joint 
River Commission'(JRC). He in- 
formed that Bangladesh wanted a 
meeting of the JCE and it would be 
held shortly.' 

On the South Talpatty issue, .the 
Indian Foreign Secretary said that., 
both sides agreed to examine indi- 
vidually and jointly the data already 
exchanged between tTfe""*tw6 coun- 
tries on the island. The two Foreign 
Secretaries would report to their • 
Foreign Ministers for further neces- 
sary steps to be taken for an early 
and peaceful resolution of the prob- / 
lern, he added.    . ■     •' 

On.the maritime boundary issue,') 
the (wo sides agree?! to resume talks ' 
on the delimitation at a mutually, 
convenient   time'in   a   "spirit'. of 
understanding    and   good    neigh- . 
bourliness" Mr. Menon said.     > 

The   Indian   Foreign   Secrecjry . 
reiterated   that   India   wanted /to 
transfer the Tin Bigha corridor't/o 
Bangladesh "as quickly as possible." 
He informed that the Indian Gov- 
ernment had already initialed the ■ 
process to amend the Constitution 
for the transfer of.the corridor. He : 
also'disclosed'that Indian Govern-,: 

mem wanted to inove special writ : 

petition in the Supreme Court for ; 
the necessary Jcgal provision for the i 
handing over of the corridor.      ( i 

Border accord. 
Asked why the Indian Parliament 

did not ratify the 1974 Indo- 
Bangladcsh border agreement for 
the delimitation ' of the Indo- 
Bangladcsh border and transfer.of' 
the Tin Bigha corridor, Mr. Menon 

). 

said that the ratification was not 
done as there were cases in Indian 
Court against the transfer of the. 
corridor. He. observed that Bang- 
ladesh Parliament could ratify the 
agreement as there was no case in 
the court. 

The Indian Foreign Secretary was 
satisfied, with the talks betwcc.n the 
two sides. "The spirit of,talks was 

. excellent and constructive and there; 
was no confrontation", he added..« 

Mr. Menon was not 
happy over the reports 
on Indo-Bangladesh 
issues often carried 
out by India and 
Bangladesh Press.  He 
said that Bangladesh 
and India wanted to 
reach a common ground 
to resolve outstanding 
issues. Turning to 
his Bangladesh counter- 
part, he said that they 
both agreed that the 
Press in the two coun- 
tries should reflect 
the cordial atmosphere 
and the spirit that 
prevailed at their 
meetings and "that 
happily exists in the 
relations between the 
countries." 
Foreign Secretary 

Fakhruddin Ahmed, 
Bangladesh High Commis- 
sioner to India, Mr. 
Faruq Ahmed Chowdhury, 
Indian envoy to 
Bangladesh I.S. Chadha 
and high officials of 
the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs were 
present at the airport 
to see off the Indian 
Foreign Secretary. 
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Chakma Responsibility Transferred 

Dhaka THE NEW NATION in English 6 May 87 p 1 

[Text] ;"The Ministry   of    Foreign' 
Affairs will dealwith the Chakma 

■■issue instead of the Home Minis- 
'try from now on. 
-      The decision was, taken by 
the Government recently, accor- 

.'ding to informed sources. 
'■■v.     The Home    Ministry had 

been dealing   with the Chakma 
■, -issue.   '"'.'.' 

The subject ha» been trans- 
ferred to the   Foreign Ministry; ; 
as the   Chakma   refugee  issue  ■; 

.^concerns India and Bangladesh.' : 

High Commissioner's Statement 

Dhaka THE BANGLADESH OBSERVER in English 7 May 87 p 1 

[Text] 

Indian  High   Commissioner  in _; 
<   Dhaka on Wednesday denied re-. ;. 

ports in u section of - Bangladesh V 
Press in which it was stated that 

r Chakma  refugees would  not  be  ' 
!  allowed to conic back unless n con- 
; genial atmospherc,wa« created here. 

A 'spokesman of Indian  High 
:  Commission said, that Indian Fore- 
I  i«n Secretary Mr, K.I'.S, Me.nOn 

during his visit to Dhaka had rcitcr- 
•( ntcd Indian stand of early return of 
'■' Chakma refugees.     ■      .):   '  •     , 

Indian Foreign Secretary had ex- 
pressed Indian readiness to assist 
Uiiniiladi'sh in the early return of- 
Chakmas. The Indian High Com»,. 

'  mission  Press' release also stated« 
: tiiat there would be a meeting be- .' 

tween the district officials of Khag-' " 
rachari and South Tripur'a at an'; 
.early dale. It also said. India had ,; 
never resisted the Chakmas from 5 
returning to their homeland.;     '     * 
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BANGLADESH SOUTH ASIA 

REPORTS ON VISIT TO PRC BY CHIEF OF NAVY 

Activities in Beijing 

Dhaka THE NEW NATION in English 20 Apr 87 p 3 

[Text] > Rear. Admiral Sultan Ahmad, : 
Chief of Bangladesh Navy, arri- ' 
ved in Beijing on April 16 on a j 
6-dav visit at the invitation of I 
Admiral Liu Huaqin, Comman- -; 
dpr, PLA (Navy) according to a 
message received here from 
Beijing Saturday, reports BSS. 

The admiral who is accom- 
panied by his wife Begum Soohia 
Ahmad and 3 other naval officers 
was received at   the airport, by 
Admiral Deng    Sliuqi,   deouty 
chief i PLA (Navy) Bangladesh, • 
Ambassador to   China Enayet- 
ullah Khan and   other officials ' 
of the Bangladesh mission. 

.   Admiral    Sultan    Ahmad, 
visited the naval    headquarters 

, on Friday and held substantive 
discussions on defence coopera- 
tion and  other related subjects. 

/The admiral was given a briefing 
on Chinese security perceptions 
with particular reference to the 
Asia   PaciSe   region and   the 
Indian Ocean.   . 

Admiral Ahmed said that 
the cooperation between the two 
countries had been developing 
progressively over the years and 
that. Bangladesh had similar 
views with China on almost all 
important matters. 

Earlier Admiral Sultan 
Ahmad was presented with a 
guard of honour at the navai 
headquarters. . ' . 

Press Release on Return 

Dhaka THE BANGLADESH OBSERVER in English 28 Apr 87 p 10 

[Text] 

Chief of Naval Slaff Rear Admir- 
al Sultan Ahmad retimed in Dhaka 
on Saturday night after a seven-day 
goodwill visit to China at the invita- 
tion of the FLA (Navy) Commander ■. 
Admiral Liu Una Öing. an ISPR 
Press release said, reports BSS.    \ 

The Chief of Naval Staff was., 
accorded warm reception 'it the 
PLA (Navy) Headquarters on April 
17 by the' PLA Navy, lie had 
important discussions with the PLA 
(Navy) Commander regarding mat- 
ters of mutual inteicsl and co- 
operation between the two navies. 

During his stay in China, the 
Naval chief also called on the Chief 
of General Staff of the PLA Gener- 
al Yang Dczhi who expressed his 
firm commitment to strengthen the 
field of co-operation between our 
two armed, forces. - 

The Admiral also visited the 
North China Sea and East China 
Sea Meet Headquarters of the PLA 
(Navy). 

The Naval Chief exchanged views, 
on further strengthening of co- 
operation with the fleet land shore 

commanders. The Admiral was also" 
taken to different important ship 
building and sophisticated naval 
hardware manufacturing yeards. 
The Admiral had frank exchange of 
experience with the veteran war 
heroes like General Yu Tai Zhong. 
Commander of Vuangzon Military 

. Aren. ■ ' 
The visit will further strengthen 

the existing friendly relationship be- 
tween the two armed forces, in 
general, and the two navies in 
particular. 
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BANGLADESH 
SOUTH ASIA 

FOREIGN MINISTER INTERVIEWED ON MOSCOW VISIT PLANS 

Dhaka THE BANGLADESH OBSERVER in English 5 May 87 pp 1, 8 

[Text] "Foreign     Minister.    Humiyun 
Rasheed Chowdhury described the : 
preset« »line of Bangladesh-Soviet '■ 
relations us "balanced" and said his 
long-awaited visit to Moscow will 
take-place in December. 

lie said the Soviet ambassador 
called on him on Saturday to say the 
visit, which was put off last Decent- . 
bcr. can now take place in coming ; 
December. 

The Foreign Minister would like 
io be in the Soviet VJnioivon any day ■ 
from December I to 10. 

'■■ In an exclusive interview with the 
Bangladesh Observer at his office 
.on "Monday, the Foreign Minister 
said his would not be the first formal 
visit to the Soviet Union since the 

! change over in 1975. He said Sunil 
\ Gupta, then State Minister of Com- 

munications, had gone to the Soviet 
Union last December to discuss the i 
Soviet proposal for the construction 
of a road-cum-railway bridge over 
the river Rupsa.   •       ■ 

The Soviet Union had become 
unalterably prejudiced after the 
change over of Government in 1975. 
The  hardened  Soviet ■ posture  is ; 

melting. '''',„, 
i   ■ Mr.  Humayun Rasheed Chow- 
' dhury said "we cannot afford to pick , 
! unnecessary quarrel with any of the I 
! super powers or any mini super j 

power or any one else" and went on • 
to add "this formula should be t.ikcn j 
along with our insistence on the ) 
maintenance   of  national   dignity, ': 
sovereignty  and  independence  of ■ 
our state"., 

He said relations with India was 
good but qualified it by expressing 

| his dismay at the continuance of a 
state of "affairs where outstanding 
issues still remain unresolved. 

Mr,  Humayun  Rasheed Chow- 
dhury said some of these issues were 

under discussion for decades. He j 
was. however, happy to notice the 
elements of positivitism in the tndi- , 
■an attitude in the last couple of ! 
years. He said search for peaceful 
resolution of the issues that tend to,' 
plague the Indo-Bangladcsh rela- 
tions would continue. 

■v. He bounded fairty pessimist when, 
he said considerable progress has. 
been made in respect of reaching an j 
accord on South Talpatty, vatcr \ 
sharing and transfer of Tin Bigha ! 
corridor but concluded thesentenceJ^ 

; by saying  "but' the  facts  remain  : 
.these   have   not  been  resolved." ,; 

j Bangladesh would like to see an j 
expeditious solution to these prob- ... 

'•' lems, he said. ■   * ; 
. On Indo-Bangladesh relatons, » 
the Foreign Minister, said "time has (: 
when progress in relations between-!;. 

'•j two countries should not be felt in *• 
two foreign offices alone- but by  : 

■ people also"/      , ';   A 

Arms race opposed 
->j.:vCommenting on the acrimonious ;■ 
/' debatcnow .going on between India / 
:,!;and;PakiStan On possessing,nuclear ' 

weapon, the Foreign .Minister said 
Bangladesh' was  against  c   elop- 
ment of weapons of mass destruc- : 

tions by any country of. the region ;. 
specially when all countries in the • 
region arc stdeped in poverty of r 

• unacceptable level. Asked if India's , 
bilateral difficulties with Sri Lanka, 
Pakistan and Bangladesh would im- 
pede ,the progress of SAARC, the 
Foreign Minister said the pace of 
development in 1.3 agreed areas of •. 

, «oqjasration lias picked upmomen- . 
Kim; He did not see any immediate : 
obstacle being created to halt the , 
growth of SAARC. 

. He suid the last two summit meet- 
ings had progressed remarkably well I 
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despite prevalnncc of Irritiints be- 
tween India und Sri üinkn nnd India 
und Pakistan, Uumayun Rnshccd 
Chowdhury emphasised that »um- 

;hill level mooting« iilway result in 
clearing mlsundcrstiiiidlngs, He re- 

• called President Jayewnrdcne und 
Prime Minister Rajiv Oundhl nearly 
found « solution to the ethnic prob- 

, leni in Sri Lanka during the Banga- 
lore summit, 

lie'said  "We  ourselves made' 
quite u bit of progress in the process; 
of resolution of the outstanding- 
problems during the summits," 

Why the November summit 
should be different, .the Foreign 
Minister asked. He did not share the 
concern expressed at certain quar- 
ters at the dismantling of Bang- 
ladesh missions at the African states. 
of Zimbabwe and Kenya, He said 

' Bangladesh relations with all Afri- 
can states excepting the racist Pre- 
toria regime were "excellent." 

Asked to comment on the in- 
, Creasing frequency of visit to China 
at the highest level, the Foreign 
Minister said both Bangladesh and 

. China desire that visit at the highest : 
level should take place at regular ' 
interval. He said President Ershad ' 
would visit China in July essentially ' 
to maintain the level of bilateral ties 
between the two countries. 

,'    Foreign Minister would himself 
attend the special session on Nami- 

. bia to be held in Angola on May 18 
and 19. He has been invited as the 

)\ president of UNGA,. •...;,;_._.- - .- 
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BANGLADESH SOUTH ASIA 

HASINA'S NEW YORK TELEVISION INTERVIEW REPORTED 

Dhaka THE BANGLADESH OBSERVER in English 5 May 87 pp 1, 8 

[Text] Awanii   League   chief  and   the' 
leader of the  Opposition  in  the/ 
Jatiya Sangsad, Sheikh Hasina has 
.strongly defended the formation of • 
the one-party rule by her late father. 
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. She called 
it a platform,of politicalviews.and 
professional groups. 

In a television interview given to 
the New York based Vision of Asia [ 
network  during  her  recent  U.S./' 
visit, the Awami. League chief dis- 
agreed with the interviewer (Swap- : 

na Dasgupta) that her father was':' 
killed because of formation of the] 
one-party rule by banning all other;.' 
political organisations. Shickh Hasi- 
na said that her father was killed 
when lie had tried to ameliorate the 
condition of the down-trodden peo- 
ple. Those who opposed the Libera- 
tion of Bangladesh killed her father, 
she observed. 

She emphatically said that there is 
no democracy in the country since 
1975 and martial men were ruling , 
the the country since then. Justify- • 
ing the participation of her party in ; 

the the parliamentary polls, she said : 

that her party did so for the purpose ' 
of restoration of democracy which, ; 
she said, the country enjoyed for a 
short period of three and a half 
years   after   independence.   She 
claimed that her party was denied of 
the election victory by a "media 
coup". 

In reply to a question nbout an 
understanding of her party with the 
fundamentalists, she evaded a direct 
reply but said they came close some-' 
times on certain issues. ,-'.. 

Bitterly criticising the denationa- 
lisation policy. Sheikh Hasina said i 
that profit making concerns have 

: been given to private hands thus 
causing harm to national economy,. 

Sheikh Hasina is of the opinion 
, that SAARC is bound to flounder 

with democracy not functioning in 
'• Pakistan and Bangladesh. • 

her considered opinion-is ideal 
condition only exists in India. 

Sheikh Hasina said she had made 
several attempts to return to Bang- 
ladesh after the killing of her father 
on August 15, 1975 but she was 
prevented from doing so by late 
President Ziaur Rahman. 

' She was vague and inarticulate 
when asked what had inspired her to 
join politics when she was enjoying : 
the hospitality of the Indian Oov- ' 
ernment. Sheikh Hasina was of the 
view no Government after the kill- 
ing of Sheikh Mujib enjoyed sup- 

, ,)ort of the "people and had'their 
base in Cantonment. 

She claimed total support of the 
people and said without naming 
anyone that President Ershad was 
only dotting the line charted out by 
late President Ziaur Rahman. " 

• She called Awami League the 
only Opposition' party in Bang- 
ladesh dismissing others as pedes- , 
trians.' 
. What sherncant by saying she had ; 
never' visited the Cantonment was 
not easily understood. She denied,. 
having a secret «pderstanding with 
President Ershad. '•     .       ■ '■'.-:, ?;?■<■ 

What prompted the television au- 
thorities'to run the interview was 
being  asked  in different circles. 
Opposition views have never been 
allowed on television of rqdio since 
1947. Why suddenly this deviation 
was madehad perplexed, many. 
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BANGLADESH SOUTH ASIA 

BANGLADESH DELEGATE ADDRESSES PALESTINIAN MEETING 

Dhaka THE NEW NATION in English 28 Apr 87 p 3 

[Text] The Chief Whip of Jatiya 
Sangsad, Dr. T.I.M. Fazle 
Rabbi has reiterated Bangladesh 
commitment tö the cause of j 
Palestinian people in the realisa- 
tion of their just and legitimate 
rights, reports BSS. 

He was addressing the 18th 
session of the Palestine National 
Council conference at Algiers on 
Thursday. 

He said our  identity with 
aspirations of the people   of 

: Palestine was total and our sup-'; 
port to their cause is sincere.     i 

This meeting of the Palesti-; 
nian national conference has, 
come in the wake of dramatic 
upheavals that have in the past 
threatened to dislocate the focus 
aud impact of the struggle. It 

; has demonstrated the underlying 
validity, resilience and fortitude 
of    the    Palestinian    people. 

Crucial issues are on the 
I agenda: The unification of Pale- 

stinian ranks around divisive 
issues, the tragic and unbearable 

flight of the refugee camps, the 
process of restructuring and! 
reorganisation necessary to give 
further impetus and direction 
to the struggle, the formu- 
lation of the fandamenlal 
platform for the convening 
of an International conference 
on the Middle-Easl with 
the participation of the 
PLO as the sole and legitimate 
representative of the people of 
Palestine.     * 

Dr. Rabbi said,  'There are 
I  momentous    decisions  and we 
j  have been priviliged   in Algiers 

to be part of a  process that has 
far-reaching    implications  not 

only for the Palestinian people 
but also inextricably linked to 
peace and security of the world.j 

As a newly-emergent state ■ 
that achieved its own indepen- 

: dence from colonialism through 
a hard-won War of Liberation,, 
as a non-aligned and developing: 
country and as a Muslim country- 
member of the QIC our identi- 
fication and stake in the success 
of the Palesti nan people   is all 
encomp-assing, he said. 

Earlier, on    April 22, Mr 
Rabbi called on Chairman Ya- 
sser Arafat during the 18th Pal-; 
estinian National Council sess-i 
ion in Algiers. „ ■, 

In an extremely   warm and 
cordial meeting  with Chairman' 
Arafat Mr Chowdhury extended 
fraternal greetings and best wis- 
hes for success of the conference 

j on behalf of the President govern- 
1 ment and people of Bangladesh ; 

and in. particular on behalfvof : 
. the members of the Bangladesh \. 

Jatiya Sangsad. ,     ■■•; -i 
Mr Chowdhury also presen- '■■■> 

ted a gift on behalf of the Bangla- 
desh Jatiya Sangsad.     . -j 

Chairman Yasser Arafat': 
reciprocated the sentiment expres- 
sed and thanked Mr Chowdhury 
for ' Bangladesh's consistent 
support and solidarity. He said ' 
please convey to your President? 
the Bangladesh freedom fighters '■' 

. in the PLO are a great asset to , 
' US." .-..:;• 
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BANGLADESH SOUTH ASIA 

EEC OFFERS SCIENTIFIC, TECHNOLOGICAL COOPERATION 

Dhaka THE NEW NATION in English 30 Apr 87 pp 1» 8 

i 

[Text] The European    Economic 
Community (EEC) lias offered 
Bangladesh scientific and tech- 
nical cooperation as a part of 
the requirement for implemen- 
ting the national science and 
technology policy announced 
last year. 

A spokesman of the Science 
and Technology Division told 
BSS yesterday that the offer was ;i 
given by an EEC delegation in ' 
an interministerial meeting held ■■> 
at the Secretariat Tuesday. 

The thre« member delega- 
tion led by Mr Lexio Andretta, 
responsible for EEC science and 
technology cooperation with the 
least developed countries, arrived' 
in Dhaka on April 27 on a three-, 
day visit at the invitation of the 
Government. . 

The spokesman said that the 
cooperation was offered by EEC; 
on the basis of the  Vienna pro- ■- 
gramme of action on science and 
technology. 

The United> Nations Con- 
ference on Science and Technolo- 
gy held in Vienna in 1979 had 
adopted an action progamme 
urging the rich industrialised 
countries to contribute for deve- 
lopment of science and technolog 
in the least developed countries 
with a view to minimise the 
economic gap between the north 
and the south. 

Both the sides in the meeting 

expressed the hope that greater ,. 
cooperation between Bangladesh : 
and the EEC in the fields of i 
science    and   technology  was ■: 

. possible by ' coordinating ■ the J 
objectives of »he national science ; 
and technology policy of Bang- \ 
ladeshand those . followed by ; 
the EEC.   ■'■•'.' 

Discussions were held on , 
cooperation for research deyelo- | 
pment and technology transfer *-. 
in the fields of food, agriculturey 
and livestock, health andpopu-'| 
lation control . environmental J) 
pollution, national resources, b 
oceanography, renewable sources,, 
energy, biotechnology, an2'ä 
scientific.   documentation   and 

•. information exchange, the spokes-J 
.   man added.   .    '"•■'"'   .      j i 

The EEC also   offered post.{ 
- doctoral fellowships for prepara-; 

tion of the projects in which*. 
EEC will   cooperate.   It also j. 

■: offered holding a workshop at, ■« 
Dhaka in 1988 for preparation, .< 
coordination and  implementa- ■ <. 

. tion of the projects in the fields .- 
1 of science and technology to bjj ;. 

agreed by both the sides. \   - 
•   The meeting was-attended > 

.' by  the    representatives    frqra , 
.'. the ministries of Finance, Energy ; 

Communication,        Industries, : 
Health   and   Family   Planning 
Agriculture and Planning Dlvi-,. 

• sion. Representative from con- j 
cerned science and technology j 
agencies also attended. I,   j 
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BANGLADESH SOUTH ASIA 

DEVELOPMENTS IN BANGLADESH COMMUNIST PARTY EXAMINED 

Calcutta THE STATESMAN in English 1 May 87 p 8 

[Article by Bhabani Sen Gupta] 

[Text] 

THE    Bangladesh    Communist 
Party (BCD returned to the 

political life  of the  country in 
April at its fourth congress" held 
in Dhaka. It did not die, but had 
virtually ceased to exist after its 
third congress in 1980. Most of 
its    cadres    were    taken    into 
custodv;   its  front  organizations 
were suppressed; and its general 
secretary, Mr Mohammad Fahrad, 
was  imprisoned  for  18 months, 
and  then   kept  under  constant 
surveillance.    Now, seven years; 
later, at the fourth congress, thCj 
BCP has formally proclaimed its 
independent incarnation.      . «• .- 

The  new  party   line   is  built- 
around  the  strategic  goal of a, 
national  democratic  state,   or  a 
state ruled by a broad front of 
progressive      liberal-democratic * 
and left forces. However, while: 

fighting for a national democratic' 
front, the BCP will never again 
merge into a larger entity, such 
as the BAK.SAL of Sheikh Muii- 
bur Rahman. It will scrupulously 
maintain its independent identity 
and    political platform.    In Mr 
Fahrad's own words, "Our party, 
will  always  be  maintaining  its 
own   independence   and   entilv 
while upholding solidarity  with 
the working class and Communist 
movements." In other words, the 
BCP will remain not onlv inde-' 
pendent   of   other   Bangladeshi 
oolit'eal   forces,  but  also   main- 
tain its links with the wro-Soviet 
international   Communist   move- 
ment. 

GROWING   PARTY 
During a short visit to Dhaka 

last February, this writer heard 
people   say   that   two   political, 
parties had gained most during 

the five , years of President 
Ershad's rule: the Jamaat-i- 
Islami and the Bangladesh Com- 
munist Party. For many years 
after the birth "of Bangladesh the 
BCP used to be called.the "B. 
team" Vof the Awami League. 
Its founder-president, Mr Moni 
Singh, now 96 and seriously ill, 
had hitched the little red star 
of Bangladesh to the 'solar sys- 
tem' of Bangabandhu. In a long \ 
interview given to this .writer in". 
February 1975, Moni Singh 
proudly declared that the Com- 
munists of the newly-born state 
were part of the frontline of its 
liberation force, and that the 
BCP's future lay with the future 
of the Awami League. 

In the Sangsad elections of 
May 1986, the BCP fought as part 
of the 15-party alliance led by 
the Awami League, but maintain, 
ed its separate identity. It played 
a major role in persuading the 
Awami League leadership to take 
part in the election even when 
the other seven-party alliance of 
Begum ' Khaleda Zia was deter- 
mined to boycott, the poll. Five 
BCP candidates were returned 
to the 300-member; House. Later, 
another member, a Maoist, joined 
tho BCP .parliamentary party, 
raising its strength to six. 

• Mr Fahrad, who is a member 
of the, Sangsad,. does not agree 
that the BCP and Jamaat alone 
gained the most under Pres!dent^ 
Ershad's rule. ''All the democra- 

■tic forces gained .during these 
years," he maintains. In .support 
of his argument, he cites the fact 
that 100 Awami League members 
were allowed to get elected— 
this was double the number of 
seats it had been-permitted to 
win in the previous election. The 

Jamaat, says Mr Fahrad. has been 
contained in the parliamentary 
poll, though it-has emerged as a 
oowerful political ■-. force in 
Bangladesh with the,backing of 
"reactionary quarters" within and 
outside the country. 7: 
'■ The fourth BCP conarcss held 
in Dhaka was attended by over 
900 delegates' including 20 
women.,..But'Vias'many as 65% 
were < below ¥35. In addition, 
nearly 25%. of the delegates were 
identified as '^workers, peasants 
and agricultural wage-earners 
about 13% were teachers. 3.8% 
students,' and the largest see- 
ment. a trifle short of 24%, party 
cadres. 

■ The preparatory work for the 
congress had been conducted in 
1.064   branch    conferences,  286 
upazilla  .sscmblies (out of a total 
number -Jf 460 upazillas in Bang- 
ladesh), and meetings in "all but 
a few" of the districts.  If this 
is the organizational reach of the 
party,  Vs six front bodies claim 
a total membership of 825,000. Of 
these, the most powerful is the 
Bangladesh Students Union and 
the most promising is the Bangla- 
desh Khet-Mazdoor Samity, which 

ihas enrolled 200,000 members in 
six years; while another 200,000 

'are said to be>in the process of 
■being registered as-members. The 
•party's membership has increased 
to 5.000 frdmv 3,000 in 1980. 
/  "We can claim that our party 
Jhas attained,a-r national dimen- 
sion," declared-Mr Fahrad in a 
recent interview to the leftist 
magazine.' Dhaka  Courier.  "Our 
effort will be'* to cover all the 
upazillas and build our party at 
the    grassroots    levels   in   the 
villages -and factories." In Feb- 
ruary, Mr Badaruddin Ahmed, a 
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noted Marxist intellectual of 
Bangladesh, told this writer that 
if any significant new political 
factor had emerged in the coun- 
trv: in recent years, it was an 
activist, at times militant, pea- 
sant movement. The BCP's Khet- 
Mazdoor Samity has been trying 
to build up a large base among 
the rural proletariat. A positive ■ 
factor in its favour is the absence 
of big landlords in Bangladesh.. 
About 57% of the rural families 
are either landless or .have very 
little land. The rural population 
is getting increasingly pauperiz- 
ed; middle peasants are descend- 
ing to the level of poor peasants; 
According to official figures, 87%" 
of the poDulalion live below the; 
poverty line. "'• ! 

The political report approved1 

bv the fourth BCP congress high- 
lighted   the  "dependent  canital-' 
istic" character of the political 
economy     of     Bangladesh.     It 
carried    "all the features   of a 
growing   neo-colonial   bondage".. 
The country is ruled by an emer-. 
gent   class   of  "comprador-bure- 
au cratic-f reebootin g     capital ist". 
The economy is "dominated" by 
a group of multinationals. Thirty- 
S'x monopoly houses and about: 
100  big  capitalists  have   arisen 
out   of   the   "indigenous   hour- 
gcosie". 

The BCP's political orientation . 
is    mainly   parliamentary.    The 
partv took part in the parly-less 
upazilla  councils    and  captured; 
several hundreds of them. At the 
national  level,   its  tactical  line' 
is to  unite the "liberation and 
democratic forces" in the current 
context  of  political   alignments. 
The partv,    however, .visualizes 
"strong  conflicts"  ahead,  which 
may be peaceful or violent, de- 
pending on the regime's response 
to mass struggles. 

GOD   AND   MARX 
In a bid to win the support of 

a broad section of intellectuals, 
Mr Fahrad circulated the draft 
political resolution to a number 
of scholars and intellectuals not 
identified as Marxists or Commu« 
nists. A number of non-Commu- 
nist political parties, of progres- 
sive and liberal outlook, were 
invited to . send delegations to 
the BCP congress. More than 100 
suggestions for change in the 
political report came from non- 
partv intellectuals. 

In order to fend off attacks 
trom religious fundamentalist 
groups that the BCP is anti- 
Islam, • the BCP leadership now 
allows the. Quran to be broadcast 
from the partv office.: Mr Fahrad 
asserts, like ;the current leaders 
of the Peoole's Democratic Party 
of Afghanistan, that Communism 
is not anti-religion. "Our ideology 
Is not ;, fighting religion, but 
oppression,-. » exploitation and 
social iniustices. It is only the 
oppressors .and their apologists 
who always try to portray Com- 
inunism and religion to be anta- 
gonistic to one another. They do. 
this with a definite design." 

The BCP's fourth congress was t 
attended by fraternal delegates • 
from 31 Communist parties in- 
cluding those of the USSR and 
China. From India, Mr A. B. 
Bardhan and Mr Gurudas Das- 
gupta. M.P., represented the CPI, 
and another M.P., Mr Saifuddin 
Chowdhury, the CPI(M). In a 
report in New Age, Mr Bardhan 
said that with an expanding rural 
mass base, the BCP has emerged 
as "a political force" m Bangla- 
desh. ■ '-' 

Though the BCP'S determina- 
tion-to maintain its independent 
identity and political base is an 
appropriate lesson drawn from 
past mistakes, most commenta- 
tors do not as yet perceive it 
as a force capable of playing « 
significant role in the country s 
political life on the strength of 
its own following. The BCP is 
therefore expected to remain 
close to the Awami League and 
other partners of the 15-partv 
all'nnce. . _ 

■- What distinguishes the BCP 
from the Communist parties o' 
India and Pakistan is that it sees 
and projects itself as a frontline 
element of the liberation war of 
1971. It is also so perceived by 
other liberal-democratic elements 
tn the country. Even when the 
BCP was the Communist Party 
of East Pakistan, it took a lead-.ng 
position- In the language move 
ment of the 1950s. 

SOVIET   MOVES 
In the 1950s and 1960s the 

Communists fought for demo- 
cracy in Pakistan along with 
other political parties of tno 
eastern wing. The BCP lent un 
equivocal support to the auto- 
nomy struggle waged by Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman and later threw 
itself into the liberation war as 
an unconditional ally of the 
Awami League. But its political 
line was never quite radical. That 
is why at one time it lost ground 
to Maulana Bhasani among the 
peasants and to the Naxalites 
among the youth. 

The BCP has not been banned 
in Bangladesh for a long time. 
Sheikh Hasina is said to.be on 
better political terms with the 
BCP than her father ever was, 
though there is a group in the 
Awami League-which would keep 
the Communists at arm's length. 
Both parties value friendly rela- 
tions with India and the Soviet 
Union. ,       „ 

The BCP's return to the poll- 
t'ral life of Bangladesh coincides 
with a thaw in relations between 
Dhaka and Moscow. The relation- 
ship, wli'ch „was close under 
Sheikh Mujib, chilled after the 
1975 coup and struck a further 
low when Ziaur Rahman ordered 
the Soviet Embassy in Dhaka to 
reduce its strength drastically. 
In the nast 18 months, however, 
trade and cultural relations have 
been resumed. Mr Gorbachov.s 
omission of Bangladesh, in his 
Vladivostok speech of July 1088, 
from the list of countries with 

i which the Soviets wished to im- 
prove bilateral relations was 
explained to Dhaka by Moscow 

' as a drafting oversight. Sine* 
then, the Soviets have on several 
occasions welcomed SA.ARC, 
which Bangladeshis regard as a 
comnliment to their own country. 

The Foreign Minister of Bang- 
ladesh, Mr H. R. Choudhury 
who Is also the President of the 
current session of the U.N. 
General Assembly, was expected 
to go to Moscow last winter. 
Now the visit cannot take place 
before the next winter because 
the Kremlin is not in a position 
,to receive him between June and 

-October Mr Choudhury, however, 
will be' going4o Warsaw and 
Sofia in late May. These will be 
the first visits of a Bangladesh 
Foreign Minister to the two East 
European countries since 1979. 
Middle-ranking Soviet officials 
lfcve been to Dhaka in recent 
months, and president Ershau 
has opened some windows to 
Soviet development aid and col- 
laboration. The East European 
governments are also expected 
to follow suit. 
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BANGLADESH SOUTH ASIA 

PAPER REPORTS TOP LEVEL CHANGES IN ADMINISTRATION 

Dhaka THE NEW NATION in English 6 May 87 p 1 

[Text] Top-level  changes    in the 
administration involving    three 
secretaries and heads ' of some 

. autonomous bodies , have been , 
effected. 

Food Secretary Abdul Awal 
has been transfered to the Ministry 
of Women's Affairs and   Social . " 
Welfare while  the    incumbent   . 
Women's Affairs and Social Wei- . 
fare Secretary Abidur   Rahman ;^ 
has been   ordered to   hold the 
charge of the Food Ministry. >■ 

The Secretary of Labour and 
Manpower Ministry Ayubur 
Rahman will take up the chargje ' 
of the Parliament Secretariat, 
and Additional Secretary of the 
Health and Family' Planning 
Ministry Aminul Islam has been 
given the charge of the , Labour 
and Manpower Ministry. 

The Director General of the 
Directorate of Industries Anisur 
Rahman has ■ become Additio-. 
nal Secretary of the Cabinet 
division and Z.N. Nasiruddin, 
incumbent' Additional Secretary - 

of the Cabinet division has been 
•made Chairman of Bangladesh 
agricultural Development Cor- * 
poration BADC. 

TheBADC Chairman Col. 
(retd) Syed Ali Ansar has been 
removed on charges of corrup- 
tion and miause of power accor • 

1 ding to competent sources : 
there are various allegations 
against him. 

The Chairman of    the Pet- 
roleum Corporation Lt Col (retd) 
Hishmuddin has been replaced 
by the Chairman of the    power . 

•:■ development Board (PDB) Bring, 
(retd) M.A.Kashera while Mr. 
Hishamuddin     has     become. 
chairman   of  the   Chiltagong  . 
Port Authority. 

The chairman of the Trading 
Corporation of Bangladesh ; 
(TCB) Brig (retd) Azizur Rah- - 
man will go to the export Pro- v 
cessing Zone (EPZ) as its chair- ' 
man and the outgoing EPZ ; 
Chairman Col •Habibur Rah- 
man has been posted, as the' 
TCB chairman. ;   "■> 
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BANGLADESH SOUTH ASIA 

ALLIANCE RESOLUTION SCORES 'MILITARIZATION' 

Dhaka THE NEW NATION in English 11 May 87 pp 1, 8 

[Text] 

The Eight-party Allianoe 
yesterday renewed its call for 
launohlng a vigorous mass move- 
ement to force the goverment to 
resign, establish the rights of 
the people through a sovereign 
parliament and a representative 
government. 

The alliance call.came after 
a meeting of its central leaders 
at the Dhanmondi residence of 
Bangabandhu    Sheikh Mujibur .; 
Rahman. 

A press release of the alliance ■' 
said that the meeting chaired by. j 
Awami League president Sheikh 
Hasina   reviewed the political ' 
and economic  situation' in the : 
country    and    took    note of 
a recent ordinance approved by 
the Council of  Ministers provi- 
ding-for    rcpicsentation of the 
Armed    Force ig    the district 
councils. 

' In this connection, the alli- 
ance observed that "all attempts 
at militarisation of the adminis- 
tration and a blueprint to per- 
manently set up the 'military- 
cracy'in tho country would be 
resisted at all costs." 

Warning against militarisa- 
tion in all spheres of the admi- 
nistration and the society it 
further observed . that such a 
process was taking place already 
to consolidate the authoritarian, 
rule in the country. 

'Officers in service and.those 
who were    retired   had    been 

placed-earlier in higher posts at 
different indu«tries,v sector cor- 
porations, foreign missions, 
Secretariat, bank, financial in- 
stitutions and in different ties 
of the administration. As a 
result, contradictions developed 
between them and others in 
the civilian administration. 
The recent departture of the 
Foreign Secretary took place as 

. a result of such causes. Altho- 
ugh martial law had been with- 
drawn the nation is still fettered 
by militarisation", .resolution 
of the alliance alleged. 

The alliance also criticised 
what it said attempts at depo- 
liticalisation to make the peo- 
ple apolitical with no meetings 
at important places of Dhaka 
city, including the Baitul Makar- 
ram square and prohibitions 
on processions and publicity 
through through, microphones: 

Referring to the non-func- 
tioning of the Supreme 
Court for a long time and recent 
violence during college students 
union elections allegedly by pro- 
government groups the alliance 
said that it indicated that the 
law and ordbr situation had. de- 
teriorated in the country. 

Referring to the economic 
crisis due to what it alleged 
mismanagement by the govern- 

ment, the ailiance also lashed 
out at the government policy for 
denationalisation, formation of 
holding companies and selling 
of shares of public sector enter- 
prises. 

Urging people to build up 
movement against what it ter- 
med the anti-peopie steps of the 
government, the Eight-party 
Alliance further warned against 
rise of the fundementalist 
forces allegedly backed by 
national and international quar- 
ters, government and reactionary 
elements.   It urged    the people 

. to beware of the leader of geno- 
cide In 1971 and pro-Pakistani 
elements who had opposed   the 

. war of independence 
The meeting decided to hold 

a rally in front of the    Awami 
League central office on May 24 
at 3 p.m. and bring out a proces- 
sion to gear up its movement. 

The meeting was addressed, 
among others, by Awami 
League leaders Abdus Satnad 
Azad, Abdul Mannan, Begum 
Sajeda Chowdhury, Amir 
Hussain Amu, Tofael Ahmed, 
NAP leader Pankaj Bhattach- 
ärya, Suranjit Sengupta, CPB 
leaders Manzurul Ahsan Khan, 
Matiur Rahman and Abdus 
Saraad of Ganoazadi League. 
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BANGLADESH SOUTH ASIA 

PAPERS REPORT ON PROBLEMS WITH CHAKMA TRIBALS 

Urged To Return Home 

Dhaka THE NEW NATION in English 18 May 87 pp 1, 8 

[Text] 
(BSS):   Tribal   leaders   today- 
urged all  Chakmas   to return 

- home from across the border to 
' lead a peaceful life. 

According   to ' an . official 
press release, addressing a central 
tribal convention' at Ramgarh 
High School ground   they des- ' 
cribed the atmosphere  comple- ' 
tely 'congenial* for the Chakmas 
to return from the refugee camps 
on the other side of the border. 

Central Tribal Convenertion 
convener    and a    former MP, 
Upendra Lai Chakma described   ; 

the present situation  in the hill-. <■ 
. tracts as  much  more peaceful   : 

■ and normal than in the past. 
•     Mr. Upendra  Lai Chakma  • 
said thai  those who had taken 
shelter on the other side of the 
border   at the instance qr pro- 

vocation of 'the miscreant' should 
without wasting time eome back 
l°    their - hearths: and homes 

: u,'lls!n3. the government'sJjberaj 
policy  to   establish themseivesT 
as worthy citizens of the country. < 

Supporting1  Mr    Upendra 
Lai Chakma, other tribal leaders 
said   'conflict and   terrar can 

- bring no beneficial solution*. 
They urged the tiibäfs now 

resorting to terrorism to contri- 
bute to creation of a peaceful 
nego:iating atmosphere charac- 
terised by mutual cooperation' 
and trust for finding an accep- 
table solution to the Problems. 

They asked where was the 
problem for handful of tribals 
to return home when hundreds 
of thousands of the tribals were 
living in the hill tracts in cor- 
dial atmosphere. 
^AJ&^T iars as ,he chief saost,--. 
GOC 24 Infantry .Division and 
area Commander    Chittagong. 
MajGenAbdus  Salam said the 
present government can    In no 

way be held   responsible for the 
situation.now;obtaining in the 
hill tracts, "the official    press, 
release added. 

Gen. Salam said that ■ the 
present government inherited the 
the problems created due to fail 
ures and lack o f prudence of 
,the past governments, ' it • 

■'added.    ; 
:        Even    then.    Gen. Salam '■ 

said, the    present  government 
'• was making all out efforts with : 
i patience and   sincerity  to find 

out ä permanent and peaceful  ; 
solution. ■     \ .    , 

Non    achieveraent'of fjany 
progress despite all' these efforts 
he said,   was   'unfortunate*, it 
added. •.. 

The convention  was   also, 
addressed   by  Aliraullah,'MP,!, 
Rattfgarah Upazila    Chairman ', 
Belayet Hossain, Nukul Chandra 

Tripura, Achin Ttiawi Chowdhury'. 
" Phanibhushan Tripura,    Mong I 

!. Sui Cha Chowdhury,   Ashutosh ' I 
Roaza, Filak Chandra Chakma 

i and Shantiraay bewan.    '        '" j 
•»■■'■'  Patachtiara Union Parishad  j < 
»chairman    Ashutosh    Roaza,'I 
?. describing the condition of iho'J 
; refugees in tlie   camps on the si 

Other side • of border said that.-,' 
every day 15 to 20 persons were 1 

'< dying due    to lack    of    food*! 
; and treatment.   He   said    the • 

dead were bieng   thrown into ■ 
the river or the jungles. i 

;,>>;: Mr Roaza said that the:: 
security forces • on the other .: 
side of the border were forcibly ; 
taking away the young girls h 
from the refugee camps and the ! 

; youngm'en'' were being given ■> 
. military training against their ■: 

will. •   ., 
Being tired   of the tortures .-' 

\ at the refuge camps, the tribals - 
were   keenly  looking  forward \ 
to return home, Mr Roaza said. ■ 
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Return Date Not Set 

Dhaka THE NEW NATION in English 19 May 87 pp 1, 8 

[Text] The proposed district admi- 
i nistratioo level meeting between 
' Bangladesh and India for the 

repatriation of Chakma refu-- 
gees from the Indian state of 
Tripura still remains uncertain 
as no date has yet been fixed 
for it. 

The Bangladesh side is learnt 
to have sent a letter to the 
Indian authorities suggesting an 
immediate date for the meeting 
between. the deputy commissio-' 
ner of Khagrachari of Bangla- 
desh and the district magistrate 
of South Tripura of India. 

The foreign secretary level 
talks held in Dhaka recently 
agreed that the district 
administration level meeting 
would work out modalities for 

an early    repatriation of the 

Chakma refugees who had cro- 
ssed over to the Indian state. 

Official Circles in Dhaka 
could not say specifically when 
the proposed meeting would 
take place. 

Meanwhile, a large number 
', of Chakma refugees    returned 
: their homes from    their camps 
■ in Tripura   along    with their 

family members. 
The    official   circles also 

confirmed that no Chakma tribal 
had crossed over to India since 
March 1 last. 

According to reports reach*. 
■' ing in Dhaka, more    Chakma 
; refugees are   expected to return 
; to their homes as    a   peaceful 

situation is    prevailing in the 
Cbittagong HiU Tracts area, ., 
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BANGLADESH SOUTH ASIA 

INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISES ORDER OF 1972 AMENDED 

Dhaka THE NEW NATION in English 6 May 87 pp 1, 8 

LTextJ President Hussain Muham- 
mad Ershad has approved the 
Bangladesh Industrial Enter- 
prises (Nationalisation) (amend- 
ment) Ordinance, 1987 at a 
high level meeting on rapid 
industrialisation held at Banga-., 
bhaban yesterday, reports BSS. 

The amendment to the Bang- - 
ladesh   Industrial   Enterprises 
(nationalisation)   Order,   1972 
was necessitated with a view to 
.implementing    the    industrial 
policy,   1986 which envisaged ' 
gradual selling of 49, per cent of ' 
shares    of    the    nationalised 
industrial units among the mem- 

' bers of the public and handing 
over of the remaining 51 per cent 
share to their respective corpor- 
ations. 

The industrial policy an- 
nounced by the present govern- 
ment has kept provision for 
the participation of workers and 
employees in the management of: 

industrial units thereby ensuring 
a modern management system. ; 

The government or the cor- 
porations will hold 51 per cent 

.of share and hence they will re- 
main in control of the manage- 
ment of the industrial units. 
Out of the rest 49 per cent share, 

. 34 per cent will be sold among 
the members of the public whi le : 

. the remaining }5 per cent share. 

will be kept reserved lor wor- 
kers and employees. 

The workers and employees ; 

of a  particular industrial units 
will   have   one member in the 
board of directors as their repre- 
sentative if they buy a minimum ; 
of 12 per cent share.  There will 
be nine directors in the board of 
directors of whom four  will be 
nongovernment.   Out of these. 
four non government   directors, 
one,will be the representative of 
the workers and employees. 

The meeting also considered 
proposals for extending more 
facilities and providing infras. 
tructural support for accelera- 
ting the process of rapid indus- 
trialisation of the country. 

Three deputy prime ministers 
Prof; M. A. Matin, Maudud 
Ahmed, Kazi Zafar Ahmed, 
Commerce Minister M.A. 
Munim, Energy Minister Anwar 
Hossain, Irrigation Minister 
Anisul Islam Mahmud, Planning 
Minister A.K. Khändaker, Fina- 
nce Minister M. Syeeduzzaman, 
Slate Minister for Industries 
Mesbahuddin Ahmed and De- 
puty Minister for Finance 
Fakhrul Islam Munshi, among 
others, attended the meeting. 
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BANGLADESH SOUTH ASIA 

UNEASY AID FLOW REPORTED, IMPORTS CUT 

Dhaka THE NEW NATION in English 6 May 87 pp 1, 8 

[Text] Country's import bill total- 
led Taka 2237 crore in first nine 
months (July-March) of the cur- 
rent financial   year as against a . 
Taka 5534 crore  annual import 
programme« this was disclosed at 
a meeting of the    Consultative ' 
Committee   of the Ministry of ■ 
Commerce in Dhaka yesterday. 

The amount included indus-' 
trial imports of   Taka 1041.50' 
crore,    commercial imports of 
Taka 708.45  crore and petro- 
leum oil and  lubricants (POL) '• 
imports of Tk.   487.23 crore as i 
against   their  respective allo- 
cations of Taka 3918.87 crore, 
Taka   712.13   crore and Taka  ; 
873   ' crore, v the   consultateve -1 

committee meeting was told. 
' During the corresponding■"; 

period las?, year,. goods.. worthy 
taka 2705 crore were imported as' 
against an annual import target . 
of Taka 4620 crore. It included 
industrial imports Taka 1168.74 > 
crore, commercial imports of 
Taka 771.19 crore and P. O. L..] 
imports of Taka 825.29 crore as.: 
against their allocations of < 
Taka 3217.63 crore, Takä 408.37, 
crore,   and    Taka 994    crore : 
respectively.       ' •    : 

In first nine months of the ' 
current financial year, the pri- '•• 
vate sector utilised Taka 767.93 , 

, crore for industrial imports and j 
Taka 668.12 for commercial : 
imports as   against the alloca- 
tions of Taka 3025,80 croren 

and Taka 437.91 crore respec-; 
tively while the public sector ■' 
utilised Taka '273.57 crore for ! 
industrial imports and Taka ; 

40.33 crore for commercial im- 
ports as against its allocations ; 
of Taka 893.07 crore and Taka 
274.22 crore respectively.   ■ 

During the corresponding 
period last year; the private 
sector utilised Taka 903 crore 
for industrial imports and Taka 
649.29   crore   for commercial; 

imports as against the alloca- 
' tions of Taka 2385.92 Crore and 

Taka 318.02 crore respectively 
while the public sector utilised 
Taka 265,69 crore  for indus- 

v trial imports and Taka- 61.90 i 
; for commercial imports against 
\.,the:allocatiöns:.of vTaka'831i7;^ 

crore aad   Taka   90.35   crore 
^respectively. '•'■/'-      . ... 

The day-long meeting inau- 
gurated at a city hotel by Com- * 

: merce Minister   Major General . 
<Retd) M A Munem    reviewed : 

■ the import performance during 
'the July-March • period of the 

current year    and discussed in ; 
'detail    various       bottlenecks 

being faced by    the      import \ 
ters.^   The'" discussion     was i 
participated by Commerce Sec- ,1 
retary MrABM Golam -Mos-'l 

.tafa, Alhaj Md Akram Hossairi, 
•? Mr Habibullah Khan,   Mr   M 

Morshed Khan MP and represen-.'.' 
tatives of other    chambers of   ' 
commerce . and industry of the 
country. 

In July-March period of ' 
the current year, the private ' 
sector utilised Taka 488.35 cröre I 
under WES/SEM Taka 6.72 crore 

' under barter/STA and Taka ' 
272.86 crore under credit for the. 
industrial imports against its ■ 
allocations of Taka 2088.80 ? 
crore, Taka 75.00 caore and 
Taka 862 crore respectively and ' 
utilised Taka 652.28 crore under ' 

. WES/SEM. Taka 14.29 crore 
k under barter/STA and Taka 1.55 

crore under credit for commer- 
cial imports as against the allo- 
cations of j Taka 382.54 crore, ; 
Taka 27.50 croie   and    Taka 

• 27.87 crore.\ . ■/'''' 
In the same period, Ythe 

public sector utilised Taka 64.21 
crore Under WES/SEM,    taka 

55.19 crore under barter/STA land 
Taka 154.17 crore under credit 
for the industrial   - imports    as 
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against the allocations of 
Tk 506.25 crore, Taka. 43.00 
fcrore and Taka 343.82; 
crore        respectively and 
utilised Taka 9.38.crore    under 

WES/SEM, Taka 30.95 crore un- 
der barter/STA and   nil   under 
credit for commercial   imports 
as against "the   allocations of 
Taka     136-69     crore,    Taka. 
90,75 crore and    Taka    46.78 

. crore respectively. 
Earlier, inaugrating the 

the meeting Commerce minister' 
Major Ganeral Munera attri- 
buted the import fall in the . 
current year to non availa- ' 
bility of external resources 
in time. He said as a result it 
became difficult to mobilise 
adequate funds at the official 
exchange rate for import of 
necessary' raw materials and 
spare parts for the industrial 
sector and that forced us to 
largely depend on secondary 
evchange market scheme. He 
said the foreign exchange 
remittance received under •• 
the Wage Earners Scheme 
was also limited and thus many 
industries were- facing problem 
because of an increased import 
expenditure from this source 
(WES.) 

BSS adds:   The Commerce . 
Minister  said only two months 
were left of  the second year of 
the    newly-introduced   import 
policy    framed oh the basis of, 

'  negative and   restricted lists. 
He said   under the new sys- 

tem efforts were made to libera- - 
lise the imports through gradual 

; abolition of licence and permit, 
system and in most of the cases 

imports could be made through °; 
opening of direct Letter of Cre- 
dit on the basis of L.C. Authoris 
ation form. 

Mr. Munim said with the 
introduction of new . import: 
policy attempts were also made ■■' 
to liberalise the imports both in "' 
the public and private sectors.':' 
Now all the items of negative j 
and restricted lists could be ; 
imported freely, he said.   •      ■■',- '. 

He said due to scarcity .of ■ 
foreign exchange during the cur-' • 
rent year, foreign exchange worth-; 
Taka 30 crore in cash was.kept.; 
preserved, the preserved amount.| 
had already been utilised, be;4 
added. ; .        ( ..,.__.£* 

Out of this   Taka 30 crore,!'] 
Taka one. crore as allocated to < 
Trading Corporation of Bangla- ' 
desh (TCB)   for import   of life ; 
saving drugs, Taka 5   crore for ■ 
lentil (Masur), Taka 2 crore for ' 
import of powder milk besides, '. 
Taka 25 lakh was   allocated for I 
Diabetic Association for import ' 
of research materials • and spare ; 
parts. ' .•                    ■ ■ 1' 

Of the rest Tk 21.75 crore, I 
Tk 5 crore was allocated    for 
lentil (masur) |in    the, private 
sector, Tk 4 crore for import of' ; 

onion. Taka 2 crore for import ! 

of garlic, Tk 2.43 cnore for ginger 
and Tk 6.75 «rote ' for import 
of fresh and dry fruits; 

The meeting was also addre-" 
ssed by Deputy Minister for '•' 
Commerce H.M.A. - Gaffar, ;, 

•Commerce Secretary A.B.M, ; 
Ghularri Mustafa and leaders of 
various chambers of commerce ■; 
and industries. 
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BANGLADESH SOUTH ASIA 

COUNCIL APPROVES 1987-88 ANNUAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

Dhaka THE NEW NATION in English 19 May 87 pp 1, 8 

tText ] A Taka 5.046 crore Annual 
Development Programme (ADP> 
for the next fiscal year (1987-88) 
was approved at a meeting of 
National Economic Council; 
(NEC) held at NEC conference: 
hall a« Sher-e-Bangla Nagar in 
the city, reports BSS. 

Presided over by President 
HuSsain Muhammad Ershad, 
the meeting was attended by 
Vice President A.K.M. Nurul 
Islam, Prime Minister Mizanur 
Rahman Chowdhury, Deputy 
Prime Ministers, Ministers, 
concerned officials and depart- 
mental heads. ' 

Of the ADP lay-out, the 
local currency allocation isTaka: 

2,276 ctore while Taka. 2,770 
crore will be project aid, which 
includes Taka 864 crore revol- 
ving aid. A„_ 

The size of 1987-88 _ ADP 
-in respect of allocation is 11.8 

per cent larger than the revised 
ADP Of 1986-87. The in- 
crease in allocations as regards 
local currency and project aid 
component is 12.4 per cent and 
11.3 per cent respectively. 

Allocation from own   fund 
of the implementation authority 
in 1987-88   ADP is   Taka 193  . 
prore. 

The Annual Development 
' (Programme has been designed ; 

lkeeping in view the five-point, 
development priority announced . 
(by President Ershad, These are, 
alleviation of poverty, rapid 
industrialisation, development 
of communication and power 
expansion of medicare facilities 
and promotion of education: 

Under the next year's ADP, 
a total of 828 development pro- 
jects Will be implemented of 
which 684 are core projects, 55 
to be implemented from own 
fund of the implementation au- 
thority and 20 are technical' 
assisted projects. 

There were 844 development 
projects in 1986-87 ADP. 

According to NEC source, : 
an estimated  amount,of Taka 

: 128     crore     is '■ likely     to' 
. be    spent    on    development : 

projects  outside   the   purview' 
of  the ADP by   organisations 
like Bangladesh Bank, Bangla-., 

' desh Agriculture Bank, Bangla- 
desh Rural Development Board 
and other  autonomous bodies. ; 

, from their own fund. 
Besides, 4.45 lakh tons of 

, wheat worth Taka 229.02 crore 
; will  be   distributed   in   rural 
areas under food for work pro- 
gramme   during   the   1987-88 
financial year. 

■'    Of the total allocations in the ; 
, 1987-88 ADP, the highest fund < 

has been earmarked for power, 
sector amounting to Taka; 
883J6 crore, followed by water < 
resources sector of Taka 559.53 
crore, industry Taka 555.89; 
crore, transportatlön-Taka'! 
499.34 crore  and agriculture- \ 

■■ Taka 354.49 crore. < 
In  pursuance    of govern- 

ment's decentralisation policy,> 
Taka 170 crore has been alloca-, 

; ted for infrastructure   develop- 
ment of districts and upazilas 

' and Taka 200 crore as develop- 
'<' ment assistance to upazila pari-; 

shads.    Here   allocations ,ares 
treated as core allocation.    .1 

On project schedule, Taka 357 
crore including local currency ; 
of Tk 124 crore has been alloca- 
ted for completion of Cbittagong 
,urea fertilizer factory by next: 
financial year. Taka 45 crpre in 
local currency has been alloca- 
ted for Barlnd Integrated Deve« 
lopmeht Project, Taka 88 croret, 
including local currency compo- 
nent of Taka 61 crore for Teesta 
Barrage Project,   Taka 50 crore.' 
in local currency for Chittagong , 
Hill Tracts Special Development; 
Project   and Taka 30 crore as-, 
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. development assistance to Pou- /' 
rashavas. '  . i 

Considering   the   possible- '! 
growth rate in principle deve-   j 
lopment sectors and favourable;.; 
atmosphere, it has   been estir- 
mated     that     an     economic 
growth   rate   of 5.1  per cent: 
will   be attained   during »the: 
1987-88 6scal.   The   sectorwise 
growth  rate has been estimated!. 
at 3.7 per cent    in agriculture, 
8.7    percent  in industry, 13.5; 
per cent in power  and gas. 6.1 ;,. 
per cent   in transportation and' ' 
4.6 per cent in others. 

The NEC approved the 
ADPfar 1987-88 after detailed 
discussion on   sectors and pror. ' 

. jects. : ' "• ' . 
Speaking briefly and inter-   ' 

vening at different stage during 
. the discussion President Ershad 

stressed    on    more concerted 
efforts for generation of (local 
fond for development programm- 
er He said local fund    genera- 
tion programmes have to be fur--  , 
ther disciplined and effective., 

This is far more   necessary»  j 
;• to make our country self relieot '.; 

and at the same   time organise, 
counter part fund for increased' 
utilisation of project aid to the 
benefit of national economy, he   , 
asserted. '} 

President Ershad   directed 
thai henceforth no project should: 
be taken up for implementation 
unless it was approved after rout~ 
fag through ECNEC and Plann- 
ing   Commission.   The"   total 
approach should be pjarmed and; 
not scattered, be exhorted. 

He spoke about further gear- 
ring up1 of the generation of int-   . 
ernal resourcesand said, to. live; 
as a dignified nation we are leftt 

• with no alternative but to Impr- 
i ove our position of internal reso« 
: urces.   At the    same time,,we 
[■ must cut our coat according to \ 

our cloth, he said adding.   We 
must follow up the priorities and 
target instead of spreading over 
to so many . projects    most of   ' 
which in the past suffered carry- 
over for years without delivering , 
the    expected    results to our. %,! 

economy. / 
: In this context, he directed! 

that the project directors should' 
live at the project site to have 
better coordination of project 
implementation. ; 

He said' a: manner of accoun- 
tability must b*' ascribed to the 
project director and' to- those 
entrusted with the rmplemeiita- 
tion of any project. for timefy 
materialisation. '. 

President Ershad expressed! 
nis ntibappiness    over the ten-, 
d'ency and!  incapability of local , 
government   bodies    including, 
pourashavas in collecting taxes; 
and said such   tendency    have 
not onry burdened the   govern- 
ment, but also turned the local .. 
bodies   incompatible   with the 
objective they have been meant • 
for. '-■"■ 

He* said  the local   bodies 
must  enhance its efforts in this 
regard,   otherwise the idea of 
local body will be frustrated. •.='_ 

On afforestation schemes,.the 
President regretted for short of 
attaining thetarget in this sector • 

; and observed that failures were : 
due to  the  inefficiency  oh the,, 
part of    personnel  responsible' 
for the purpose. • 

'    He said this was true also 
' In case of preservation of forest . 

resources. 
President  Ershad  directed 

. the concerned authority to sub- 
mit a well thought oat report 
about the development and pre- 
servation of forestry. • 

Discussing   on striking of 
oil and its prospect, he said the 
national committee set up by 
the government to recommend 
ways and means for mining of oil 

: and exploration  of   more wells; ) 
after detailed  scrutiny of differ-  ' 
ent aspects,   will   submit    its 
report to him keeping the inter- 
est of the  nation    aloft.. The . 

< main objective before    Us is to   . 
exploitation    of natural resour- 
ces to the maximum for national 
economic benefit, he said. 

The    President directed to 
• further examine proposal to set 
>up four TV relay station to cover 
all parts of    the country    and; 
submit its report   to him for 
consideration.   He  directed to . 
include in phases the project of. 
construction  of    police head- 
quarters complex in Dhaka. 

Djscussing on health sector 
project. President Ershad ask0d 
the authorities to ensure better . 

i management of    hospitals and 
treatments to the ailing people. 

'   He also directed to  streng- 
then the Handloom    Board  to 
serve more   the   cause of the 

. weavers and for   development 
of handloom industry. 

Earlier, the Planning Minis- 
ters A.K, Khondoker in the. 
opening note touched on diffe- 
rent aspects of the ADP and pro- 
cedure followed in lining up the 
projects. He also spoke about 
shortage of internal resources 
which is causing obstruction in 
quick implementation of projects 
and utilisation of project aid.'■•; 
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He said the rate of national 
savings and national income ge- 
neration through revenue tax in : 
Bangladesh is meagre in compa- 
rison to the countries of South 
and South East Asia. 

The Planning Minister said 
despite decisions   taken to gear 
up   the   generation of internal 
resources, desired tangible results 
could not be attained. 

Citing an example, he said 
the ratio of national savings and 
revenue tax   were .only 4.2 and 
8.4 percent respectively in 1984- 
85.       * 

.       The Planning Minister pro- 
posed for modular  approach in 
formulating project plan so that 
those could be completed with- 
in stipulated time and later be : 
coupled together   or   expanded   ■ 

''considering   the utility, objecti-   : 
vity and also the requirement. ' ■•'. 

The Finance Minister M. 
Sayeeduzzaman - also gave a 
resume of the financial aspect 
of the project while the Planning 
Secretary Nasimudd in Ahmed 
gave the outline of the ADP 
for 1987-88. [' ' 
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INDIA SOUTH ASIA 

U.S. RADAR IN PAKISTAN WOULD STRAIN INDO-U.S. TIES 

Bombay THE TIMES OF INDIA In English 2 May 87 p 1 

[Article by K. N. Malik] 

[Text] p^latitaTbf/iiins^ 
f>ö;Press; Apom--here ;;»iditha^ 
fpossibility-jOf American-crewsv^ 

INDIA   has;i failed   tcr1^      "" 
surances from'the United 

'supplied 
? used against 1 

Mr Natwar 
feibur-day; 
r said that 
Vd^verybf^^s;earjy^a™^ 
fradar aircraft^: Pakistan ^ 
' nrvino infrt India wntilri strain-Indn-v!.!.....A»» «ffl.«A,A,^««k:i:t;;.4i.n«.i.««i/ii:/'-..':7LJv--:: i-.!'Ii:L>.i'^»WA '      .' 

The Pakistani 
^aircraft from 
[involve the 
i Servicemen 
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INDIA SOUTH ASIA 

MINISTER DETAILS STEPS TO INCREASE TRADE WITH USSR 

Discussion With Parliamentary Group 

Bombay THE TIMES OF INDIA in English 2 May 87 p 21 

[Text] 

NEW DELHI, May 1. , 
INDIA and the Soviet Union- 

have initiated steps to increase 
the existing level of bilateral trade 
by two and a half times in the next 
five" years. 

Disclosing this at a meeting of the 
parliamentary consultancy committee, 
attached to his ministry yesterday, the 
•Union commerce minister, Mr Shiv. 
Shankar, said the trade basket would 
have to be restructured with greater 
emphasis on trade, manufacturers, ma- 
chinery and equipment. 

He "said efforts were on .to identify 
additional areas of import and export. 
These cover several sectors including 
chemicals, petro-chemicals, power,, 
coal, steel, electronics, civil aviation 
and railways. .     ". i 

- The minister informed the commit«' 
tec that in order to identify new areas 
of trade, market surveys were being 
planned by the Confederation of Engi- 
neering Industries (CEI)V India-USSR 
chamber of commerce and the Indian 
Institute of Foreign Trade. A del- 
egation led by the secretary, technical 
development, would also visit-the Sov- 
iet Union shortly to identify import 
opportunities, particularly in the pri- 
vate sector. 

JOINTVENTURES 
Mr Shiv Shankar said further 

possibilities of diversification had 
opened up with the Soviet.Union 
making a number of changes in its 
economy. The most important of these 
was the decision to open the Soviet 
market for setting up joint ventures. 
The first such joint venture with an 
Indian company for the opening of an 
Indian restaurant is likely to come up. 

by July 1987. Besides; in a number of I 
areas like petro-chemicals, chemicals j 
and textiles, Indian companies have 
shown interest. • 

The commerce minister observed 
that in context of the decline in world 
trade, India's trade relations with 
USSR had assumed a new significance. 
The international economic environ- 
ment had continued to deteriorate in 
1986 -,and according to. the GATT, 
report, world trade, in real terms grew 
at the rate of a mere three per cent in 
1986. : • ■ . ••  ,_ • ■ 

Trade with the Soviet Union had 
grown stqadily since the signing pfthc 
first rupee agreement. There has been< 
considerable growth in India's exports 
to the Soviet Union, both during the 
sixth plan and after. During lhe sixth 
plan period, the total trade turnover in 
the five-year period was about Rs. 
16,800 crores as against Rs. 5,800 cores 
in the fifth plani indicating a growth of 
more than 200 per cent during this 
period..  . ■''■■.'' . v.. 

NINE MAJOR PRODUCTS' 
Mr-Preni Kumar, commerce sec- 

retary, said a group had been set up to 
go into the question of setting up co- 
production ventures with USSR and, 
nine memoranda of understanding. 
(MOU) had already been concluded,, 
covering nine major products. 

Referring  to   the  overall   export 
scenario, Mr Shiv Shankar said that in1 

1986-87, exports had shown a clear 
upward trend. In terms of the rupee, 
exports increased by 17 per cent during 
April-January, compared to the same 
period in 1985-86 and even in terms of 

[ the dollar, exports during the peiod 
I showed a growth of 12.3 pe"r cent over 
; the corresponding period last year. 
I    Largely due to this rise in exports, 

[there was a substantial decline of Rs. 
j 1,228" crores in India's trade deficit 
! from Rs, 7.062 crores during April- 
! January, 1985-86 to Rs. 5,834 crores 
• during April-Janaury 1986-87. 

In response to a member's, query 
whether the deficit could be kept under 
control in case of a rise in crude oil 
prices during the current year, Mr 
Prem Kumar said the export target of 
about Rs. 13,800 crores projected for 
1987-88 envisaged an increase of Rs. 
1,600 crores in exports over the levels 
expected to be achieved in 1986-87. 
This would offset the infact of any 
possible rise in crude oil prices on' the 

; tradeWeficit    ; V 
One member .suggested that the 

scope for inclusion Of value-added 
products in Indo-Soviet trade and 
further expansion of trade in agricul- 
tural commodities should be explored. 

: The need for follow-up of the festivals 
j of India; including the one dye in 
Moscow, in terms of it's impact on 
trade, was also emphasised. 

Mr-PrcmKurriar informed the mem- 
bers that in the wake of festival in 

: France and the US, efforts were being 
made to take advantage of the interest 
generated in India and in things Indian 
by launching compaigns of commercial 

.publicity, especially in the US market, 
and this was expected to have its own 
impact on trade relations. 
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More Details Given 

New Delhi PATRIOT in English 1 May 87 p 9 

[Text] 

India and the Soviet Union have, 
initiated steps to increase the ex- 
isting level of bilateral trade by 
two and a half times in the next 
five years following talks between 
Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi 
and Soviet leader Mikhail 
Gorbachev during the latter's vis- 
it to India last year, reports UNI. 

Addressing the parliamentary 
Consultative Committee for the 
Ministry of Commerce which met 
in Delhi on Thursday to discuss 
trade with the Soviet Union, 
Commerce ' Minister ' Shiv 
Shanker said the trade basket 
would have to be restructured 
with greater emphasis on trade 
and manufacturers, machinery 
and equipment. 

Effors were on to identify ad- 
ditional areas of import and ex- 
port covering several sectors in- • 
eluding chemicals, 
petro-chemicals, power, coal, 
steel, electronics, civil aviation 
and railways, he added, an official 
release said. 

Mr Shiv Shanker further in- 
formed the committee that in or- 
der to identify new areas of trade, 
market surveys were being 
planned by the Confederation of 
Engineering Industries (CEI), 
India-USSR Chamber of Com- 
merce and the Indian Institute of. 
Foreign Trade. In addition, a del- 
egation led by secretary, techni-.v 
cal development, will also visit 
the Soviet Union shortly to iden- 
tify import opportunities, partic- 
ularly in the private sector.  . 

He said during the Prime 
Minister's visit to Moscow in 
May 1985 the service sector had 
been singled out for expansion of 
bilateral trade. Indian construc- 
tion companies were expected to 
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bag contracts for construction of 
three hotel projects at Tashkent, 
Samarkand and Bukhara in the 
Soviet Union. Recently, the 

■ USSR had also shown interest in 
getting more offers for new hotel 
projects. 

He said further possibilities of 
: diversification  had opened tip 
: witri the Soviet Union making a 
' number of changes in their econ- 

omy.  The  most  important of 
these was the decision to open the 
Soviet market for setting up of 

Joint ventures. The-first such, 
joint venture with an Indian com- 
pany for the setting up of an Indi- 
an restaurant is likely to come up 
by July. Besides, Indian compa-. 
nies had shown interest in areas 
like petro-chemicals, chemicals 

. and textiles. 
The Minister observed that in '■. 

the context of the slow down in 
. 'the growth of world trade mainlv: 

v.V a> a'Tesult: of »low .growth 'in the 
industrialised countries and ten- 
sions due to trade imbalances, 
India's   trade    relations   with 
USSR   had   assumed ' a   new 

\ significance. 

Mr Shiv Shanker informed 
: the members that USSR's share 
in India's global trade was 15 per 
cent in 1985-86 and during 1970- 
85 it had grown at an annual rate , 
of 17.8 per cent as against the 

,; overall growlh of 15.9 per cent in 
India's global trade. 

He pointed out that USSR 
was an important market for In- 
dian commodities and manufac- 
tures like ■ tea, coffee, tobacco, 
cashewnuts, fruit juices, textiles, 
leather goods, chemicals, ma- 
chinery and components. Some 
of these items supplied to USSR 
constitute more than 40 per cent 
of India's global exports. Similar- 

:  ly, for several vital industrial raw 
. materials, USSR was an impor- 

'  tant source and nearly one third 
of India's crude oil requirement 
came from the Soviet Union. In 
view of the rupee trading arrange- 
ments, trade is conducted on a 
balanced basis. 

f    :• Therefore, in the Rs 3,800 
; crore trade plan for 1987 which 

includes Rs 1,950 crore (?f exports 
i and Rs 1,850 crore of imports, it 

had been decided to further diver- 
sify the commodity structure of 
Indo-Soviet trade and expand it 
to new areas. More than Rs 300 
crore worth of new commodities 
and additional quantities of ex- 
isting commodities were added in 
the trade plan, which include 
chemicals, coking coal, steel and 
steel products, timber, wood pulp 
and waste paper. This has helped 
in stabilising the level of trade in 

•1987. 

A long-term programme of 
production cooperation has been 
signed recently between India 
and the Soviet Union. It identi- 
fies chemical machinery, ma- 

. chine tools, power generation 
' equipment, coal, metallurgical 

equipment and industrial ma- 
chinery as broad areas with long- 
term ' potential. for growth and 
success in the expansion' of ma- 
chinery trade will very substan- 
tially depend on efforts in this 
sector, he said. ■ 

Members present at the meet- 
ing were Mr Chandra Kishore 

. Pathak, Dr G S Rajhans. Dr A K 
Patel, Mr Satyanarayari Pawar, 
Mr Ananda P Pathak, Mr Sunder 
Singh, Mr Sudarshan Das, Mr 

. Kishore   Mehta,   Mr   Thomas ' 
Kuthiravattom       and      .Prof 
Chandresh Mathur, MPs. 
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INDIA SOUTH ASIA 

CPSU REPORTEDLY BACKS CONGRESS-I RESOLUTION 

Calcutta THE TELEGRAPH in English 27 Apr 87 pi 

[Article by Yabaraj Ghimire] 

[Text] 

New   Delhi,   April   26:   The 
Soviet Communist Party has 
conveyed  to  the. Congress(I) . 
that it is in agreement with the [ 
Congress(I) Working Commit- ' 
tee's  assessment  that  right 
reactionary forces in the couri- •:'.. 
try are in league with hostile ;■ 
external forces to destabilise > 
the government.   :   . ;•-'' 

This  was   the  impression 
given by some top Soviet lead-.'■;• 
ers including Mr Anatoly Dob-- 
rynin, to the-former external < 
affairs minister,  Mr Baliram 
Bhagat when he was in Moscow 
for   10  days  from  April   18.. 
Though the CWC met in Delhi 
on April 18 and issued a resolu- • 

tiön  only  on  that  date,  Mr 
Bhagat's" talks with Mr Dobry-. 
nin  and  other leaders  dealt 
with .the same" theme.    ;;■ 

\   Asked  about his visit,, Mrs 
Bhagat  denied  that  he  had, 

; gone to Moscow as the Prime. 
.Minister's .special   envoy 
though he 'did have Mr Gan-: 

. dhi's approval to go. He said he 
was part of a two-man delega- 

, tion  of  the  Friends  of  the 
Soviet Union sent to partici- 
pate in the celebrations of the 
40th  anniversary of, the  re- 
'sumption of' diplomatic ,'rela-> 
tionsbetween ] thei two coun- 
tries.    •' -.,' •.' ..,-••. • 

;„   Mr  Bhagat  denied having 
taken a letter from Mr Gandhi 
to the Soviet general'secret- 

ary, Mr Mikhail Gorbachyov: 
^"There was no letter and'I did 
! not even try; for an appoint- 
ment, with him.":':  ;-(l'i 
:: Mr; Bhagat .refused  to   di- 

vvulge what was'discussed with 
"the Soviet leaders. But sources 
confirmed that almost;coincid- 
ing with his visit there, the 
CPSU had announced the visit 
of , Mr , Dobrymin  here  next 

' month at the invitation of the 
Congress Working Committee. 

-A ministerial'delegation, is ex- 
;   pected  from  Moscow  next 
|   week, to  commemorate, the 
|   40th, year, of diplomaticrela- 
■ '  tions. ■   ■ ','.•'.• '■'   .i ■    .:'•»•' . . 
■ ...',' Senior Congress(l) rleaders, 

who   preferred-, npt '.to   be 
named, said that though .thev 

1 did not expect the CPP or the 
CPM to blindly follow the Con- 

j gress(I)  line  as  "they are 
; Opposition  parties  and  ex- 
i pected  to  play  a  different 
! role.":They were certain that 
'• these parties would not join 
> the conspiracy to .destabilise 

the '"progressive  and  anti- 
l imperialist  base" now: repre- 
'•■ sented by the Congress(I).' Mr 
• Dobrymin's: visit it is felt, may 
\ have some impact on the left 
; parties^ ' '■■'■. •■''"?'•'■      .v ;     Mr7 Bhagät's meeting with 

him last week got wide and 
promiment display in the 

■ CPSU official magazine The 
Communist.' Pravda. too. re- 
ported Mr Bhagat's meetings 
prominently.    ;   (   • '■'•'■• 
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INDIA SOUTH ASIA 

SINO-INDIAN ECONOMIC CONTACTS TERMED EXCELLENT 

Bombay THE TIMES OF INDIA in English 1 May 87 p 15 

[Text] 

NEW DELHI, April 30. 
EVEN as political relations be- 

tween  India and  China are 
being discussed here in the context 
of the   Chinese   intrusion   into 
Arunachal Pradesh, the two coun- 
tries continue to maintain excel- 
lent contacts in the economic field. 

A high-level official delegation lea 
by Mr K. P. P. Nambiar, secretary. 
Department of Electronics, has just 
returned after a week-long tour of 
China during which  it studied the 
computer industry and explored the 
possibility of co-operation between the 
countries. 

The visit took place under the aegis 
of the bilateral exchange programme in 
science and technology. The Indian 
delegation saw several computer fac- 
tories and R&D establishments in- 
volved in hardware and software. 

The two countries also co-ordinate 

their international purchases of 
fertilisers since both are major buyers 
of this vital commodity and contacts 
between them secures some advantage 
to them in the world market 

The computer delegation has re- 
turned with the impression that in 
China there is a potential market for 
the export of micro-processor 6502 
being made by the public sector semi- 
conductor complex limited near Chan- 
digarh. 

To a specific proposal in this regard, 
the Indian delegation received an en- 
couraging response from the China 
National Electronics Import and Ex- 
port Corporation which is evaluating 
the India-made , micro-processor. 
China imports a comparable product 
currently from Hong Kong and some 
Western countries. 

According to the Indian delegation, 
in China, there are at present over 
2,500 electronic units manufacturing 
consumer electronic products, com- 
puters, communication equipment and 
components including semiconductor 
and LSI's. It is developing the com- 
puter industry in an organised fashion 
with 30 dedicated instituions engaged 
in R&D. 

< China has developed a super com- 
puter with 100m flop performance and 
is working on artificial intelligence, 

robotics and expert systems. A 32-bit 
super minicomputer system is under 
production. Expert systems have been 
developed in Chinese character for a 
few application areas.    . 

Considerable effort has been put in 
the area of automation of power plants, 
process and manufacturing industries.' 
The Indian delegation visited a 3^ 
million-ton steel plant with an ad- 
vanced automation system based on 
indigenous development It had a dis- 
tributed hirarchical control system and 
included dynamic models for op- 
timisation of blast furnace as well as 
basic oxygen furnace. 

China has launched a programme to 
introduce 100,000 micro computers for 
school and home education during the 
current year. The number will go up to 
one million by 1990. 

It is seeking ties with multinationals 
for the production of the state-of-art 
micro-mini 32-bit computer system 
and peripherals in the country. How- 
ever R&D institutions are fully as- 
sociated in negotiations for technical 
collaborations. 

According to a survey, seven per 
cent of China's 50 million urban famil- 
ies will purchase computers for educa- 
tional purposes in the next five years. 
Computers will also be introduced in 
93,000 middle schools and 820,000 
primary schools. 
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INDIA SOUTH ASIA 

GANDHI TELLS CABINET OF DISCUSSION WITH ZAIL SINGH 

Bombay THE TIMES OF INDIA in English 1 May 87 pp 1, 9 

[Text] 
NEW DELHI, April 30. 

THE Prime Minister is reported 
to have taken his council of 

ministers into confidence yester- 
day over his recent discussions and 
correspondence with President 
Zail Singh. 

The Prime Minister, Mr Gandhi, is 
reliably understood to have told his 
ministers that the issues relating to the; 
position of the President under articles. 
74, 75 and 78 had not yet been settled.- 
He expressed the hope these would: 
soon be resolved and .the' present- 
rumours regarding the President's 
possible plans dissipated.   ■     '.'-■■ 

The crux of the matter is whether the; 
President is bound to follow the advice! 
of the council of ministers headed by 
the Prime Minister. The relevant' 
article 74 reads: "There shall be a 
council of ministers with the Prime 
Minister at the head to aid and advise 
the President who shall, in the exercise 
of his functions, act in accordance with 
such advice, provided that the Presi- 
dent may require the council of minis-> 
ters to reconsider and advise, either 
generally or otherwise, and the Presi-j 
dent shall act in accordance with the 
advice tendered after such reconsidera- 
tion." 

On the face of it, the key provision 
of the constitution cannot admit of any' 
interpretation other than the obvious' 
one which is that the President is 
bound by the advice of the council of 
ministers on every issue. Giani Zail 
Sineh himself accepted it to be the case 

/till recently. 
But of late, he appears to have 

Convinced himself on the basis of his 
private confabulation with the lawyers 
and opposition leaders not only that he 
is not bound by such advice but also 
that he has the right to dismiss the 
Prime Minister. 

Though rumours state that the Giani 
was interpreting the constitution in 

i such coupist terms, jt is only in the last 
couple of days that his "friends", a 
euphemism for his aides in Rashtrapati, 
Bhavan, have been quoted as having; 
confirmed it.     :      '." . ] 

Neither  the   rumours   nor  their1 

"almost confirmation" by men close to. 
the Giani figures at the meeting of the! 
council of ministers. But it is no secret 
that privately the ministers are greatly 
agitated over these and would want the 
Prime Minister to take steps to dis- 
abuse the Giani of his strange inter- 
pretation of the constitution. /•.",;.; 

Tula week or so ago, the issue under 
.discussion was still whether;drnot thei 
''Prime" MinistcV had'ful$l*d hisbbli-^ 
gation under article 78 to keep the^ 

I President* informed' of: major, policy, 
decisions and important developments 
of national interest, and whether or not. 
the President was entitled under article 
86 to send a message to Parliament 
without the consent of the Prime 
Minister and his council of ministers. 

As far as Mr Rajiv Gandhi is con- 
cerned, these still remain the issues 
under discussion with the Giani, as he 

..told his council of ministers yesterday. 
And he takes the view that he has 
fulfilled his obligations under article 
78, and that the provisions of article 74 
binding the President to follow the 
advice of the council of ministers 

; applies to the President's right to send ' 
• messages to Parliament under article 
86. '        ' 

i. The Giani, it is widely believed, 
disagrees with this interpretation of the; 
constitution based on the statements of 
the leading members of the constituent 
assembly which have quoted extensive- 

••' ly in the press in recent weeks. He is 
reported to have expressed this view in 
his latest letter to the prime minister 
said to be dated April 20. 

He is said, to have taken the stand 

that the prime minister has not fulfilled 
his obligations under article 78, that 
the advice of the council of ministers 
under article 74 is not binding on him 
in all circumstances and that under 
article- 86, he is entitled to send 
messages to parliament without refer- 
ence to the prime minister. 

; But this queer interpretation of the 
'constitution too is not the end of the 
matter. The Giani has pervefsely 
widened the scope of his controversy 
with the prime minister to involve in 
it his right to dismiss the prime minis- 
ter and dissolve the Lok Sabha if his 
nominee isjiot able to command a 
majority in thehouse.- 

It is open to question whether a 
Presidential election can be held if the 
Lok Sabha stands dissolved since such 
a situation has not arisen so far. But it 
is possible to take the view that a 
Presidential election cannot be held it 
such an important constituent of the 
electoral college as the Lok Sabha 
stands dissolved. In this case, this can 
extend the Giani's occupancy of 

| Rashtrapati Bhavan by another six 
months. It is now due to end on July 
24. 

That could explain at least partly his 
queer interpretation of the constitu- 
tion. It could also be the Giani's 
calculation that the next election will 
produce a hung Lok Sabha with no 
party or viable alliance commanding a 
clear majority and that this will enable 
him to get a second terms for himself. 

In this controversy, however, even 
the simple point that the President 
cannot even get his order gazetted 
without the government's help has 
escaped attention. 

Meanwhile, the controversy regard- 
ing the President's position and powers 
is bounds to take a new turn with the 
stringent strictures the supreme court 
has passed on the working of his 
secretariat. 
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COURT ALLEGES MISDEEDS AMONG PRESIDENT'S STAFF 
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[Text] 

NEW DELHI, April 30.— 
The Supreme Court has re- 
commended prosecution of 
some members of the staff of 
the President's Secretariat for 
their connivance in • fabricat- 
ing evidence in favour of a 
CÖFEPOSA detenu, reports 
UNI. 

The court also recommend- 
ed prosecution of the detenu 
and his agent for their role in 
fabricating the evidence. 
. The recommendation was 
made yesterday by a Division 
Bench comprising Mr Justice 
A. P. Sen and Mr Justice Nata- 
rajan while dismissing a Special 
Leave and a writ petition chal- 
lenging the detention of Mr 
Mohanlal Jatia. 

The  court,   however,  defer- 
red    ordering   : prosecution of 
the detenu and his set, of men ■ 
forthwHIi as the court felt that 
it might "lead lo a -nremature'. 
closure of CBT investigation to 
unearth the full  conspiracy." •• 
,   Mr K. C. Singh. Demitv Sec- 
retary to the-   President, 1W, 
informed the court in-b's ■'■aftV 
davit that his. office was innu'r- > 
inff into the .circumstances in 
which the entry with regard to 
the detenu's representation to 
the President against his deten- 
tion was inserted in the dak: 
register meant    only   for un- 
opened    letters    addressed'to 
the President by name. 

The court expressed doubt 
about the "efficiency and inte- 
grity of the concerned section 
of the President's Secretariat." 
The  court  was  constrained to 

give expression to its feeling 
of anguish by means of the 
observations because at the 
level of. the President's Secre- 
tariat every section of the Sec 
retariat" was expected to ob . 
serve the highest standards of 
morality, integrity and effici 
encv. 

The court said the ease, with 
which and the facile manner 
in which: the detenu's agent 
Ashok Jain claimed to ;have 
entered the. President's Serre-' 
tariat and delivered .'. ' t"e .dak i 

, (re^re^T^tlon-of the detenu^ 
and obtained an eiirtorscment 
of piknowle^RepiftntMn. a -"cony 
of th>» ■ re.*»r*w,»t,,Upn and the-l 
len"th to'iwh!".*' trV Perretwri»* 
s**ff .'concerned • hid „gone to 
giv«> >r<"'«n'>e to th» version of 
Ashok Jain not.'only- revealed 
the deep fall In standards but 

- also the lack of ' security and 
vigilance. ,    . 

By the Special Leave peti- 
tion and the writ petition, the 
wife of the detenu, Mrs Pusha- 
devi Jatia. had challenged, the 
detention of her husband, Mr 
Mohanlal Jatia, and the.court 
dismissed both of them. 

Our Special Representative 
adds: In the Lok Sabha today, 

-some members sought to raise, 
the matter during zero hour, 
but without success.    , ..   •. 

" The matter was first raised 
by the AIADMK group leader, 
Mr P. Kolandaivelu, who seem- 
ed to he demanding a discus- 
sion. IDs demand was also sup- 
ported by some   Congress (I), 

. members.,   '".■■/'■     ■;  : 

The'   Speaker,    Mr    Balram 
Takhar, told them that the Pre- 
sident could not be discussed 
in the House   To which they 

: replied that they were seeking 
• to raise [the functioning of the 
'President's -Secretariat. Mr 
;Jakhar told them that he 'could 
•not allow that    either.    "You 

. can't drag the President into 
l the proceedings, nor can you 

drag the   President's Secreta- 
riat", he told them. 

What the I members were, 
seeking to raise was the Sup- 
reme Court's comment that 
there had been a "deep fail in 
standards" as! well as in secu- 
rity and vigilance in the Pre- 
sident's Secretariat. 

What had '!' provoked their 
comment was' the "ease" with 
which the detenu's agent claim- 
ed to have entered the Presl- 

. dent's Secretariat and obtain 
ed endorsement of acknow- 
ledgement for a fabricated 
document styled as a represen- 
tation addressed to the Presi 
dent.     '    " i 

In the Rajya Sabha, Mr Dar- 
• bara Singh of; the Congress (I) 

tried- to raise the issue at the 
end of question hour, but the 
Chairman,   Mr    R.' Venkatara- 

; man: s«id that since the mem- 
. Iwr h'd not sovght his permis- 

sion, he wonld not be allowed 
to sneak on;the matter. Mr 
Venkataramori told Mr Dar- 
hara Sin»h that as a «e«ior 
"»ember he sbonld not v'o'*>»e 
the system ifoHowed In the 
House. i 
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COMMUNISTS WARN PRESIDENT NOT TO DISMISS GOVERNMENT 
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[Text] 

The two Left parties, CPI and 
CPI-M, have warned President 
Zail Singh that any move on his 

part to dismiss the Government would 
be in "total violation of the Indian • 
Constitution". 

.The President was being advised, 
that he had the "inherent powers" to: 

dismiss the Government — an advice 
which in effect was "advising him to or- : 
ganise a coup against the' republican 
Constitution", they have said. 

• In-a strongly worded statement is- 
sued on Thursday, the two parties 
characterised those advising the Presi- 
dent thus as "mischief makers". These 
advisers have, however, not been iden- • 
tified by the parties, but described seuv 
castically as "constitutional experts". :■; 

The statement follows an emergent 
cy meeting on Thursday afternoon of 
top leaders belonging to the two par- 
ties. While the CPI was represented at 
the meeting by.party Central Secretar- 
iat members Indrajit Gupta, M 
Farooqi, Rajasekhara Reddy and Homi 
Daji, the CPI-M was represented by 
Politbüro members H K S Surieet, M 
Basavapunniah and B T Ranadive. 

It is understood that the leaders felt 
that certain unscrupulous political and 
non-political circles wanted to exploit 
the present political uncertainty for 
their narrow ends. With that aim in 
view,'they were misguiding Mr Zail 

Singh into believing that he had suffi- 
cient powers under the Constitution to 
dismiss the Government if he felt that 
it had lost its legitimacy. ■ 

They also felt if the President fell 
prey to such "spurious" arguments and 
indeed dismissed the Government, the i 
action would not only be unconstitu-; 

tional..but also plunge the country into 
greater political uncertainty and its ba- > 
sic democratic political framework ir-, 
reparably damaged.    ■, ■,..> 
'i X. The Left's strong stand on Mr Zail 
Singh and his ."constitutional experts". \ 
is a clear signal that on their part the > 
CPI and the CPI-M would not back the 
Giani in case he chose to run for a sec- 
ond termi It is also a message to other- 
Opposition parties that they drop the 
idea of fielding Mr Zail Singh as the_ 
Opposition candidate.... ' • ' ■ -. :■>  >■• ■ ■■ V 
\   When .contacted, CPI-M leader M,, 
Basavapunniah said that this state-. 
ment does not mean that the CPI and; 
CPI-M have revised their earlier criti- 
cism Of Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi 
for ignoring the President and not ap- 
prising '■), him     : of :     important 
developments. •, 

"We have criticised the Prime Min- 
ister when he was violating constitu- 
tional norms and we will continue to 
criticise him for that", he said. "But we 
will come as heavily down on the Prefei-, 
dent if he starts playing around with 

the Constitution".   ' ' 
■•.•'. Mr Basavapunniah identified BJP 
; leader and lawyer Ram Jethmalarii as 
one of the "experts'' who have been 

i "monkeying around" and giving wrong 
advice to Mr Zail Singh. 

CPI leader M Farooqi said that Mr 
Zail Singh, being a political and ambi- 
tious person, just might get carried 

i away by the kind of advice he was get- 
1'tihg and. take some unconstitutional 
I step. This in fact was a danger if a po- 
litical ■ person was in Rashtrapati 
.Bhavan and there was political uncer- 
1 tainty in the country, he added. 

He wondered if it was "a part of Mr 
i Zail Singh's game" to give currency to 
; the idea that he was contemplating dis- 
missal of the Government, thus bring 
pressure on it, and get himself to be 
renominated by the ruling party as its 
Presidential candidate. 

He identified Karnataka Chief 
Minister Ramakrishna Hegde, on the 
one hand, who was projecting himself 

5 as the President in such a form of Gov- 
ernment, and the BJP, on the other, 
projecting Mr Atal Behari Vajpayee in 
a similar role. . . 

Speaking on the coming Presiden- 
tial election and his party's choice for 
the post, Mr Farooqi said that a "con- 
sensus candidate" would be the CPI's 
first preference.. -it • .        ' 
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PAPER REPORTS MORE GANDHI-ZAIL SINGH CORRESPONDENCE 
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[Text] 
NEW DELHI, May 1. • 

The crisis, caused by the uneasy relationship ' 
at the top, threatens to accentuate, following 
exchange of letters sent by the-President, Mr. 
Zail Singh, and the Prime Minister, Mr. Rajiv 
Gandhi, in the last two days. Strictly speaking, 
the exchange was not on the same subject, as 
the President wrote on the Swedish gun deal 
and the Prime Minister on Constitutional mat- 
ters concerning their relative powers.  : 

In his letter to the Prime Minister, the Pre-, 
sident is believed to have sought details of the 
gun deal, information on the telegrams and 
messages exchanged between the Government 
here and the Indian Embassy in Stockholm, the 
report of the evaluation committee of experts 
which opted for the Bofors guns out of the four 
international offers, and the report on the gun tri- 
als after the first batch (presumably of 20) was 
received. 

This appeared to be an implied inquiry as to 
whether the guns were used in the recent "Opera- 
tion Brasstacks in Rajasthan. It was not clear if. 
the letter dealt with other aspects of the deal 
like the supply of ammunition and the state of 
the guns. 

Additional information: The President, per-~ 
haps, additionally desired copies of the mesr 
sages and telegrams exchanged between New 
Delhi and the Indian mission in Bonn in regard 
to the purchase of West German submarin- 
es—a deal which led to an inquiry by the 
former Defence Minister, Mr V. P. Singh, fol- 
lowing reports that ah agent may syphon off Rs 
30 crores by way of commission. :■.•■■   , 

The President, it appears, felt that he needed 
to be given details of the transactions which 
evoked keen interest among common people. 
Mr. Zail Singh was also believed to have touch- 
ed upon the controversies over the arms deal 
in his last week's meeting with the Prime Minis- 
ter, when he had favoured the Opposition's de- 
mand, for an inquiry by a Parliament committee 
on the plea that it would help the Government 
prevent the erosion of its credibility. 

Unlikely to oblige:Mr. Rajiv Gandhi was un- 
likely to oblige the President by supplying the 
desired information because it was felt that the 
details of the deal had already been given to 
Mr. Zail Singh by the new Defence Minister, 
Mr. K. C. Pant last week. 

The President's letter was received in the 
Prime Minister's office yesterday morning—it 
was sent just before Mr. Zail Singh left on his 
Gujarat tour. Soon after, the Prime minister dis- 

cussed the matter with some of his senior col- 
leagues. 

Even as the Presidential communication, was 
being processed on Wednesday evening, Mr. 
Zail Singh was stated to have received a letter 
from Mr. Rajiv Gandhi, enquiring if he had 
formulated his views on Article .78 dealing with 
the relationship between the nation's two top 
functionaries, this issue was discussed by them 
at their last week's meeting" but they coultfnot 
even agree to disagree. The President took the 
position that the Prime Minister was obliged to 
furnish the information called by the former. 

The Prime Minister,' however, differed with 
this interpretation and contended that it was for 
him to decide what information to supply and 
when. Mr. Gandhi felt their dealings were gover- 
ned by the overriding provision that the Pre- 
sident would exercise his functions with the aid 
and advice of the Council of Ministers, headed 
by the Prime Minister. 

The two letters dealt with these delicate is- 
sues in the explosive context provided by the 
current speculation on the possibility of the Pre- 
sident taking a drastic step like the dismissal of 
the Rajiv Government on the plea of violation 
of the Constitution.' 

Disclaimed: The President's aides, however, 
disclaimed that Mr. Zail Singh had, at any 
stage, thought of adopting an unconstitutional 
course like removing the Prime Minister who en- 
joyed the support of the majority in the Lok 
Sabha or destabilising the system. :- 

Neither the President nor the Prime Minister 
was here during the day—the former is tour- 
ing Gujarat and Maharashtra and the latter is in 
South. .■'■■■ 
' The Prime Minister returned at night but the 
President is d. ue only tomorrow night. 

PTI reports: ' 
• Sources close to Rashtrapati Bhavan today 
said it was wrong to,interpret the exercise of 
the President's constitutional right to call for in- 
formation from the Government as a con- 

. troversy between head of the State and head 
of the Government. ... 

Referring to reports in a section of press-that 
the President had demanded details of the 
Bofors deal from the Prime Minister, the sour- 
ces said that even if the Defence Minister had 
briefed the President on any Defence matter, 
the latter, as the Supreme Commander of the 
Armed Forces, could ask for more details. 
There was absolutely no question of accusing, 
embarrassing or opening a front against any 
one, they said. 
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GANDHI ADDRESS AT SALEM MAY DAY RALLY REPORTED 

Constitution, Sri Lanka 
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[Text] 

SALEM. May 1. 
, The Prime Minister, Mr. Rajiv Gandhi, today 
declared that attempts to subvert the Constitu- 
tion would be scotched. Addressing a May 
Day rally at the Gandhi stadium he said that 
new types of pressures were being put on the 
country, because it-was doing extremely well ; 
on the economic and other fronts. 

The pressures were perhaps intended,,Mr.'r 
Gandhi said, to hold the country back, slowing 
down the progress, "to prevent us from taking : 
a strong position we have been taking in the,.. 
last two years". "Suddenly, we find that wild al-. 
legations,  baseless and  unsubstantiated,  are ' 
being made against the people in high, places, • 
in an attempt to destabilise our system". 

'Guilty will not bo spared': The Prime Minis- 
ter said that wherever corruption was found, - 
his Government would not be found wanting in 
action no matter how high or well connected an ■:• 

r.indfvjdtfnH9. The ection wilt" bet quick and hard.^ 
and as oer the law of the land, but the law of 
the land must be followed. Action must take 
place only after evidence was produced after ' 
some proof was available.,"We cannot allow 
the country to be destabilised by 'kangaroo 
courts' and unfounded accusations,' he said. 

Reference to Tamil classic: In support of this, 
he quoted the Tamil classic, Silappathikaram, 
which, he pointed out, had clearly brought out 
that gravest injustice would be; done when Jus- 
tice was based on rumour. Its heroine, Kan- 
nagi's anger was the result of a judgment qiven 
on the basis of a rumour and suspicion. "We 
must not allow that to happen" and allow the ; 
nation to be stabilised, he said. 

Destabilisation threat: Destabilisation, he 
said, was sought to be brought about by cas- 
ting unfounded doubts on the Government's in- 
tegrity, by attempting to stage a coup against 
the elected representatives, undermining the 
country's defence and attempting to deprive 
our defence forces of crucial modern equip- 
ment. It was also sought to be achieved by ma- ; 

ligning the defence forces, by trying to raise re- 
ligious tension, communalism and fanaticism 
and by misrepresenting economic policies, the 
Prime Minister said. 

' The parliamentary democracy In the country 
and the Constitution had been under threat by 
vested interests and the forces of status quo 
that "are trying to rob you, the people of India, 
of your rights, they want to deprive you of your 
voice'', he said. 
. New interpretations: Under the "Constitution, 
Mr. Gandhi said, ho one was above Parliament. 
All who held office, high or low, were the crea- 
tures of the Constitution. The Government was 
responsible directly to Parliament and to the elec- 
torate, the people of India. "It is not responsible 
to anybody else". His Government, he said, 
would answer to the people of India and to no 
one else. New interpretations of the Constitu- 
tion were sought to be made.. There were 
methods of interpreting the Constitution. "It has 
functional without any problem for 37. years. 
Suddenly, individuals have sought to give new 
interpretations for personal or individual gains. 
We cannot and we will not allow our Constitu- 
tion to be subverted for personal gain", the 
Prime Minister declared. 

Perils of wrong interpretation: New inter- 
pretations, he said, could not be made by news- 
paper men, by individuals, however learned or 
high in position. There were forums and 
methods for interpretation and the traditional 
methods must be used. "We have seen other 
countries being destroyed, democracies crum- 
bling and the military coming to power when 
constitutions were wrongly interpreted,in some 
countries very close to us. We will not allow 
that to,happen in India. We will not allow any- 
one to subvert our Constitution and destroy 
our democracy," Mr- Gandhi said. 

Sri Lanka violence condemned: The Prime 
Minister called upon the Sri Lankan Govern- 
ment'and. the militants to shun violence,and 

. come to the negotiating table. ■■'.:;■';!.' 
He said violence would not yield peace or 
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solutions to problems, but only generate coun- 
ter-violence. Unfortunately, in Sri Lanka, viol- 
ence had led to more violence. Innocent people 
had been killed and their property destroyed 
for no fault of theirs." 

Violence no solution: In recent weeks, in- 
nocent civilians had lost their lives while travel; 
ling by bus or, waiting at the bus stands. The 
civilians had been bombed from the air and blas- 
ted by artillery. No solution based on violence 
could be found, no solution based on violence 
could last. "What we need are negotiations and 
a will to settle, to bring peace and 
harmony"—what is essential is that there 
should be no derogation of Sri Lanka's unity or 
integrity and we must get equal honour and 

secure place for all whatever their language 
and their religion. 

Need for dialogue: Mr. Gandhi said that the 
Sri Lankan Government, in the last two years, 
had come a long way. In December 1984, their 
position was one of intransigence and it reject- 
ed outright the Tamils' demand. In December 
1986, they had given a set of proposals'which 
could form a viable basis for a solution. But it 
required sitting across the table for sorting out 
the problem. 

• Appealing to all concerned to shun sense- 
less violence in which thousands of people in 
Sri Lanka were killed, he wanted them to come 
to the negotiating table. This was the only way 
.to stop the loss of innocent Tamil lives, he said. 

Other Topics 

Madras THE HINDU in English 2 May 87 p 9 

[Text] 

SALEM, May 1. 
'Work for all' will be the thrust area in which 

the Union Government will concentrate in the 
coming years, said the Prime Minister, Mr. Rajiv 
Gandhi, here today. 
i Addressing a mammoth May Day rally here, 
he. said, "bekari hatao" will be our venture to 
eradicate unemployment. ■.-.,<. 

It was as if the whole of Salem Town had con- 
verged at the stadium to listen to the Prime Mini- 
ster.who grabbed the opportunity to explain to 
the people the achievements of the Govern- 
ment in the last two years and the efforts by "ves- 
ted interests" to subvert the Constitution and 
destabilise the nation". A massive cutout of Mr. 
Rajiv Gandhi put up at the stadium dwarfed the, 
beautiful Salem hills behind. 

Working people's cause: The Congress, the ' 
Prime Minister said, had always stood for the 
working people of India and the oppressed'and 
the poor, whether it was in the countryside or in 
the industries. It was only the Congress which 
reached out to the workers and fought for their 
rights. Socialism pursued by the Congress, he 
said, aimed at removing poverty and ensuring 
justice to the working people in the urban 
industrial labour and rural workers. 

Productivity and • employment: Mr. Gandhi 
said that the plan goals hitherto had been 'food, 
work and productivity," "we have concentrated 
in these two years on improving productivity, 
and made substantial progress, a new direction 
and thrust had been given," now that the focus . 
would shift to work for removing unemploy- 
ment. " ' - Y 

Productivity and work had been linked be- 
cause when there could be more job opportuni- 

ties only if there is higher productivity. In the 
last two years, the Prime Minister said, some 
•major legislations had been brought forward on 
the labour front, in particular, elimination of 
child labour was one such. While the ideal was 
that a child should not be allowed to work, 
there were practical difficulties and hence a ba- 
lance had to be struck between the ideal and 
the realities. While protecting the children from 
being employed in hazardous industries, they 
should be provided education and training, 
health care and proper nutrition. It must be 
ensured that the legislations of the past two 
years were properly implemented.' 

Economic independence: Referring to self- 
sufficiency end self-reliance the country had 
achieved in certain areas, the Prime Minister 
said that vested interests in the world "do not 
like India to become' self-reliant. We will not 
and cannot allow our country to be mortgaged 
to multinationals and those who seek to sup- 
press us." The workers of India should strive 
hard and win economic independence, he said. 

Commitment to public sector: The vision of 
Pandit Nehru, he said, had given India the 
public sector. "We have redoubled our com- 
mitment to Panditji's goals. In the last two 
years, the total investment in the public sector, 
was over Rs. 50,000 crores from Rs. 37,000 
crores in the last 37 years " In two years, we 
have increased the investment of 37 years by 
one and a half times. Some of the public sector 
units had been working extremely well and im- 
proved their efficiency to that of units el- 
sewhere in the world and in the private sector. 
The public sector units should work with grea- 
ter vigour in new areas of technology and pro- 
vide a lead in training persons in new frontiers 
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that had opened up in the last few years. 
Industrial relations: The Government, he said, 

had done a lot to improve the condition of the 
working class. He cited the new stipulation of 
penal action by way of a tax on employers who 
failed to remit provident fund collections. The 
Industrial relations in 1986, he said, had been 
very good. There had been a'significant fall in 
the mandays lost in 1986 and in the number of, 
industrial disputes. The Prime Minister con- 
gratulated the workers for better industrial 
relations which had contributed to industrial 
advancement. 

The Bhopal gas tragedy, he said, had open- 
ed up the issue of safety of workers. "We are 
going into the amendments that may be need- 
ed to the Factories Act". 

First stone for overbridge: The Prime Minis-, 
ter also laid the foundation stone for a railway 
overbridge on the Salem-Omalur road near the 
district headquarters hospital. Mr. S. 
Muthusami, Tamil Nadu Transport Minister, wel- 
coming the Prime Minister on behalf of the 
Chief Minister, Mr. M. G. Ramachandran, said 
that the Centre and the State would equally 
share the cost of Rs. 2 crores for the construc- 
tion of the bridge. 

Mr. G. Ramanujam, INTUC president, which 
had organised the rally in association with the 
TNCCCT), said that sick mills should not be al- 
lowed to die. '  '.   ' 

Mr. M. Palaniyandi, TNCCd) president and 
Mr. K. Ramamurthi, MP, Secretary, INTUC, wel- 
corned the Prime Minister. Mr. Rangarajan' 
Kumaramangalam and Mr. Sivaji Ganesan,' 
MPs, assured the Prime Minister that the 
people would always be by his side and 
support him. 
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INDIA SOUTH ASIA 

REPORT ON GANDHI 1 MAY SPEECH AT NEWSPAPER CENTENARY 

Bombay THE TIMES OF INDIA in English 2 May 87 p 9 

[Text] 

KOTTAYAM, May 1 (UNI): 
THE Prime Minister, Mr Rajiv 

Gandhi, today urged the press 
to collectively work out a code of 
ethics and ensure its strict ob- 
servance. 

Delivering the valedictory address at 
the function held in connection with 
the centenary celebrations of the 
"Decpika" news paper here, he decried 
the tendency of a section of the press 
to put aside all journalistic norms to 
"get their quarries". 

He said though by and large the press 
in the country was alive to its 
responsibilities, a disturbing factor no- 
ticed today was that a section of the 
press was disregarding truth for per- 
sonal gains or positions. Aspersions 
were being cast without any basis in an 
attempt to "stage a coup against the 
elected government". Communalism 
and fundamentalism were being en- 
couraged and economic policies mis- 
represented. 

This was "not in the interest of the 
country, the journalistic fraternity or 
even ihe journal or paper". These 
disturbing trends should be corrected 
not by an outsider but by the press 
itself, Mr Gandhi said. 

Mr Gandhi alleged that a section of 
the press was making a direct attack on 
parliamentary democracy and the Con- 

stitution. All who held office in the 
government were creatures of the Con- 
stitution bgt the interpretation of the 
statute Could not be made by individ- 
uals, however learned they might be, he 

;said.' ■■  ■       ....  ■'_..,:    .-...;.  •-'.. 
■    Mr Gandhi, höwevcri'cpnceded that 

the press, being the watchdog of the' 
: people's rights and the interests of the 
nation, was a.crucial pillar of the 
democratic system. It was the leader 
giving directions to social and econ- 
omic changes. ,. . • •'; 

The freedom of the press was 
equivalent to freedom of speech and 
opinion and it must be strengthened 
and preserved. But the freedom must 
be seen as a great responsibility on the 
fourth estate because an irresponsible 

, press weakened the state. 
Paying glowing tributes to the 

language press in the country, Mr 
Gandhi said it was the 'indigenous 
press' that had projected the leaders in 
the correct perspective during the free- 
dom struggle. : 

He expressed happiness that "Dcep- 
ika" had, in its 100-year history, lived 
up to its name by being' the 
"torch—bearer," in many a political 
and social struggle. 

Mr Gandhi said the press during the 
freedom struggle had been guided by 
men of vision who saw that the need of 
the future was to build up a Strong and 

united India. "That is the spirit wc 
have to revive new", he said. He 
appealed to all people to co-operate in 
building up a strong India without 
giving up the traditional values. 

DROUGHT RELIEF: The Prime 
Minister announced an immediate as- 
sistance of Rs. lOcrores fordrought-hit 
Kerala and allayed fears that the state 
would be neglected by the Centre 
following the change of government 

. He said a Central team had visited 
the state to assess the extent of damage 
caused by the drought and officials 
from Kerala were currently in Delhi for 
talks with Central officials. Pending a 
final decision the Centre would im- 
mediately release' Rs. 10 crores for 
drought relief works in the state. 

' Earlier, the chief minister, Mr E. K. 
Nayanar had, in his keynote address, 
drawn the Prime Minister's attention 
to the severe drought in the state which 
had resulted in a crop damage of about 
Rs. 1,000 crores and expressed the 
hope that the latter would make an 
announecment on Central assistance 
before leaving the state. 

■ Mr Gandhi said all the schemes and 
projects envisaged in the Rs. 415-crorc 
package assistance he had announced 
early this year after talks with leaders 
of the previous government would be 
fully implemented. "Wc will continue 
to implement them under the new 
government," he added. 
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INDIA SOUTH ASIA 

CONTINUING REPORTAGE ON SWEDISH BOFORS DEAL 

'Insight' Questions Denial 

Calcutta THE STATESMAN in English 27 Apr 87 pp 1, 9 

[Text] 

WITHIN hours of the publication 
of the Insight report "Not 

going great but payola for the 
. big guns" about. the • Swedish 

155 mm gun, the Bofors FH-77 
B, the Defence Ministry issued 
a categorical    denial. 

The Defence   Ministry rejoin- 
der made three points, the first 

• of which was that the Swedish 
155 mm gun was not tried dur- 
ing Operation Brass Tacks, 
as     claimed by    Insight.     The 

■ Ministry really did.not have 
the option of saying anything 
else because on March 5, the 
Chief of Army Staff, General 
K. Sundarji, had told a visit- 
ing Press party in .Bikaner that 
only blanks had been used in 
the  exercise. 

The first    lot of Swedish 155 
mm guns    reached India    last' 

• aututn. . Straightway, they 
were incorporated into the arti- 
llsry's modernization and ex- 
pansion plan to achieve "first 
salvo effectiveness". There was 
no question of deployment of 
thes2 guns since only six had 
reached India and could not 
possibly be handed over to 
artillery units. But they were 
put to use in trials. 

The trials of the 155 mm gun 
took place in the Pokfcaran area 
of the Rajasthan desert in 
January and February this 
yean Operation Brasslacks 
was in the same sector. Many 
artillerymen have told insight 
that the Rajasthan tlesert is the 
best place for long range firing 
trials «id that the Swedish 
howitzer was taken there for. 
this specific reason. 

Besides,   as  General  Sundarji , 
had stated, ■  BraAstaoks    began 
In mid-1986 and    went OH'   till' 
March  this  year. 

The Congress (S) member' of 

Parliament, Mr K. P.' Unnikrish- •' 
nan, participating     in a discu- 
ssion     on     grants     for ./the 
Defence     Ministry,     said   : on 
April 24: "There was 'a general 
staff 'requirement    (for the 155 

. mm gun) which   required a fir- 
ing  range  of 30,000 metres or 

' 30 km.   Is is not a fact that it 
-was found even in the trials at 
Pokharan    and Babina that    It 
fired only up to 18 km and the 
maximum     achieved    was '21 

. km?" 
•"• Mr Un.nikrlshnan went    even, 

further. He said: "They (Bofors) 
. have, I am    told, y blamed our 
own     technical   . incompetence' 
in dealing with this equipment. . 
Here,  some     questions     arise. 
The first question is that it is a 
serious problem' in.relation   to 

"• its  breech block and capering 
of the bore leading to its non- 
performance. In effect, it means 
that the charge will leak -and 

..wU not give the required range. 
■, Is it that    it did not perforn ■ 

because of the  inherent defect 
, of the system    or because    of 
our incompetence?    Parliament • 
and.the public are,entitled    to 

'■   know.    That    means,    the sys- 
tem  is rendered ineffective." 

The Defence Minister, Mr K.V 
; £?"*• and his two Ministers 

of State, Mr Arun    Singh  and 
. Mr Shivraj Patil. were present 

. »n  the House  when  this state- '; 
ment was made but chose .not . 
to  contradict Mr Unnikrishnan. 

Secondly, the Defence Minis- 
; i7flclaim,8d that "the maximum 
: confirmed     range  of the  how- 
:Ä 'ft,'* t0.30 km* indent' upon the projectile and charge. 

It Was stated that "both Army 
.headquarters and 'the Ministry 
.: of Defence are satisfied with 

performances ■• specified al d 
achieved." .•."'"?■ 

,. BELGIAN  AMMUNITION 
i     When    the Bofors    gun was 

evaluated along' with competitors 
• from France, U.K. and Austria. 

■ it used  ammunition     manufac- 
tured by a Belgian firm, P.R.B., 
with'  which ' Bofors had    an 

. agreement for the supply     of 
'.  both..: normal' and     extended • 

,r! fange ammunition. 
■''. But while the deal was being 

negotiated,   the   Defence   Minis- 
try made it clear to competing , 
parties that it would only go in 

■■ for  a "package     dea?',  that is 
*: one in which .the same firm sup- 

p'ied     guns  and     ammunition. 
Bofors then decided to develop 
its own ammunition for the 155 

■mm gun. 

When the FH-77 B was tried 
with P.R.B. ammunition,     it is 
learnt to have shown a range of 

'32 km, weir above the prescrib- 
ed requirement.     But    several - 

'   facts'suggested   that  the   gun 
was  never :tried with     Bofors' 

■ i. extended     range     ammunition' 
■■*•' before the'contract was signed. 

The deal signed with Bofors 
.  also   covered ,cthe   supply    of 
,. 500,000   rounds   of ammunition, 

of which nearly 80%  were re- 
quired to  be' of the  extended 

•ränge (24    to 30 km)    variety. 
In September* 1986.   when    the 
first supplies were     beginning, 
the Defe-nce    Ministry is learnt 

;  to have contacted   Bofors -and 
' asked     the    Swedish firm    to 

bring forward its delivery sche- 
'. dule for extended ranee   ammu- 
'. nitlon from   July. 1987 to Janu- 

SAMPLE    ROUNDS 
■i Bofors is learnt to have sta-. 

ted that this: was not   possible 
■i and only sent a few sample 

rounds of extended range 
a nin'unition with the    guns be- 
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cause   it  was  still     developing 
the ammunition. 

Hence, the Defence, Minis- 
try's c'aim that tho maximum 
confirmed range of the how- 
itzer is up to 30 km, "depen- 
dent upon the projectile and 
charge" proves nothing. How 
could Bofors have used its own. 
ammunition during trials con- 
ducted in 1984 and 1985 when. 
In late 1986, it claimed it was- 
still developing it? 

It was the    sample    .rounds 
sent by    Bofors    which    were 
used in trials early    this year.; 
And they fell short of the pres-. 

. cribed range. In other words, ■ 
the Government tested the 
Bofors gun with P.R.B. ammu- 
nition (the base-bleed techno- 
logy used by the Belgians is 
recognized au over the world) 
but signed a contract with tho 
Swedish   firm   for on   anumini- 

• tion package     that wus sti'il t(> 
be developed. 

The third, and final, point 
made by the Defence Ministry 
was that "the team of Indian 
experts who visited Sweden- 
recently did so in connexion 
with indigenous production pro- 
ject and transfer 0f technology.'" 

'this assertion can be disprov- 
ed in several ways but the bust 
would be to sac what the 
spcAJsmen of Bofors and its 
parent  co.npany.     Nobel  Indus- 

tries, have to say. Contacted 
in New Delhi by Insight, the 
Bofors representative refused 
to comment; But in an inter- 
view to The Hindu's Stockhom 
corresiK)iident, published un 
April 24, representatives of ths 
two companies said that very 
preliminary . discussions had 
taken, place about the possibili- 
ty of coproductioii but.'. detai's 
tor this had not been discuss- 
ed. The representatives said, 
"We have heard that discus- 
sions have taken place in India 
about possible locations lor 
this typa of industry." 

The Indian team led by Mr 
Bhandarkar left for Sweden 
on March 9, six weeks before 
this statement was made to 
Tho Hindu.    The team included 

, Major-Üeneral H. Lai, Director 
of Inspection (Armaments), 
and Mr U. Thomas, Joint Gene- 
ral Manager of the Ordnance 
Factory, Ambajarl. The team 
was in Sweden for about a 
fortnight and, according to the 
Defence Ministry, want in con- 
nexion with the indigenous pro- 
duction project and. transfer oi 
technology. •■ 

It was strange, therefore, that 
-Bofors and Nobel Industries 
should have said only last week 
that no detai's about coproduc- 

• tion had'been    discussed. '    • 
So what were   Mr Bhandarkar 

and his  team  doing  in  Sweden 
for a  fortnight?    That the visit 

was aired primarily at discu- 
ssing the shortfall in range 
of the Bofors gun and the qua 
lity of ammunition supplied 
by the Swedish company is 
c!e-ar    from  the  fact    that  tho 

'_ Joint General Manager   of    tha 
"Ambajari Ordnance Factory 
was part of the team. Only 
ammunition is manufactured at 
this factory and ther •* seems 
no way In which Mr Thomas 
could otherwise hav? been in- 
volved in the discussions. 

The high-Ievei team was sent 
to Sweden on orders of the 
former Defence Minister, Mr 
V. P. Singh and it is a fact that 
Mr Singh, after hearing dis- 
quieting reports ebont the per- 
formance "of  the      Bofor3   gun, 

''. had oalled for the file relating 
to  the deal. 

And, finaKy, in the nrevaiMng 
atmosphere, when al'egations 
about destabilization and threats 
to national < security are bandied 
about rather fr?e'.y, it is per- 
tinent to note that a leading 
Swedish newspa'ier. Expressen, 
reported on April 2, lOSfi that 
Bofors  was   training     Pakistani 

.rrilitary officers in Its Karskoga 
factory   at   the  same   time   that 

'the Indian order-was being as- 
sembled.    Significantly, express- 

f en claimed to have contacted 
Bofors about this but the com- 
pany was not willing to com- 
ment. 

Sweden Orders Probe 

Madras THE HINDU in English 30 Apr 87 p 1 

[Text] 

STOCKHOLM, April 29. 
The Swedish Government took a decision at 

a Cabinet meeting here on Wednesday to| in- 
struct the National Audit Bureau to conduct "an 
audit of transactions connected with the Bofors 
India contract" immediately—with the results 
to be "disclosed" before the end of May. 

Addressing a crowded press conference at 
her Ministry's office at No. 8, Fredsgatan in this 
elegant Scandinavian capital, Ms. Anita Gradin, 
Minister for Foreign Trade, made it clear, in res- 
ponse to specific questions, the Swedish 
Government's position that the late Prime Minis- 
ter Olof Palme had merely conveyed assur- ,- 
ances from Bofors to the Indian Prime Minister, 
Mr. Rajiv,Gandhi, and "there were no assur- 
ances on behalf of the Swedish Government." 

Asked by THE HINDU about Mr. Rajiv 
Gandhi's statement in the Indian Parliament on 
Tuesday that "I would like to reconfirm that the 
Swedish Government has told us recently— ■ 
about a week or ten days ago, before the deb- 
ate in the House—that there are no middle- 
men, as confirmed by Olof Palme to me, and • 

it last week. 
'■   ThP Swedish Government's move announ- 

Swedish  Government  has  also  given   itself 
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been merely to convey the private company's 
assurances to the Indian Government not to pro- 
vide any official assurances or guarantees. 

Commercial transaction: Responding to journa- 
lists' questions about the nature of the talks bet- 
ween Olof Palme and Mr. Gandhi in 1985-86, 
Ms. Gradin noted that the Bofors-lndia howitzer 
deal was "a commercial transaction" between 
the Government of India and a private Swedish 
company and she maintained that Palme had 
only "conveyed" the assurances from Bofors. 

Asked whether there was any record of the 
conversations between the two Prime Mini- 
sters, she said there may have been a "memo'!, 
although she personally was unaware of it. And 
if it existed, she could not see that it could be re- 
leased. ' 

(According to the 12-30 Swedish radio news 
broadcast, the Prjme Minister, Mr. Ingvar Carls- 
son, told the radio that if there was a memo of 
the conversations, he did not believe it could 
be released. He also told the radio that the Swe- 
dish Government could not be responsible for 
the deal.) 

Oral information: Asked by THE HINDU 
whether Bofors had contacted the Swedish 
Government last week, Ms. Gradin revealed 
that the Government had received "oral in- 
formation" from the company. Bofors said it 
had dealt with the clarifications (handed over to 
the Indian Ambassador in Stockholm) and 
there had been "no middlemen." 

Asked, also by this correspondent, whether 
Bofors had clarified that there had been no mid- 
dlemen for the whole period of the howitzer 
deal with India, Ms. Gradin, who looked puzzl- 
ed for a moment, responded: "I think that is 

what they meant." < 
There were :two more questions from 

THE HINDU in this press conference attended 
by Swedish and foreign journalists:'■"■'•'■'•• '■} 

Q: What does it mean for Indo-Swedish,re- 
lations? '• '■* 
•   A: I sincerely hope this does not harm our re- 
lations.                      !     ■:   ;  •' :'■       ••:":. -' "i 

0= Are you looking at the whole :matter; of 
the arms trade? '"...'    -','', ■ 

A: We are looking through the whole law in 
this and there wljl.be changes, particularly;on 
the control side. .'.-.': '< 

Fiftythree-year-old Ms. Anita Gradin is a 
senior Social Democratic politician who:has 
been in Parliament since 1968. She is the vice- 
president of the Federation of Social Democra- 
tic Women, president of the Socialist Inter- 
national Women and one of the vice-presidents 
of the Socialist International. She has been a 
member of the Council of Europe at Stras- 
sbourg and was Minister for Migration and Equa- 
lity between Women and Men between 1^982 
and 1986. '■'•".. : \- 

The Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs.has 
three Ministers—one for Foreign Affairs, one 
for Development Aid and one for Foreign 
Trade. Ms. Gradin has held her post from Octo- 
ber 10, 1986. The Minister of Foreign Trade at 
the time of the signing of the Bofors deal was 
Mr. Mats Hellstrom, currently Minister for Agri- 
culture. •:,,! 

The latest development lends urgency to the 
demand in India that the memorandum of clarifi- 
cations handed over in Stockholm by Bofors to 
the Indian Ambassador on April .24 should be 
placed before Parliament or made public. :.v' 
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INDIA 
SOUTH ASIA 

PAPERS GIVE DETAILS OF SUCCESSFUL GUIDED MISSILE TEST 

Calcutta THE STATESMAN in English 30 Apr 87 pp 1, 9 

[Text] 
NEW DELHI,    April 29.—An in- 

digenously-developed  guided  mis- 
sile  has  been    successfully    test- 
launched, the Minister of State tor 
Defence, Mr Arun Singh, announ- 
ced in the Rajya Sabha this even- 
ing.   It was a low-level, quick re-" 
■action,  surface-to-air  weapon  sys- 
tem. k '""   •■•■'.■'•\, •  • : 

Another 30 or 40 tests would be 
conducted   before    nroducticn   of. 
the missile began, and the Ml.ni.v- < 
ter added    that   work'on    other 
guided      missiles   was      showing 
equally encouraging  progress.   •   " 

There was a ring of excitement 
In the Minister's voice when   he 
said  he   was  announcing  the  suc- 
cessful launch for the.first time—., 
which  drew  cheers  from  all sec- 
tions of the House.' 

Intervening in the discussion on 
the working of the Defence Minis- 
try, Mr Arun Singh had much to 
say on the progress of research 
and development in the field of. 

'defence. Two other projects were 
successful as well—the'- Main Bat- 
tle Tank and the Light Copi'oat 
Aircraft: 

The MBT project covered an ex- 
tremely wide range of complex 
technologies and just four or five 
nations In the world had embark- 
ed upon such a project. So lar 
6ix proto-types had been subjected 
to trials, and it was hoped that 
production would commence by 
the end of the, decade. 

A tank must be a powerful- ve- 
hicle, capable of both fighting ana 
defending itself. "We ha>ve been, 
very successful In . some, areas—. 
not so successful in others." Tner 
achievements related to the jjun, ■ 
armour [track  and  suspension. 

The engine" was not that suc- 
cessful. ;Thc tank required a. 1,500 
H.P. power plant, which must ge- 
nerate 500 H.P. at its first stage, 
and that is • where. the, difficulty1 

had to ije rectified. ' :   •     ■ 
Rather than: wait: for the engtnff 

to he developed and suspend tue 
Test of the project, 'it had been 
decided to work on two lines. One 
us'ng   an  imported    engine,    the 

«;her with the indigenous power 
plant, no that finally the MBT 
emerged. -.■»... 

"If we fall with the. Indigenous 
engine we will use an imported 

.one, we'will not supply the'Army 
d second class eng'ne; on a first 
class tank, only because it is in- 
digenous," 

' The power plant seemed to be 
the -Initial problem with the LCA 
too. There was a good locally- 
developed gas turbine, but .not 
good enough for the LCA which 
wa« being planned as a truly con- 
temporary aircraft, using the tech- 
nologies' which would still be in 
vague at the turn of the century. 

, Work on the development of a 
GTC by-pass variant was in pro- 
gress, but as in the case of th« 

.MBT, rather than stall the.rest of 
Xhe project '11.. GE B-404 engines 
had been ordered from the USA- 
One .for the test-bench and 10 for 
the proto-types. 

The Minister assured the House 
that in regard' to' both the MBT 
and the LCA, work on the indlgu- :nous engine would not be aban- 
doned ' prematurely only because 
■foreign engines were available. 
India was not the only country 
faced with such a problem. Even 
Trance was using the GE F-104 
engines for proto-types of medium- 
combat aircraft, while work on Its 
own engine was continuing. 

Among the other achievements 
of indigenous research was ammu- 
nition for anti-tank use, "whlcn 
we consider the best in the .world", 
«onar. torpedos and sea-mines ior 
the Navy, lsk-lavel radar to de- 
tect enemy aircraft, and a com- 
munication system for. the Army 
which just a handful of other na- 
tions possessed. That- was Plan 
Aren'(Army radio engineered net- 
work) that provided reliable and 
secure voice, telex, and compu- 
ter links from the battle-Station 
to the command headquarters. 

Mr Arun Singh said production 
of items developed within the coun- 
try was v*lued at Rs 1,500 crores 
last year, and the production value 
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was generally three, times more 
than the investment • in R and D. 
The decision to start producing the 
low-level radar had-meant orders 
worth Rs 450 crores on Bharat 
Electronics. 

A 15-year perspective plan had 
been drawn up for defence re- 
search, and the Minister explained 
that there was a three-tier struc- 
ture. - 

At the top of the structure was 
the Defence Research and Deve- 
lopment Organization which had 
45 laboratories and over 14,000 
.scientists and technical personnel 
at work. Mr; Arun Singh said a 
wide range of research was being 
conducted, some -pure science, 
others related to seemingly simp! 
Items like clothing and food. 

No other country had its troops 
permanently stationed at high-alti- 
tudes, so clothing and shelter wero 
things which' had to be worked 
on from scratch. The DRDO also 
ran some agricultural > extension 
operations '■ In the hills, helping 
local farmers to produce fruit 
and vegetables for the troops. By 
doing so a contribution was made 
to the local economy rather than: 
act as a drain on it. ■     ! 

Mr Arun Singh also mentioned; 

the AWAC project—the forerunner 
of developing an airborne warning 
and command station. He made it 
clear that it might take 25 years 
to come up with a genuine AWAC 
—in fact there was only one such 
aircraft in the world today—tho 
Eoeing E .3 A "Sentry'?.   . 

This year the allocation for K 
and D was Rs 650 crores, nlnu 
times more than In 1980. That was 
Just; 5.2% of the. Defence Budget, 
and he agreed that it should rise 
to .12%, but .spending money was 
not everything. The organization 
had  to  develop  the  structures  to 

absorb that kind of investment. 
It had been realized that while 

money was not a constraint, hu- 
man resources were limited. So 
the DRDO was working with ITTa 
and universities to try and create 
the skills, needed. A 15-year mail' 
power perspective plan had been 
prepared. Even now some univer- 
sities had been involved with pro- 
jects, with excellent results. 

Serious concern was expressed 
In the Rajya Sabha today over the 
possibility of the USA leasing to 
Pakistan its AWACS. It was now 

; clear, that the USA was arming 
Pakistan in a bid to contain Ipdia, 
several members . felt, when dis- 

:cussln.a the working of the De- 
fence Ministry.' 

Demands were made for India 
to review its policy on nuclear 
weapons, and members maintained 
that the people would be prepared 
for: any sacrifice that might be 
necessary to make funds available 
for the development of nuclear 
weapons. 

Pleas were also made' for giving 
Defence service personnel the best 
possible facilities and emoluments, 
and to Improve welfare'measures 
for ex-servicanen. A number or 
members maintained that the Cen: 
tre should assume responsibility 
for ex-servicemen, not leave it to 
the Stales. ' 

While all sections of the House 
paid tribute to the officers ana 
men of the armed' .forces, some 
Opposition members referred . to 
recent controversial .Defence deals 
nnd reiterated their, demand .for 
parliamentary probes. It was .in 
the national interest to' clear the 
air of suspicion, they said. 

The debate was inconclusive, and 
the Defence. ' Minister, Mr K. C. 
Pant, will* reply tomorrow.  "    •'• 
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INDIA SOUTH ASIA 

'INSIGHT' REPORTS MYSTERIOUS DEATH IN TORPEDO TRIALS 

Calcutta THE STATESMAN in English 1 May 87 pp 1, 9 

[Text] i" 'AFFAIRE submarine has soir- 
-L* faced again. Torpedo firing 
trials of the vessels, which were 
purchased by the Indian Nayy 
from West Germany, were held in 
the Arabiaai Sea off Bombay last 
Thursday, April 23. The trials 
are reported to have failed, with 
the torpedoes not having perform-, 
ed to' specifications  

The trials were held against the 
tragic backdrop of a reported sui- 
cide by a young and outstanding 
naval officer, Commander Naveen 
Chopra, who was to have assumed 
command of one of the subma- 
rlncs. Commander Chopra's: body 
was discovered In his" .room; U» 
Bombay oh April 18.    .^ 

Intelligence agencies are Investi- 
gating reports of the young officer 
having been compromised while 
training in West Germany last 
year and the bearing such an 
event could have had ..on: the 
death. This .inquiry, Insigh' 
learns, follows a communication 
from the Cwmmander-in-Chlef ol 
the Western Naval Command, 

■Vice-Admiral S. Jain, to the Chief 
of. Naval Staff,' Admiral !R.H. Ta- 
hiliani.! ; ' ', 

Vice-Admiral Jain is learnt to 
have informed Naval • Headquar- 
ters of reports that Commander' 
Chopra, a  35-year-old  bachelor, 
had been involved in an affair 
with a West German girl when' 
he was based at Kiel for train- 
ing on the new submarine.   She 
"possibly" worked for .the firm 
that manufactured' the subma- -.. 
rines. ; 

Tho need to investigate the 
officer's possible involvement has 
arisen because Commander Cho- 
pra was to have commanded one 
of the! new submarines, and 
would, thus, have played a vital 
rple in the trials. 
The outcome of the trials .Itself 

has assumed significance because 
the torpedoes were learrit to have 
malfunctioned in Germany, too. 
The submarines had, however, 
been brought to India because the 

Defence Ministry felt they could 
be tried again in Indian waters 
before the matter was taken'up 

■■ with the German manufacturer. 
■'The Navy was vague and non- : cbmmital when asked about theso 

* dotaiis. Tho Chief Public Relations 
Officer of the Ministry of Defence 
in Bombay, Commander K. P. 
Janl, told' Insight that the outcome 
of the trials was a "classified mat- 
ter".""' Regarding communications 
from the Western Na<val Com- 
mand to Naval Headquarters after 

. Commander Chopra's death, the 
naval spokesman said that Admi- 
ral Jain'"doesn't seem to have 
communicated anything to Delhi". 

The purchase of submarines 
from the ilowaldstwerke Dentsche 

i Werft had been decided in June 
1980'but the contract was signed 
with the West German firm in 
December 1981. An inquiry into 
reports of a comimlssion of Rs 30 
crores having beert. paid in the 
deal had led, among other thing», 
to «he resignation of the Defence 
Minister, Mr V. P. Singh, .earlier 
this month.   •< - 

It is.now learnt that the deli- 
very of two submarines late last 
year had led to considerable con- 
fusion in the Defence Ministry. 
Naval officers, who were In Kiel 
for training: and were to bring 
the vessels to Indiai were reluc- 
tant to take delivery till faults 
in the torpedo could.be sorted 

,out, it is learnt. 
At that stage, a senior naval of- 

ficer had visitfed Kiel to evaluate 
the position on instructions from 
the Defence Secretary, Mr S. K. 
pbatnagar. Finally,, it was deci- 
ded that the problem r could be 
valuated, and possibly solved, in 
India without delaying delivery at 
Kiel.' -The Defence ; Ministry re- 
portedly took ■tlie view that the- 
submarines be brought to India 
as quickly äs j possible because 
nearly 85% of the contracted price 
had already been paid. 

It was thus that the Navy was 
keen to conduct early trials of 
the  torpedos.   , The  trials,    it    is 
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learnt, were fixed originally . for 
April 15 but were jpost;ioned. be- 
cause of technical reasons. It 
was between the original trial date 
and the, postponed one that Com- 
mander Chopra died. 

The death of the officer Is shrou- 
ded in mystery.   The Navy, ■ on Its 
part, issued a bland news commu- 
nique    on  April    21, which said: 
"Commander    Naveen    Chopra,  a 
bachelor officer of the Indian Navy 
died of a buJlet injury at Bombay 
on Saturday, April 18.   The police 

! and  naval  authorities  are Investi- 
gating.   The body was cremated at 
Chandanwadi • on   Monday,    April 
20. The next of kin: were present". 

Inquiries  from  the  Bombay  po- 
lice brought    forth   several addi-1 

•tional  facts.    Commander  Chopra 
•was  staying  in  Room  621  of  the 
hacheior   officers'    flats   in   Navy 
Nagar.  Bombay.  On   April   16,  he 
told  the  messboj^in  the  complex 
to  bring   his  tea  at 6.30  a.m.  on 
April   18—the    order    was   given 
more  than   a  day  In  advance  be- 
cause April 17 was a holiday. 

The messboy knocked ait Com-- 
mander Chopra's door early oh 
April 18. 'Not having got a res- 
ponse, he went away to deliver 
other orders. . On • returning • at 
about 7 a.m.. he found there was. 
still no response to his knocking. 
He then entered the officer's bed- 
room via the balcony of the next 
dntir  flat. . 

The messboy found Commander 
Chopra dead, with a gunshot 

■wound in his head, and' immediate- 
ly iniormed Lieutenant Jagarinath, 
the occupant of Flat 620. While 
the naval police and; authorities 
were summoned Immediately, it 
was 9.30 a.m. when the Colaba 
police station' was informed of the 
matter. The police reached the 
flat  at  about  10  a.m. 

The police were given a suicide 
note which was. dated April 17. 
In the note, Commander Chopra 
reportedly wrote that he had been 
greatly enamoured of Western 
life and culture and that, if re- 
born, he wished to be a Western- 

er.   His signature and handwriting 
were identified by relatives. 

Police officers in Bombay told 
Insight that the possibility of 
other papers, which could have 
«xplained the officer's depres- 
sion, having been removed by 
«is coileajrues to spire embarrass- 
ment could not be ruled out. 
'After all", said one officer, "the 
police werev informed two-and-a- 
half hours later". 
Submariners who had trained 

vith Commander Chopra in Kiel 
were initially reluctant to talk 
but later said that the officer had 
been "madly in love" with a Ger- 
man girl. "We didn't know her, 
but she possibly worked for 
HDW", one of the officers said. 
Commander Chopra, his colleagues 
said, used to spend most of his 
free   time   with  her;   ' 

The Navy has put a lid on the 
matter. And even though the 
•questions put to its spokesman 
were specific and detailed, the 
replies were' evasive. 

insight contacted Vlce-Admlral 
Jain's office but was told that all 
queries be addressed through 
Commander Janl. The Comman- 
der was then asked if Vice-Admi- 
ral Jain had, in a communication 
to the Chief of Naval Staff, men- 
tioned the possibility of the offi- 
cer having been compromised and 
whether the reports of a German 
girl being involved had been rais- 
ed. 

The spokesman gave the follow- 
ing reply: "The C-iii-C doesn't 
seem to have communicated any- 
thing to Delhi. In any case, the 
C-ln-C feels that no such commu- 
nication can be made while the 
board of inquiry has been constitu- 
ted under the Navy Act, 1957, as 
the matter would be prejudiced*. 

The Navy was then asked if tor- 
pedo firing trials held off Bom- 
bay on April 23 had failed and 
whether Commander Chopra was 
to' have played a crucial role in 
the trials. To this, the spokesman 
said: "This is a classified matter 1 and so it would not be possible 

■ for  us  to comment." 
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INDIA SOUTH ASIA 

RAJYA SABHA DISCUSSES WORKINGS OF DEFENSE MINISTRY 

Bombay THE TIMES OF INDIA in English 1 May 87 p 1 

[Text] 

NEW DELHI, April 30.   ' 

THE defence minister, Mr K. C. 
Pant, declared in the Rajya 

Sabha today that India would not 
hesitate from taking any step 
necessary to counter the threat 
posed by the US decision to lease 
Airborne Warning And Control 
System (AWACS) to Pakistan. 

Describing the deployment in the 
sub-continent of sophisticated 
AWACS, operated by a foreign crew, as 
the most disturbing development, Mr 
Pant said India would not be found 
wanting in effort. 

Replying to the debate on the work- 
ing of the defence ministry, he said 
Pakistan should consider the implica- 
tions of a foreign crew operating 
AWACS in their country. 

He discounted the plea that Pakistan 
needed AWACS for its protection 
against Afghan raids. 

He said that the geographical situ- 
ation between the two countries was 
such that ground radars were adequate 
for the surveillance of air space. 

On the other hand, past experience 
showed that Pakistan never hesitated 
from using any kind of weapon against 
India. 

AWACS was not a simple 
surveillance aircraft but was a com- 
plete weapons system to hit the desired 
target. 

The latest $1.7 billion US military 
aid for Pakistan was too formidable a 
package to be ignored by India. "We 
have to take adequate measures so that 
we are not caught unawares or placed 
in a disadvantageous position," Mr 
Pant asserted. 

The defence minister maintained 
that Pakistan was a frontline state in 
the US strategic perceptions. The flow 
of US arms to that country was meant 
to modernise its armed forces, notwith- 
standing its efforts to acquire nuclear 
weapon capability. 

THE AXIS 
The US-China-Pakistan axis had 

become more pronounced last year, he 
pointed out and said India wanted 

normalisation of relations with both 
China and Pakistan. 

Describing the. Chinese intrusion 
into the Indian territory and its stand 
on the grant of statehood to Arunachal 
Pradesh as "avoidable irritants", Mr 
Pant hoped that negotiations with 
China would bear fruit. 

He also expressed concern at the 
growing super power presence in the 
Indian Ocean. There were around 100 

^warships in this ocean now, against 
only 12 in 1975. India wanted this to 
be reduced. 

Justifying the allocation of over Rs. 
12,000 crores to defence in. the current 
year's budget, Mr Pant said greater 
emphasis was laid on modernisation 
and indigenous research and develop- 
ment. However, the technology was 
advancing so rapidly that imports 
could not be dispensed with complete- 
ly. 

The modernisation in army related 
to the operational capability, induction 
of T-72 tanks and ISS mm field guns, 

vair defence capability of the army and 
its communications system. The air- 
force and navy were also being mod- 
ernised. . 

The training of personnel was receiv- 
ing greater attention now. Simulators 
were being imported for use in the 
training programmes.   .   , 

He, however, did not commit 
himself on either way on the demand 
made by Mr Kailash Pati Mishra (BJP) 
and Mr J. S. Aurora (Akali) that the 
persons retiring with the same rank 
should get the same pension. 
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INDIA SOUTH ASIA 

FINANCE MINISTRY ISSUES ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1986-87 

Calcutta THE TELEGRAPH in English 29 Apr 87 p 8 

[Text] New Delhi, April 28 (PTI): The 
overall price situation is well 
within control and 1986-87 will 
most likely end with an inflation 
rate of about six per cent.   ' 

Expressing this optimism, the 
'annual report of the finance 
ministry for 1986-87 points but 
that this is considerably below 
the average annual price in- 
crease of 7.9 per cent over the 
last decade. 

However, the annual rate of 
inflation in 1985-86 was much 
lower at 3.8 per cent. 

Despite a poor monsoon, the 
growth rate for gross national 
product is expected to be 4.5 to 
five per cent. In 1985-86, the 
national income growth was 5.1 
per cent. 

The report said industrial pro- 
duction would be almost the 
same as in 1985-86, whereas the 
trade deficit has been reduced 
significantly. 

Available information based 
on a large number of industries 
suggests a growth rate of seven 
to eight per cent in 1986-87. It 
varied between eight and nine 
per cent in the previous two 
years. 

." The report said the trade de- 
ficit from April to December, 
1986 showed a decline of 16.1 
per cent or Rs 1,000 crores com- 
pared to the value attained in 
the corresponding period in the 
previous year. 

The overall foreign exchange 
reserves recorded a decline of 
Rs 160 crores by the end of 
January, 1987 as against an in- 
crease of Rs 577 crores in 1985- 
86. The foreign exchange re- 
serves position continued to be 
comfortable   with   holdings 

equivalent to over four month's 
import requirements. 

The growth in overall liquidity 
in the economy in 1986-87 year 
has been faster, with an increase 
of 15.9 per cent in the first 11 
months upto February 27, 1987 
compared with a rise of 14.8 per 
cent in the same period of 1985- 
86. Net RBI credit to the govern- 
ment showed an increase of Rs 
6,781 crores compared with a 
rise of Rs 6,836 crores in the 
same period of the previous 
year 

According to the report, the 
aggregate deposits of scheduled 
commercial banks increased by 
Rs 15,527 crores till February 
27, 1987, representing a deposit 
growth rate of 18.2 per cent 
compared to an increase of Rs 
12,640 crores during the corres- 
ponding period of 1985-86. 

The country received external 
assistance of about $4501 mil- 
lion during the year as against 
$3879 million in 1985-86. This 
included $2400 million from the 
World Bank group. 

During the calendar year, 
1986, approvals for bonus issues 
as well as for fresh share issues 
and debentures were given in 
the case of 1188 companies for a 
total amount of Rs 6356 crores as 
against 709 companies in 1985 
for a total amount of Rs 2,948 
crores. 

During the year the depart- 
ment of expenditure introduced 
a system of quarterly budgeting, 
apart from zero-based 
budgeting. 

Under this system, the budget 
provision for major projects 
would be broken into four quar- 
ters. 
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INDIA SOUTH ASIA 

FINANCE MINISTER ADDRESSES ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK 

Calcutta THE TELEGRAPH in English 29 Apr 87 p 8 

[Text] 

Osaka, April 28 (PTI): India to- 
day urged industrialised coun- 
tries for a "substantially en- 
hanced" net capital flow to de- 
veloping countries to maintain 
and enhance the current low 
levels of investment and growth. 

The Indian finance secretary, 
Mr S. Venkitaramanan, told the 
Asian Development Bank's 
annual meeting here that in an 
increasingly inter-dependent 
world in which trade and capital 
flows are the primary economy ■ 
links between nations, the de- 
clining trend in the net re- 
sources flow to developing coun- 
tries "tended to reinforce the 
inequitable character of the pre- 
sent economic system." 

He, therefore, urged for a re- 
newed commitment to the basic 
rules of multilateralism so that 
institutions like the ADB would 
meet their mandates from the 
world community to adequately 
provide for financing of develop- 
ment in less developed nations. 

While welcoming the agree- 
ment on the size of the IDA-8 
replenishment, Mr Venkitar- 
amanan said in the case of India, 
there was a decline in the flow of 
concessional  assistance  and  a 

stiffening of lending terms. He 
said India was concerned at the 
hardening of terms and dif- 
ferentiation in repayment 
periods for low income countries 
such as India and China.. 

The finance secretary said it 
was a matter of concern that the 
ADB should increase by less 
than five percent at a time when 
the need remained "very large" 
and called for stepped up lend- 
ing in real terms. 

When the balance of payments 
comes under pressure in the 
short run, "an enhanced flow of 
concessional assistance on 
favourable terms would be of 
crucial support and sustain 
growth-oriented policies, the. inir, 
pact of which would be felt only' 
in the medium term," he said. 

He pointed out that the aver- 
age size- of ADB loans was less 
than $40 million, which in some 
cases did not even cover the 
foreign exchange part of the cost 
involved in a project, though the 
bank guidelines would permit a 
size enough to cover up to 80 per 
cent of the cost. 

"This self-imposed limitation 
ought to be removed so the. bank 
can play an effective .role in 
promoting projects in social in- 

frastructure and industrial sec- 
tors whose 'requirements are 
large," Mr Venkitaramanan 
said. •'■''"" "■*";■.>■ 

He told the meeting that the 
long-term resources flow to de- 
veloping countries declined 
from $80 billion in 1980 to $51 
billion in 1985 and the largest 
reduction occurred in net pri- 
vate flows which fell from $48 
billion to.$21 billion. 

. During this' period, he said, 
while net official developmental 
assistance remained static, the 
net assistance, routed through 
multilateral agencies declined, 
from $4.4 to 3.8 billion. 

Mr Venkitaramanan said he 
also found it disconcerting that 
ADB disbursements from ordin- 
ary capital resources (OCR) in 
1986 should have dropped by 1.3 
per cent compared. to the year 
before. This he attributed partly 
to the resource constraint faced 
by the developing member coun- 
tries and suggested simplifica- 
tion of procedures to facilitate a 
higher pace of disbursement. 

, The finance secretary, howev- 
er, welcomed the decision to 
extend. ADB loans without gov- 
ernment guarantee in private 
sector financing. 
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PAKISTAN SOUTH ASIA 

DAWN SAYS AWACS NO SOLUTION TO AFGHAN RAIDS 

BK030539 Karachi DAWN in English 27 May 87 p 7 

[Editorial:  "Implications of the AWACS Deal"] 

[Text] Depsite the scepticism aroused by the proposed supply of the AWACS 
to Pakistan, the Government is pursuing this objective steadfastly. 
A defence delegation has been in Washington holding talks with American 
officials and so has Foreign Minister Sahabzada Yaqub Khan, who has 
described the U.S. response to the Pakistani request as "very favorable". 
It will be some time before an actual deal is finalized but an air of 
inevitability already surrounds it.  American officials testifying before 
a congressional panel have said that while a "leasing" arrangement which 
Pakistan has requested might not be possible, in view of Pakistan's pressing 
need for an air defence system, other alternatives could be considered. 
These include lease or sale of radar planes to Pakistan from a third 
country; immediate transfer of an aircraft to Pakistan from the current 
production line; regular Pak-American military exercise which could include 
the use of AWACS to provide radar coverage to Pakistan; and as a temporary 
measure the stationing of AWACS in Pakistan operated and flown by Americans. 
This last alternative, which is the most dubious in its implications, has 
been sweetened by a fancy name, "sale of services", but the meaning behind 
it is quite transparent.  Regular or recurring military exercises or the 
sale of services are nothing but euphemisms for an American military 
presence in Pakistan. 

Buying or leasing AWACS is complicated enough but to go a step further 
and allow American Air Force planes to fly surveillance missions along 
the north-west frontier amounts to giving the Americans a base in this 
country.  To even contemplate such a possibility and, at the same time, 
,talk of safeguarding national independence and sovereignty are mutually 
contradictory things.  All these alternatives portend the strengthening of 
the American connection and all that such a course necessarily implies.  The 
arms race in this part of the world would intensify as the Soviet Union to 
the west and India to the east will try to match Pakistan's acquisition of 
this sophisticated technology.  The momentum generated so far for a peaceful 
settlement of the Afghan war and its attendant crises would receive a 
setback, for let us not be under the illusion that the Geneva talks on 
Afghanistan and the supply of AWACS to Pakistan and 'Stingers' and 'Blowpipes' 
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to the Mujahidin can go together.  They cannot.  The more we allow the 
Americans to strengthen their political and military presence in this 
country, the more our freedom of action vis-a-vis the Afghan conflict will 
be restricted.  This is not to deny the existence of a threat on our north- 
western border.  Pakistan after all has been and is being subjected to air 
and ground violations from the other side.  But unless official circles 
in this country are to be totally obtuse about the matter, they must surely 
realize that tension on the Duran Line is not taking place in a vacuum. 
It is contingent upon Pakistan's involvement in the Afghan war and its 
readiness to support the Mujahidin.  Even if there is truth in the official 
line that Pakistan is extending no material assistance to the Afghan 
guerrillas, it is hard not to see that but for Pakistan's acquiescence, 
the Americans would be hard pressed to sustain the Afghan resistance. 

The risk of Afghan retaliation is thus inherent in our Afghan policy.  If 
this much is conceded, it follows that AWACS and F-16s (to pick on two of 
the prime symbols of this debate) are by themselves no answer to the threat 
from the west.  The solution lies in a political settlement of the conflict 
next door so that the root cause underlying its continuation is removed. 
We certainly have a right to defend ourselves (there can be no quarrel with 
that) but the problem arises when the military option takes precedence 
over the search for a political solution.  That course is fraught with 
danger; it came to grief in places as distant in space and time as Vietnam 
and East Pakistan.  Whatever the siren-like attraction of the AWACS, 
it is not a course we should be pursuing now to the exclusion of other 
more pressing considerations. 
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PAKISTAN SOUTH ASIA 

BRIEFS 

PRESS RELEASE ON PESHAWAR ACTIVITIES—A press release issued by the political 
agent of Khyber Agency said that the administration on 23 May imposed 
restriction on the use of the Peshawar-Jamrud and Peshawar-Bara Roads 
by some Afridi tribals.  Some tribals and their vehicles have been seized. The 
press release said that these steps were taken to enforce collective 
responsibility so as to secure the release of several kidnapped persons. 
The press release added that some subversive tribals who received money 
from the Kabul regime are engaged in sabotage activities in Jamrud, Bara 
and Peshawar in a bid to create an issue of law and order.  The authorities 
took punitive steps to end lawlessness in the area which included demolition 
of four houses and the arrest of some lawbreaking elements.  The press 
release said that a handful of tribals took money from the Kabul regime 
and kidnapped more people and resorted to subversive activities.  It added 
that the government views with concern the activities of the criminal and 
subversive elements which are aimed at committing crimes with political 
objectives and hurting peaceful citizens in residential areas.  The 
government will take necessary steps to protect the lives and property of 
peaceful citizens.  [Text] [Karachi Domestic Service in Urdu 0200 GMT 
28 May 87 BK]  /12624 
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